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ABSTRACT

MOVING BEYOND PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY: A CRITICAL DISCOURSE
ANALYSIS OF DIGITAL CITZENSHIP CURRICULA

Kristen Mattson, Ed.D.
Department of Leadership, Educational Psychology, and Foundations
Northern Illinois University, 2016
Dr. Joseph Flynn, Director

This dissertation analyzes how the concept of “digital citizenship” is conceptualized and
furthered through three freely available curricula intended for use with high school students:
NetSmartz, Digital Citizenship in Schools, and Common Sense Media. By employing a critical
discourse analysis and examining the influence of sentence structure, collocational patterns,
connotation, structural opposition, images and other tools used to craft and forward messages, I
determined that the discoursed concept of “digital citizenship” aligns with traditional
frameworks of citizenship education in schools, namely that of the personally responsible citizen.
Much of the curricular documents are designed through a deficit perspective, making
assumptions that teenagers are inherently approaching technology with ill intent, and that the
lessons within will correct wrong-doing. Additionally, the curricula utilize a variety of
‘technologies of governmentality’, intended to mold and shape adolescent online behavior until it
mirrors the societal norms for acceptable offline behavior. The curricula’s narrow focus on
shaping behavior and reinforcing traditional power structures between teens and adults is likely
hindering the curricular opportunities students are being given to engage as citizens of global
communities.
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CHAPTER 1

When I began the doctoral journey, I did not see myself as a researcher. I had years of
both classroom and school library experience, and I definitely had some opinions about
curriculum, instruction, and digital aged teaching and learning. But a researcher? That label, and
the hard work that it would take to wear that label, were a bit intimidating. But I saw a gap, a
hole, a question that needed to be explored: not only for myself, but for other teachers, media
specialists, curricula developers, and policy makers too.
My official title is Library Media Center Director at a large, suburban high school that
serves just over 2600 students. Unofficially, I go by librarian, teacher librarian, media specialist,
instructional designer, instructional partner, technology integrator…let’s just say I wear many
hats in my role. One of my responsibilities is to teach digital citizenship to students in order to
fulfill the requirements tied to federal e-rate funds that our district, and most public school
districts, receive.
The year before I began this dissertation journey, 32 librarians, one from each of our
district’s elementary, middle and high schools, were faced with a task: determine where, how,
and when we could integrate digital citizenship lessons into our school community. One thing
was clear: the task was ours. The rest of the details? Well, those were about as clear as mud.
During that first year it was decided that each librarian would research and select free, digital
resources to use in their own building. There would be no curricular alignment at this point; we
would simply all try out some things and report back later.
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As my fellow librarians and I began to read, locate resources, field test lessons and
activities, and reflect upon student responses, so many questions arose in my mind. Besides
fulfilling a federal stipulation, what was it that we were trying to accomplish? Was our librarian
team even on the same page when we used the term “digital citizen”? Did we want students who
were savvy users of technological opportunities, or were we more concerned about setting and
reinforcing rules for technology use? These questions, and many others, continued to gnaw at me
as our team refined our approach, and after realizing that not many educational researchers had
explored the topic of digital citizenship, I knew I had landed on the topic for my own doctoral
study. May this work inform you, challenge your thinking, and spur on new ideas as we
collectively work toward improvements in digital citizenship education.

An Introduction to the Study

Digital citizenship is in its infancy, both in terms of classroom practice and in educational
research. While the term has appeared more frequently in educational journals, state policies,
district mission statements and acceptable use documents, the definition of digital citizens, and
the curriculum used to cultivate them, vary. Ribble, Bailey, and Ross (2004) initially defined
digital citizenship by naming and identifying nine components, which they referred to as the
Nine Elements of Digital Citizenship: rights, safety, security, access, communication, etiquette,
responsibility, education, and commerce.
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The term digital citizenship reached a larger audience in 2007, when it was published in
the International Society of Technology in Education’s (ISTE) National Education Technology
Standards for Students (NETS). ISTE is recognized as the leading organization in educational
technology. Members from around the globe work on public policy and complete research; the
organization publishes books, journals, and professional development packages that are widely
utilized by K-12 educators. Each year, the ISTE conference is attended by close to 16,000
educators and 500 educational technology companies. Over 1000 breakout sessions are offered
over the course of the four day event (ISTE, 2016). The ISTE organization has reach, and when
it began using the term digital citizenship, the concept started to gain traction.
When the term digital citizenship was adopted by the International Society of Technology
in Education (ISTE) in 2007, the original nine elements conceived of by Ribble, Bailey, and
Ross (2004) were condensed into only four. According to the ISTE National Educational
Technology Standards for Students (2007), a digital citizen should understand and practice legal
and ethical behavior related to technology, exhibit a positive attitude about using technology,
demonstrate lifelong learning, and exhibit leadership in relation to digital citizenship. A 2016
update to the ISTE student standards modified the concept of a digital citizen once again. Legal
and ethical behavior prevailed in the discourse, but students were also expected to “recognize the
rights, responsibilities and opportunities of living, learning and working in an interconnected
digital world” (2016).
Most generally, term digital citizenship is used to describe the set of skills students
should possess in order to navigate a digital world effectively and safely. The concept of digital
citizenship has gained traction since it was first introduced by Ribble et al. in 2004, but before
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educators were having conversations about digital citizenship, U.S. Federal and state
governments were concerned about internet safety and keeping minors from being exposed to the
dangerous aspects of and inappropriate content on the internet. As a result, The Children’s
Internet Protection Act of 2000 and the Protecting Children in the 21st Century Act of 2011 tied
federal funding for technology and internet connectivity to the stipulation that public schools
receiving the assistance must have internet safety policies in place as well as teach aspects of
internet safety as part of the school curriculum (Federal Communications Commission, 2015).
It is not surprising that online behavior education has been, in many ways, legislated into
schools. One of the earliest aims of public education was to develop a country of literate citizens
who could participate in the country’s democratic processes (Dewey, 2004; Labaree, 1997;
Tyack & Cuban, 1995). Since then, the public school system has been considered a vehicle for
addressing a myriad of societal shortcomings. Sex education courses stemmed from public health
concerns over an increased number of sexual transmitted diseases in the country (Moran, 2002).
After the United States was beaten to space by the Russians in 1957, the response was an
increase in mathematics and science education for all (United States, 1983). Programs like
D.A.R.E (Drug Abuse Resistance Education), G.R.E.A.T. (Gang Resistance Education and
Training) and Character Counts are more recent examples of curricula designed to fill perceived
societal inadequacies. Today, the responsibility for educating and protecting children in digital
spaces has been added to the educational system’s to-do list.
Digital citizenship has been nebulously defined in the literature. While an expectation for
teaching such lessons exists through policy, there are currently no standardized skill sets or
mandatory assessments which would bring uniformity to the goals of an implemented
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curriculum. As a result, the lessons students receive around digital citizenship vary in
complexity, frequency, goals, and messages.

Problem Statement

There are many ways to approach digital citizenship education in schools. Some curricula
focus solely on teaching students the rules they should follow when they are online as well as the
dangers that exist on the internet (Internet Keep Safe Coalition, 2015; NSW curriculum and
learning innovation centre, 2011; Ribble, 2015). Other curricula promote the concepts of safe
behavior through critical thinking and responsible, meaningful participation in the digital world
(Common Sense Media, 2015c; MediaSmarts 2015a, MediaSmarts 2015b). Unfortunately, many
teens report having limited dialogue about digital citizenship with adults. Teens claim that the
majority of digital citizenship messages delivered in school are done through once a year school
assemblies peppered with messages on the adverse consequences of making mistakes online
(James, 2014).
Few studies have been conducted on digital citizenship education in schools, and those
that exist have been completed through the same conceptual framework of digital citizenship as
outlined by Ribble’s Nine Elements (Boyle, 2010; Doyle, 2011; Lyons, 2012; Suppo, 2013).
While these studies found an increase in students’ knowledge at the completion of a digital
citizenship unit, the studies were limited in that they did not gauge retention of learning over
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time nor did they measure whether or not students applied knowledge outside of the classroom.
In addition, there has been little research about the curricular aims of, conceptual understanding
of, or need for digital citizenship education since the work of Ribble et al (2004).
The topic of digital citizenship education is a timely one. A search of the term “digital
citizenship” on Google Trends (2015a), as displayed in Figure 1, shows that the topic has
received increased attention since it was first published by Ribble et al in 2004.

Figure 1: Google Trends for the search term "digital citizenship."

Additionally, the regional interest map from Google Trends (2015b), displayed in Figure
2, shows that the United States is second only to Australia in their interest in digital citizenship,
which further justifies the importance of this study.
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Figure 2: Regional interest for the search term "digital citizenship."

Finally, a glance at the Google Trends (2015c) top query chart related to digital
citizenship, pictured in Figure 3, shows that even though the term has been in publications for
over a decade, and legislation is requiring schools to foster digital citizens, there is still a
looming question: how do educators in the United States define a digital citizen?
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Figure 3: Top Google search queries related to digital citizenship.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study was to critically analyze the concept of digital citizenship in an
attempt to understand how the discourses presented in commonly used curricula aligned or
misaligned with traditional views of citizenship. This study was also designed to critically
analyze the way digital citizenship curricula portrayed teenagers, technology, and their
relationships to one another through three guiding research questions.
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Research Questions

1. How is the term “digital citizenship” conceptualized and furthered through popular

digital citizenship curricula?
2. What assumptions about teenage students and their use of technology emerge through the

discursive elements in popular digital citizenship curricula?
3. How does the discoursed concept of “digital citizenship” align with traditional

frameworks of citizenship education in schools? What implications, if any, are evidenced
from this alignment?

Conceptual Frameworks

This study was situated within three established frameworks, chosen to help me analyze
data through multiple lenses. The concepts important to this study were: Citizenship Education,
Critical Discourse Analysis, and Governmentality. Each is described in detail in the sections that
follow.
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Citizenship Education

The conceptual framework for citizenship education was drawn from the work of
Westheimer and Kahne (2004b). They developed a framework for discussing the aims of
citizenship education after studying the seminal writings related to democratic education and
theory as well as conducting a two year study on democratic education, the programmatic goals,
and instructional practices within. Westheimer and Kahne (2004a) uncovered three concepts of
citizenship that were apparent within the literature and in practice. These three types of
citizenship, the personally responsible, the participatory citizen, and the justice oriented citizen,
were used in this study as a framework for analyzing the goals of digital citizenship curricula and
noting how such goals aligned with or misaligned with traditional conceptions of citizenship.
More specifically, a personally responsible citizen is one who follows the rules, takes
care of his or her own property, and performs responsible acts like paying taxes and driving the
speed limit (Khane, Chi, & Middaugh, 2006). The personally responsible citizen may contribute
time or money to charitable causes or help others in times of crisis, but in general, this vision of a
good citizen is individualistic (Westheimer & Kahne, 2004a).
A participatory citizen would be expected to do everything that a personally responsible
citizen does in addition to caring for and engaging in the larger community around them. A
citizen who “actively participates in the civic affairs and the social life of the community at local,
state, and national levels” would be considered participatory (Westheimer & Kahne, 2004b, p.
240). Curriculum and programming designed to cultivate this type of citizen focus on teaching
how organizations and systems work, the importance of participating in such systems, and the
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skills associated with doing so. Youth engaged in lessons around participatory citizenship are
more likely to engage in important aspects of politics, civil service, and community problem
solving as adults (Kahe, Lee, & Feezell, 2012; Khane, Lee & Feezell, 2013; Kahne, Middaugh,
& Allen, 2014).
A justice oriented citizen shares the vision of a participatory citizen in that engagement in
and care for those in their communities is essential. A curriculum that promotes justice oriented
citizenship, however, adds opportunities for students to understand, analyze, and make actions
toward improving root causes of social injustices. Youth engaged in justice oriented citizenship
are less likely to seek volunteerism and contribution as an end all, and are more likely to engage
in movements toward systematic and systemic change (Westheimer & Kahne, 2004b).
There are several lenses through which the development and aims of digital citizenship
curricula can be viewed, but I chose to use Westheimer and Kahne’s (2004a) framework of the
three types of citizenship for three key reasons:
1. Although digital citizenship is a relatively new topic, the concept of schools developing
good citizens is not. I made the assumption in selecting this framework that digital
citizenship is a logical extension of traditional citizenship education. Whereas a citizen
has traditionally been conceptualized as member of a physical space, the technological
advances of the last decade have allowed people to become members of digital spaces as
well.
2. Westheimer and Kahne (2004a) have already identified components of citizenship
education that allow for delineation of curricula into their framework. These components
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served as a starting point as I coded to discover the inherent, fundamental ideologies
present in the curricula used to develop digital citizens.
3. Upon initial review of popular, published digital citizenship curricula, I readily saw
aspects of the curricula that fit into the framework developed by Westheimer and Kahne
(2004a). I was curious if a deeper, systematic look at the curricula would allow the
framework to be applied directly to digital citizenship education.

Critical Discourse Analysis

Critical discourse analysis (CDA) can and has been described as both a concept and a
methodology (Fairclough, 2010; Gee 2011). For the purposes of this section, I discussed the
concept of critical discourse analysis. The methodological process of engaging in a CDA is fully
developed in Chapter 3. In terms of a concept, CDA can be most easily be described as an
analysis of “the relationships between discourse and other object, elements or moments, as well
as an analysis of the ‘internal relations’ of discourse” (Fairclough, 2010, p. 4, emphasis in
original). More specifically, critical discourse analyses examine the ways that language and texts
contribute to structuring power, creating identity through the representation of social actors, and
developing a natural order or “common sense” that is often taken at face value without question
(Fairclough, 2010; Gee, 2011; Rogers, 2011; Wodak, 1996).
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Critical discourse analysis was a logical choice as part of this study’s framework. While
the term ‘digital citizenship’ has becoming more widespread in education, it is still a relatively
vague and loosely defined concept (Google Trends, 2015c), Critical discourse analysis allowed
me to uncover the aspects of digital citizenship that have become ‘naturalized’ to a state of
dominance (Fairclough, 2010) among multiple curricular resources. In addition, critical
discourse analysis allowed me to explore how teens and their technology use are represented and
furthered. After examining the semiotic choices of the curricula developers, I could shed light on
the’ representational strategies’ employed within the documents (Fairclough, 2010; Machin &
Mayr, 2012; Van Dijk, 1996).

Governmentality

It is difficult to explore relationships of power within a discourse without speaking about
the concept of governmentality (Lemke, 2002). Foucault’s concept of governmentality
challenged the traditional discourse of power and government as an entity of domination over
individuals. Instead, Foucault argued that government is actually a series of negotiations and
agreements among members of a group or community (Foucault, Burchell, Gordon, & Miller,
1991). These negotiated power relationships within groups take several forms including
disciplinary power, bipower, and strategic games, which are fully defined and explored in
Chapter 2.
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The concept of governmentality and the various ways power is established through
discourse allowed me to analyze the digital citizenship curriculum more thoroughly. The
discourses within these curricula were not created in a vacuum, so it was important for me to be
cognizant of the strategic games and governmental powers (Bernauer & Rasmussen, 1988) at
play as I coded. Additionally, the critical discourse analysis allowed me to see how the
ideologies presented within the curriculum perpetuated traditional power relationships between
teens and adults, schools and law-making bodies, and amongst members of digital communities.
Critical discourse analysis and governmentality are a natural pairing to Foucault whom claims
power and meaning are interconnected and co-articulated in all social dimensions (Bennett &
Frow, 2008).

Significance of the Study

The significance of this study rested on the actions of government organizations, policy
makers, educational organizations and think tanks that have requested that the educational
system take on the responsibility of developing digital citizens (ISTE, 2007; Office of
Educational Technology, 2016; Partnership for 21st Century Skills, n.d.) However, the definition
of a digital citizen and the curricula used to foster them were, and in many ways still are,
nebulously defined and untested by researchers.
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May the results of this study begin a conversation amongst policy makers, educational
leaders, teachers, students, and parents around digital citizenship curricula, its aims, and its
value. While the current literature assesses what students learn as a result of digital citizenship
curricula, this study more deeply explores the conceptual understanding and ideological
definition of digital citizenship within those curricula. In addition, the results of this study may
help situate digital citizenship within the larger context of citizenship education, encouraging the
aforementioned stakeholders to expand, rather than narrow the concept of a citizen in our
globally connected world.

List of Important Terminology

The following terminology will be used throughout the study. While some terms
may have more than one meaning or interpretation, I am using them in the way they are defined
below.
Discourse, most simply defined, is written and spoken communication about a topic. The
concept of discourse used in this study acknowledges Foucoult’s (2010) more detailed definition,
however, which states that discourses are ways of constituting knowledge that are embedded in
social practices and are both created and received through forms of subjectivity and power
relationships.
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Figured worlds, as described by Gee (2014), refers to the images that arise as normal or
typical when one hears terminology like “teenager” or “school.” While figured worlds may vary
slightly from person to person, they oftentimes carry strong similarities because of the way they
are represented in a variety of media.
Governmentality refers to the methods, programs, laws and other technologies of power
used to govern citizens (Foucault, Burchell, Gordon, & Miller, 1991). His semantic linking of the
words government and mentality expand the concept of government beyond the political office
to encompass the governments of self-control and personal conduct. Governmentality refers to
both the methods of governing the self and governing others.
Participatory citizenship refers to the belief that a good citizen is one who engaged in the
communities of which they are a part, contributing back to the greater good through
participation, service, and community involvement in order to maintain a harmonious society
(Kahne, Chi, & Middaugh, 2006).
Personally responsible citizenship refers to the belief that citizenship is based on a matter
of duty and obligation. If each citizen is personally responsible enough to follow the law and
fulfill their personal obligations like working, completing school, and voting, society will
continue to flourish (Kahne, Chi, & Middaugh, 2006).
Justice oriented citizenship refers to the belief that citizens have a responsibility to
understand and work toward solving social injustices that exist in order to create a more perfect
society for all (Kahne, Chi, & Middaugh, 2006).
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Summary

This critical discourse analysis analyzed three leading digital citizenship curricula written
for implementation with high school students. The discourse was analyzed through the lenses of
citizenship education, critical discourse analysis, and governmentality.
This study is organized into eight chapters. Chapter 2 provides a review of literature
relevant to the study. Chapter 3 is a detailed description of the methodology used. Chapters 4, 5,
and 6, each cover one of the three curricular packages analyzed in this study. Readers will be
taken on a journey through the key findings in each curriculum and the implications of those
findings. An interdiscursive analysis of all three curricular packages will be found in Chapter 7,
and Chapter 8 presents my final discussion and recommendations.
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CHAPTER 2
EDUCATING CITIZENS IN A DIGITAL AGE: A REVIEW OF RELEVANT
LITERATURE

Congress enacted The Children’s Internet Protection Act (CIPA) in the year 2000 as a
means for addressing public concern related to the ease in which children could access obscene
or inappropriate content using the internet. CIPA is closely tied to the E-rate federal funding
program which provides dollars to public libraries and schools for hardware, internet
connectivity and other telecommunication needs. But with these federal funds come stipulations
(Federal Communications Commission, 2015). Organizations that accept E-rate funds must
comply with the rules of CIPA by developing Internet safety policies including plans for
monitoring the online activities of minors. And, as required by the Protecting Children in the 21

st

Century Act, organizations that accept E-rate funds must also provide education to minors about
appropriate online behavior including, but not limited to, guidelines for interacting with others
and cyberbullying awareness and response (Federal Communications Commission, 2015).
Many states that rely heavily on E-rate funding have written similar requirements into
their own school codes. Illinois School Code Section 5, for example, states that, “school districts
must incorporate into the school curriculum a component on Internet safety to be taught at least
once each school year to students in grade 3 and above” (Illinois General Assembly, 2007, p. 1).
Together, the requirements of CIPA and individual state legislation have resulted in an increase
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in dialogue around Internet safety curriculum and instruction as well as specific laws and policies
to protect children.
Because the Protecting Children in the 21 Century act specifically names cyberbullying
st

awareness in its description of appropriate internet education (Federal Communications
Commission, 2015), the topic receives attention by law and policy makers. There is currently no
federal law specifically related to bullying or cyberbullying, although in many cases, federal
laws related to harassment and discrimination could apply. When digital or traditional bullying
breaks such federal laws, schools are legally obligated to address the issues (U.S. Department of
Education, 2011a). As opposed to relying solely on these federal harassment and discrimination
laws, however, many state and local lawmakers have taken action to put anti-bullying laws and
policies into place. In fact, all but 13 states have both law and policy written specifically about
bullying. Of those that do not have both laws and policies, eight have laws, one has policy, and
only four states have neither (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 2014).
As individual states made attempts to prevent and reduce bullying through legislation, the
U.S. Department of Education and the Department’s Office of Civil Rights began its own work
to reduce bullying in schools. In 2010, Education Secretary Arne Duncan released a statement
outlining the key strategies that had already been developed in support of bullying prevention.
These steps included a gathering of the first-ever Federal Bullying Prevention Summit, the
launch of an anti-bullying resource website for parents and schools, and grant moneys for eleven
states to develop assessment systems that would measure the prevalence of bullying as well as
overall school safety (Duncan, 2010).
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In short, the responsibility for educating and protecting children in the physical school
building in an obligation that has extended into digital spaces as well. Increasingly, the onus for
shaping and monitoring student behavior is shifting to schools. Thirteen states specify that
schools have the right to punish off-campus behavior that creates a hostile school environment
(U.S. Department of Education, 2011b). In Illinois, for example, former Governor Pat Quinn
signed legislation into law that allows schools to discipline students for cyberbullying that
happened outside of school hours. This law expanded school personnel’s authority to intervene
when bullying or cyberbullying was impacting the learning environment. Previous to this version
of the law, school personnel only had authority to intervene when cyberbullying was happening
on a district owned device or during school hours (Erb, 2008). Through E-rate funding
stipulations, the Child Protection Act, the Protecting Children in the 21 Century Act, and the
st

countless number of resulting local and state policies and laws, the responsibility of both
educating and protecting children in digital spaces has been put upon the educational system.
It is not surprising that state and government agencies have legislated online behavior
education into schools. One of the oldest aims of education has been to develop productive,
responsible citizens, and the public school system is typically seen as the vehicle for doing so
(Dewey, 2004; Labaree, 1997; Tyack & Cuban, 1995). In the last ten years, education around
internet safety, responsible online behavior, and cyberbullying have become synonymous with
the term “digital citizenship” (Common Sense Education, 2015a; International Society for
Technology in Education, 2007; Office of Educational Technology, 2016; Ribble, Bailey &
Ross, 2004), a term that pays homage to the traditional aims of public school. And while there
appears to be consensus over the need for a digital citizenship curriculum in public schools, there
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is a lack of agreement over the best approaches for teaching such content or even a unified,
conceptual understanding of its tenets. Many in the field assert that the definition of a productive,
responsible citizen has evolved over time with an even more complex meaning in our globally
connected world, arguing that both citizenship and digital citizenship curriculum are due for
reform, and each have their own suggestions for improvement (Education Commission of the
States, 2012; McCowan, 2009; Partnership for 21 Century Skills, n.d.). This disagreement in
st

curricular stances has spurred a plethora of opinion pieces, but very few empirical studies have
been conducted to determine the need for or effects of digital citizenship curricula in schools.

Review of Relevant Literature

This review of literature includes current research in the field of digital citizenship
education as well as an attempt to understand how the term digital citizenship came to be. In
addition, current research in the field of adolescent behavior is presented in order to evaluate the
alignment between the needs of young adults, research based best practices, and current trends in
digital citizenship curricula. Finally, the concepts of citizenship, critical discourse analysis, and
governmentality are reviewed in order to help readers understand the lenses through which
analyses took place.
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The Birth of Digital Citizenship

Dr. Mike Ribble was the first to coin the term “digital citizenship” in a 2004 journal
article co-written with Gerald Bailey and Tweed Ross, and explored the idea more extensively in
his dissertation through Kansas State University (Ribble, 2006). Subsequent to his dissertation
and published articles, Ribble developed a website, digitialcitizenship.net, where he posted
resources for teachers to use as they worked with students on his nine elements of digital
citizenship. These resources also appeared in his 2007 book, Digital Citizenship in Schools,
which was published by the International Society for Technology in Education (ISTE).
Coinciding with Ribble & Bailey’s 2007 publication, ISTE adopted the term “digital
citizenship” in its rewrite of the 1998 ISTE National Educational Technology Standards for
Students (NETSs). While the term itself was new to the standards, the expectations for students
did not alter much, as shown in Table 1.
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Table 1
A Comparison of the 1998 and 2007 NETS for Students
ISTE NETSs 1998 Version
Standard 2: Social, ethical, and
human issues

ISTE NETSs 2007 Version
Standard 5: Digital Citizenship
Students understand human, cultural, and
societal issues related to technology and
practice legal and ethical behavior.

Students understand the ethical, cultural, and
societal issues related to technology.

Advocate and practice safe, legal, and
responsible use of information and
technology

Students practice responsible use of technology
systems, information, and software.

Exhibit a positive attitude toward using
technology that supports collaboration,
learning, and productivity
Demonstrate personal responsibility for
lifelong learning

Students develop positive attitudes toward
technology uses that support lifelong learning,
collaboration, personal pursuits, and
productivity.

Exhibit leadership for digital citizenship

Ribble’s book has been updated twice since its original publication (2011, 2015), but his
conceptual framework, resource lists, and ideas for teachers to use in the classroom remain fairly
unaltered from the first edition. The heart of Ribble’s book is the Nine Elements of Digital
Citizenship, the conceptual framework by which all of his work is situated. These Nine Elements
are:
1. Digital Access –Students must realize that not all people have the same digital access.
Technology leaders should look for ways to provide equity.
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2. Digital Commerce – Technology users must understand how to be consumers in a
digital economy and need to be aware of the danger and issues that can be associated
with making online purchases.
3. Digital Communication – The authors lament that many technology users have not
been directly taught how to make appropriate decisions when faced with so many
various methods and modes of communication
4. Digital Literacy – Defined as the “process of teaching and learning about technology
and the use of technology” (Ribble, 2015c, para 5). Ribble contends that schools
should be teaching students the latest and greatest technology tools that are being
used in the workforce today.
5. Digital Etiquette – Standards for electronic conduct; it is not enough to ban
technology or create rules and regulations about its use. Ribble and Bailey (2007)
suggest it is up to educators to teach students how to be responsible with technology,
although Ribble and Bailey do not describe what responsible use looks like in this
pillar.
6. Digital Law – digital citizens must understand laws regarding copyright, hacking,
plagiarism, illegal downloading, and other forms of theft
7. Digital Rights & Responsibilities – citing the Bill of Rights as a reference, the authors
assert that digital citizens also have rights and responsibilities to use technology in an
appropriate manner. Again, they do not offer suggestions for what these rights and
responsibilities may be.
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8. Digital Health & Wellness – a good digital citizen must be cognizant of posture, eye
safety, carpal tunnel syndrome, and other physical issues that may arise from misuse
or overuse of technology.
9. Digital Security – digital citizens must have virus protection, back up their files, take
care of their equipment, and be careful with their data.
Through ISTE’s publication of his articles, the completion of his dissertation at Kansas
State University (2006), and subsequent publication of books on the topic (2007, 2011, 2015),
Ribble has become one of the most cited researchers in the literature on digital citizenship in
schools.

History of the Nine Elements. Looking at the dates of Ribble’s articles, books, and
dissertation, one might assume that his academic research was on the development of the Nine
Elements of Digital Citizenship, but that assumption would be false. Instead, Ribble’s (2006)
dissertation was centered on the development of a handbook for implementing digital citizenship
education in schools.
In the introduction of his dissertation, Ribble (2006) defined digital citizenship as “the
norms of behavior with regard to technology use” (p. 1) and cited his article with co-author and
dissertation chair, Dr. Gerald Bailey (2004), as the source of this definition. Ribble described a
need for codified principles, rules, laws, and universal agreements that should be in place to
prevent the misuse of technology, setting the stage for the handbook that would be designed,
tested, and revised for publication.
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Ribble (2006) employed a Research and Design (R & D) Methodology, which calls for
the development of a product and revision of that product based on feedback from expert jurors.
His research questions included: determine ways technology leaders can implement digital
citizenship in schools and develop a model and guide for technology leaders to use as they
integrate digital citizenship in schools. An initial draft of the handbook, written through the Nine
Elements of Digital Citizenship Framework he and his dissertation chair published in the 2004
ISTE article, was given to five expert jurors. Four of the five jurors were employed by
universities, and the fifth worked for the state department of education (Ribble, 2006). While
these experts may have been selected by Ribble because of their work in the educational
technology field, I found the selections ironic as Ribble’s intended audience for the handbook
was K-12 instructional leaders.
Along with a draft of the handbook, the five jurors were given a Likert-scale survey that
asked for their feedback on the logical sequence of the content, organization of the content,
readability of the text, appropriate grammar and usage, and overall usability of the handbook
(Ribble, 2006). In a second survey, the experts were asked about the practicality and relevance of
the content as well as the newness of the concepts and the overall content quality. Jurors had the
opportunity to answer open ended items as well. The first open-ended question asked for
suggested corrections in the writing and formatting of the handbook. The second open-ended
question asked what parts of the handbook would be most/least beneficial for technology leaders.
Because of the wording of these questions, Ribble elicited a plethora of feedback about his
organization, writing style, grammar, and spelling that he was able to apply to a revision of the
handbook. The critiques of his content centered around an overreliance on providing readers with
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URLs that may not stay valid after the handbook was published (Ribble, 2006). Interestingly,
Ribble did not specifically ask his panel of jurors for feedback on the nine pillared framework
that enveloped the handbook.
Chapter 4 of Ribble’s (2006) dissertation, the findings, is an edited version of his
handbook for digital citizenship in schools that was modified based on the feedback of two
rounds of juror review. Not long after the dissertation was completed, the handbook was
published as a book by ISTE under the title Digital Citizenship in Schools (2007) and was coauthored by Ribble’s dissertation chair, Dr. Gerald Bailey. The publication conveniently
coincided with ISTE’s updated version of the National Educational Technology Standards for
Students (2007), which used the verbiage “digital citizenship” for the first time.

The framework that “became.” So if Ribble’s (2006) dissertation was not a systematic
analysis of his framework for digital citizenship, how did he go about developing the concept?
Unfortunately, a lot of digging on my part, including email communication with Ribble himself,
did not turn up a more detailed methodology than the one described in his dissertation.
Regarding the purpose of his study, Ribble says that the “the idea for Digital Citizenship...was
formulated during class discussions at Kansas State University” (2006, p. 4), and later in the text,
Ribble states that it was through a review of hundreds of articles, news broadcasts, and books
that the Nine Elements of Digital Citizenship began to emerge for him. However, Ribble
acknowledges that the focus of this literature review was on the “misuse and abuse of
technologies” (p. 19) throughout the decades. And while this literature review is mentioned in
Ribble’s dissertation, there are no specific citations or arguments given to support the selected
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themes. In fact, his whole process for developing the Nine Elements of Digital Citizenship model
is summarized in one small paragraph:

After a detailed literature search, it revealed that digital citizenship had not been formally
defined in educational literature or other technology-related literature. By thoroughly
researching this topic, several key themes began to emerge. They include: (1) Digital
Etiquette (2) Digital Communication (3) Digital Education (4) Digital Access (5) Digital
Commerce (6) Digital Responsibility (7) Digital Rights (8) Digital Safety (9) Digital
Security (self-protection).Once themes were identified and categorized, a model for
Digital Citizenship was created to show relationships found between and among the
themes of digital citizenship. (Ribble, 2006, p. 9)

Ribble (2006) attempted to build an argument for digital citizenship education in schools
through his selection of literature that exemplified wrongdoing; however, Ribble’s dissertation
did not describe a systematic, methodological approach to this literature review or a systematic,
methodological approach to coding and analyzing the literature he discovered. It is difficult to
analyze the validity of Ribble’s process and the nine elements framework that developed from it
because his methodology is not described in any published works.
The problem with the use of Ribble’s Nine Elements of Digital Citizenship framework by
other researchers in the field is that neither his definition nor his nine elements were developed
through an extensive research process. Additionally, Ribble’s narrow focus on the abuses and
misuses of technology in society did not lead him to examine the current state of digital
citizenship in young adults nor situate his framework in what it has historically meant to be a
good citizen. While Ribble’s and Bailey’s (2007) handbook for digital citizenship in schools was
peer reviewed and published by ISTE, it is not the handbook, so much as the nine-pillared
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framework that continues to be referenced and built upon today, as one will see in the following
section.

Studies in Digital Citizenship

Because Ribble, Bailey and Ross’s (2004) Nine Elements of Digital Citizenship
framework was published by the International Society for Technology in Education, it has
become the conceptual backbone for the limited number of studies conducted thus far in the
field. This section summarizes the few studies that exist on digital citizenship, organized
chronologically. Rather than give a synthesized overview of all studies, I chose to
chronologically order the studies on digital citizenship so that readers can take note of the ways
each of the studies is built around the conceptual understanding of “digital citizenship” as
defined by Ribble, Bailey, and Ross (2004).

Boyle’s Effectiveness of digital citizenship curriculum. Boyle (2010) set out to
determine the influence of Ribble and Bailey’s (2007) Digital Driver’s License Curriculum,
which appeared as a sample resource in their book Digital Citizenship in Schools. A treatment
group and control group of high school students were given the Digital Driver’s License
Assessment, included in the curricular resources, as a pre and post assessment. Boyle used t-tests
and an ANCOVA to determine if exposure to the curriculum improved student knowledge of
normative behaviors related to the use/misuse of technology. A significant difference was noted
in seven of Ribble and Bailey’s (2007) Nine Elements of Digital Citizenship.
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Students who received the curriculum had a significantly greater knowledge of Ribble
and Bailey’s (2007) elements of normative behavior than those who did not. Boyle’s (2010)
work gave some validity to Ribble and Bailey’s assessment as a tool for measuring the
curriculum they created. Further research could help identify the reasons for an insignificant gain
in two of the elements. Unfortunately, this study was only designed to determine if the
curriculum helped students gain knowledge about the Nine Elements (Boyle, 2010). Because
digital citizenship has been historically defined as a set of behaviors, further research could also
be conducted to determine if Ribble and Bailey’s (2007) curriculum has an impact on students’
digital decision making after receiving the curriculum.

Lyons’s Investigating gender and grade level differences in digital citizenship. Lyons
(2012) conducted an ex-post facto study to explore possible causal relationships among online
misuse and the offender’s gender, age, and parental involvement. Lyons gathered data through
school district surveys, in which he asked for reports of digital citizenship abuse, using the Nine
Elements of Digital Citizenship (Ribble & Bailey, 2007) to guide his collection. Quantitative
statistical analysis included an independent measure t-test, an ANOVA, and chi-square test for
independence.
Lyons (2012) found that as grade level increased, so did digital citizenship abuse.
Simultaneously, parental involvement decreased. Males had greater digital citizenship issues
than females, but there was no significant difference in parental involvement between the
genders. Lyons’s study could be expanded by investigating the types of digital citizenship
curricula present in the school districts he surveyed to determine if the presence or absence of a
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curriculum had a significant impact on behavior reports. Additionally, a collection of qualitative
data could help explain why behaviors were so different between males and females and between
older and younger students.

Suppo’s Digital citizenship instruction: Beliefs and practices. Suppo (2013) wanted to
know if there was a relationship between school leaders’ expressed beliefs about digital
citizenship and the implementation of digital citizenship curriculum within their schools. Using
Ribble and Bailey’s (2007) Nine Elements as a framework, Suppo surveyed 125 superintendents,
curriculum directors, and technology directors from all over the state of Pennsylvania. Suppo
employed a quantitative methodology and manipulated the data he collected through means,
standard deviation, and paired-samples t-tests. Leaders cited digital rights and responsibilities to
be the most important of the Nine Elements of Digital Citizenship, with digital commerce and
digital health and wellness at the bottom of their priority list.
Interestingly, Suppo (2013) found no relationship between leader’s’ beliefs and the
methods they used to address digital citizenship in their schools. He did, however, find a
significant negative correlation between leaders’ beliefs that digital citizenship is important and
should be addressed and the actual frequency with which it was being addressed in the leaders’
schools. Results also indicated that school leaders were more concerned with traditional school
issues than issues related to digital citizenship.
Suppo’s (2013) data indicate a gap between theory and practice as they relate to Ribble
and Bailey’s (2007) Nine Elements. While leaders can inherently agree with the concepts of
digital citizenship, they have not been easily woven into current practice nor do they seem to be
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of pressing need or priority. Similar to Boyle’s (2010) quantitative study that examined the
reliability of Ribble and Bailey’s (2007) Digital Driver’s License curriculum, Suppo’s (2013)
work would be nicely complemented by qualitative data. Both studies leave readers with
unanswered questions that could have been explained through a mixed methods approach.
Follow up interviews with district leaders could have helped paint a rich description of the
tensions between belief in digital citizenship and the implementation of its elements into the
curriculum.

Hill’s The kids are alright online and boyd’s 1 It’s complicated. Up until this point, the
studies I had encountered had very little in common with one another aside from the use of
Ribble’s framework for digital citizenship. These two studies, however, complement one another
in a way that illuminates the personal side of digital citizenship more so than as a theory or
curricular subject to be taught. Therefore, I decided to present them together here.
Hill’s research (2014) explores the ways in which teen girls, ages 14-17, present
themselves online. She analyzed data through the perspective of Facebook culture and discourse
on digital citizenship as defined by Ribble and Bailey (2007). The researcher mined data from a
2010 Girl Scouts of America survey of 1,026 teen girls. Hill (2014) manipulated the data from
questions related to self-esteem, beliefs about others, impression management, and online
aggression. She ran a variety of t-tests and chi-square analyses to look for statistically significant
relationships in the data. Results indicated that the majority of teen girls craft their online selves
as reflections of their offline selves, but they rarely believe that others are doing the same.

1

boyd chooses to spell her name with lowercase letters.
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Additionally, the researcher found no significant difference in reported acts of aggression
between teen girls who use more privacy restrictions in their Facebook profiles than those whose
profiles are less private.
While Hill’s (2014) work was quantitative, her findings support the qualitative work of
danah boyd (2014). boyd spent seven years immersed in teen social media and technology use,
interviewing and observing teens in 18 different states. The purpose of her work was to reflect
the experiences and perspectives of the teens she encountered because “teen voices rarely shape
the discourse surrounding their digital lives” (p. x). boyd presented an interesting case for
shifting the way adults view teens’ use of both technology and social networks. The majority of
boyd’s work indicated that teens are turning to networked spaces as a way to connect with their
friends in the midst of busy schedules, restricted transportation options, and a lack of teen
meeting spaces within their communities. Over and over again, boyd heard teens say they would
rather be with their friends face to face, but when that was not an option, a networked space was
a good alternative. Teens also seem to be using these networked spaces as a way to navigate
social norms, shape and portray their identities, and as a place to showcase their creations. Of
course, adults fear that the use of social media is damaging children and opening them up to a
world of potential dangers. Through the course of her book, boyd lays out the typical fears that
adults have about teen use of social media and then addresses each of these fears with evidence
gathered in her research.
Both Hill’s (2014) quantitative analysis and boyd’s (2014) qualitative work negate some
of the assumptions made in Ribble and Bailey’s (2007) Nine Elements, specifically that children
must learn the ethics of truth telling and kindness in digital spaces as lessons independent of
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those they learn about human ethics in the physical world. While Hill and boyd’s studies were
conducted independently of one another, their similar research focus allows for a complementary
pairing of quantitative data enhanced by rich descriptions from the stories and experiences of
teens.
Lindsey’s Preparing teacher candidates for 21 century classrooms. Lindsey (2015)
st

studied the integration of digital citizenship lessons into teacher preparation courses. Rather than
taught as a standalone course, digital citizenship was integrated into 19 teacher preparation class
sections of varying content for one semester. Lindsey wanted to know if the integrated model
was an effective way to not only expose teacher candidates to the tenets of digital citizenship but
also to encourage them to both teach and model the concepts in their future classrooms. In this
mixed methods study, data were collected through surveys, interviews, focus groups,
observations, instructor interviews, and researcher notes and then analyzed. Results suggested
that the infusion model was an effective intervention in teacher candidate’s knowledge of digital
citizenship and their reported intentions to model and teach it in their future classrooms.
Professors reported less discomfort teaching the skills as an integrated part of the curriculum.
When they were previously asked to teach the concepts as a standalone portion of the
curriculum, professors reported feeling uneasy with the topic as they did not consider themselves
to be digital citizenship experts.
Lindsey’s (2015) research suggests that digital citizenship can effectively be woven into
content area courses rather than taught as a standalone subject. The chosen methodology allowed
her to understand the perspectives of both the teacher candidates as students of digital citizenship
and the professors who taught it. Because digital citizenship is a new concept for most educators,
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it is important to consider their self-efficacy and competency as they are asked to support
students in digital worlds.

Mark’s Reducing cyber victimization through home and school partnerships. Mark
(2014) investigated the effects of a cyber-safety and digital citizenship workshop on parent and
educator self-efficacy related to cyber safety support. He also sought to measure attitudes toward
home and school collaboration around digital citizenship. The researcher designed the workshop
to include overviews of cyber victimization, sexting and online impersonation, and the
importance of peer bystanders to reduce cyber victimization. Mark’s workshop also included
lessons on digital citizenship that were taken from Ribble and Bailey’s (2007) book Digital
Citizenship in Schools.
Quantitative data were collected through pre and post surveys related to cyber safety and
digital citizenship knowledge. Qualitative data were collected through open ended survey
responses, follow up conversations, and document reviews that were all initially coded and then
axial coded for themes. There was no significant increase in cyber safety awareness from pre to
posttest, but there was a significant increase in digital citizenship knowledge after the workshop.
There was no significant difference in educator or parent self-efficacy related to supporting
students in digital citizenship after the workshop, however. Qualitative data revealed that parents
and educators believe cyber safety education is important for all ages that schools should set
rules for technology use, and that adults should model appropriate behaviors for children.
While quantitative research methodologies can help evaluate the reliability and validity
of assessments or the effectiveness of curricular materials on student learning, when the data
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show discrepancies between expectation and reality, the numbers do not often explain why.
Qualitative methodologies can fill in the gray areas and are particularly helpful in research
related to human behavior and decision making. While each of the digital citizenship studies
explored differs in purpose, methodology, and findings, they do all have one thing in common.
Each study that focused on digital citizenship analyzed the data through a common framework
for and definition of digital citizenship set forth by Ribble, Bailey and Ross (2004).

Adolescents in a Digital Age

Ribble, Bailey, and Ross (2004) built the Nine Elements of Digital Citizenship
through a focus on the negative aspects of student technology use. They are not the only
researchers, however, with an interest in the ways young people employ technology for both
learning and socializing. Whether they are referred to as Net-Geners, Digital Natives, PostMillenials, Generation Like or even the Swipe Generation, Palfrey & Gasser (2008) would argue
that there is something unique about a generation born into and raised up in a world with almost
instantaneous access to information and technology. As the world rapidly changes, the
educational system does its best to address the perceived needs of young adults while still
hanging on to many of its traditional approaches to teaching and learning. There is a growing
body of research, however, that shines light on the realities of life for this generation and can
help educators evaluate current curricular approaches related to digital citizenship education. In
the sections that follow, several aspects of popular digital citizenship curricula will be discussed
through the lens of recent research in the fields of adolescent psychology, participatory culture,
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and sociology. The topics of identity, behavior and ethics, and privacy and visibility will be
explored.

Identity in the digital age. The digital age has changed the way teens view themselves,
but research shows they are also more aware of the interconnectedness of society than adults
give them credit for (boyd, 2014). Over time, society has become more individualistic and
narcissistic, a trend that has continued in a networked age (Gardner & Davis, 2013). Gardner and
Davis describe this narcissistic generation not as one with extreme levels of self-love, but as one
whose personalities are so fragile, that they must seek support at every turn. It may seem like a
paradox to describe teens as individualistic while they are more connected than ever, but the
extent of those connections is usually to fulfill a self-serving goal like popularity, social status, or
attention (Gardner & Davis, 2013). Teens have always sought approval and attention from
peers, but because they are more connected than ever, young adults are looking for social
validation wherever they can find it, and as a result, their identities, both personal and social, can
evolve frequently as teens try on new forms of themselves and determine the value of those
identities based on social consensus gathered through social media sites and other digital
platforms (Palfrey & Gasser, 2008).
While teens’ evolving identities may be more visible to the public, researcher danah boyd
found that the majority of adolescents using social networking spaces portray themselves online
in much of the same ways they behave offline (2014). Most of the teens boyd interviewed and
observed use social media to communicate about topics they would typically discuss in face to
face interactions, and the majority portray themselves online in much the same way they behave
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offline. Palfrey and Gasser (2008) also assert that the internet does not appear to have changed
the notion of identity. They reiterate boyd’s message with their findings that for most teens,
online and offline identities are so closely linked, that they rarely distinguish between the two.
These findings indicate that adults, specifically educators, need to stop thinking about
technology in isolation. Instead, digital citizenship curriculum should help students see the
interrelationships among technology for communication, cultural community, and the social,
legal, cultural, and political practices that help shape them and their society (Jenkins,
Purushotma, Weigel, Clinton, & Robinson, 2009). Schools can also capitalize on the social
nature of identity by facilitating a participatory citizenship curriculum that is peer-based,
interactive, nonhierarchical, and social (Kahne, Middaugh, & Allen, 2014). Educators also have
the responsibility to broaden student perspectives through the use of new media. Even though
young adults have the opportunity to connect to a wide audience, there is evidence to suggest
that people are more likely to visit sites and participate in forums that reinforce, rather than
challenge their beliefs (Gardner & Davis, 2013). A well-rounded digital citizenship curriculum
should help students explore who they are as individuals and how they fit into a larger part of a
globally connected world.

Ethics and behavior in a digital world. As a society, cultural norms, expectations for
moral and ethical behavior, and how teens situate themselves within these rules are changing.
Increasingly, conversations around morals and ethics are tied to the idea that what is “right” is in
the eye of the beholder, and there is a lesser degree of respect for rules derived from perceived
authority figures (James, 2014). No longer are young adults determining their identities and
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moral codes by tradition or inner-voice. This generation of adolescents is increasingly concerned
with a mass-created authority that guides their decision making and identity development
(Gardner & Davis, 2013).
In school, however, students are being told how to behave online by teachers,
administrators, and through curricula that is designed and developed without input from students.
Teens report very little direct dialogue with adults in their schools about issues related to online
behavior, although many report having sat through large group assemblies where they were
lectured to about internet safety (James, 2014). Youth report that the majority of messages
delivered in such assemblies are “bolstered by fear-based tactics emphasizing the risks…in a
connected world” (James, 2014, p. 43). But is the need for such fear-based tactics and lessons
around proper behavior grounded in reality?
Studies conducted through the Pew Internet Research Center report that a small minority
of teens do experience cyberbullying, come across inappropriate content, and make poor
decisions online (Lenart et.al, 2011). There is a powerful body of research around online teen
behavior and its’ associated risks, however, that implies the overemphasis on the negative
aspects of technology in digital citizenship discourses may be misguided. Harvard researcher
danah boyd (2014) immersed herself in teen spaces to understand how these young adults were
using social networking and how much of a problem cyber bullying, harassment, and other
negative aspects of technology use really were. boyd found that the majority of teens are looking
to social media as a place to connect with one another when they are physically unable to do so.
To her surprise, most teens prefer to “hang out” face to face, but when they can’t get rides, are
grounded from leaving the house, or are busy with a packed schedule, teens turn to social
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networks to connect. In fact, she asserts that most of what teenagers are doing online today is
what kids have always been doing at sock hops, roller rinks, and the mall for decades.
boyd’s findings have been confirmed through the work of other researchers as well.
Through hundreds of interviews with parents, educators, and policy makers, Fisk (2011) found
that much of the fear related to youth internet use was that it took students to a place beyond the
surveillance of home and school. But how much of that fear is necessary? Maguire (2010)
conducted a qualitative study regarding perceptions of teen sexting by school administrators,
counselors, and security officers. While 55% of those surveyed said that teen sexting was a
concern on their high school campus, in Maguire’s one on one interviews with staff members,
responses included:
•

no known incidents in 2009-2010;

•

we haven’t had many issues;

•

no data is available to me;

•

we have not had any documented sexting issues on our campus this school year

•

we have not dealt with a sexting issue; and

•

just because it is not brought to my attention, I’m sure it occurs amongst our
population of students (Maguire, 2010, p. 78).

Even when administrators identified sexting as a problem on a written survey, very few
were able to give specific examples of incidents they had personally dealt with. The adults
believed that sexting was a problem on their campus, but none of them had evidence to support
their assumptions, indicating some disconnect between fear and reality.
Besides sexting, another concern of parents and educators alike is cyberbullying and
online harassment (Common Sense Media, 2015b). However, in a recent Pew Internet Research
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Study, 78% of the teens interviewed cite positive experiences online including feeling closer to
other people and having an experience that made them feel good about themselves. In contrast,
only 13% report online experiences causing problems with parents, 8% say social networking
experiences have resulted in a face to face fight with someone else, and only 6% report their
online behavior getting them in trouble in school (Lenart et al., 2011). Additional reports have
similar findings.
The 2010-2011 Indicators of School Crime and Safety research (National Center for
Education Statistics and Bureau of Justice Statistics, 2013) indicate that only 9% of students in
grades 6–12 experienced cyberbullying at least once during that year. A slightly higher number
of 14.8% of high school students reported being electronically bullied in the previous year to the
Center for Disease Control (Kann et al., 2014). Across 40 states, the highest number of
cyberbullying incidents reported was 23% while the low was 7.3%. Overall, the number of
incidents reported in 2013 decreased from the 16.2% that were reported in 2011 (Kann et al.,
2014).
Many digital citizenship curricula place a heavy focus on the topics of cyberbullying and
harassment, but in reality, this topic is only a problem for a relatively small minority of
adolescents. This topic is likely so prevalent in the curriculum because cyberbullying is
specifically named in the Protecting Children in the 21 Century Act (Federal Communication
st

Commission, 2015). So the question for educational researchers is a bit of a chicken and the egg
scenario. Are cyberbullying numbers so low because of the effectiveness of digital citizenship
curriculum in school, or is the focus on cyberbullying in digital citizenship curriculum a
misguided one that should be rethought considering the low numbers of students that encounter
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such problems? These questions can and should be addressed as researchers seek to understand
the complexities of digital citizenship.

Visibility and privacy. A third area of concern that emerges in digital citizenship
curriculum is privacy. Most curricula focus, at least in part, on students’ digital footprints,
reminding them that anything they put online is visible to all (James, 2014). The adult decision to
place heavy focus on privacy and visibility in digital citizenship education implies their belief
that teens are unable to comprehend the interconnectedness of a digital world. In fact, 72% of
parents cite concerns over their child interacting with strangers online. Additionally, 69% say
that they are worried about their child’s online reputation, and 70% voiced concern about the
impact their child’s digital decisions might have on their futures (Madden, Cortesi, Gasser,
Lenhart & Duggan, 2012).
Educators and parents are not the only ones who feel anxious over the more visible life of
teens. In a study conducted by Tunick, Mednick, and Conroy (2011), 32% of psychologists
report having conducted an online search for information about their teenage clients. Among
those, more than half report having encountered concerning material on patients’ social network
and blogging sites. Most commonly described themes of concern included substance abuse,
sexual promiscuity, bullying, and talk about depression and suicide. Psychologists also presented
concerns about adolescents not implementing privacy restrictions on social network sites and
revealing too much personal information about themselves. Many of the psychologists felt
conflicted about how much of the teens’ digital footprints or online choices could be brought up
in therapy sessions. While the information was out there for the public to see, it was not
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necessarily being disclosed by the patient to the therapist for the purposes of treatment (Tunick,
Mednick, and Conroy, 2011).
While adults in society, like the therapists and parents mentioned above, feel that teens
are oversharing and unconcerned with privacy, boyd (2014) actually found the opposite to be
true. She asserted that the majority of adolescents are aware of the public nature of the internet
and make conscious choices about their behavior online. Young adults and adults alike make
decisions about the apps and websites they use by weighing the risks associated with giving up
some privacy against the rewards of easy access to information and communication (Rainie &
Anderson, 2014). While teens are aware of the public nature of the internet, it does not mean
that they are consciously deciding to forgo privacy altogether. Middle and high school students
use a variety of strategies to achieve privacy online including the use of privacy controls on
different sites and withholding personal information like addresses and telephone numbers
(Madden et al., 2012). Recent studies indicate that teens are actually more likely than older
adults to use these protective measures online (Gardner & Davis, 2013). In addition, teens obtain
privacy by using a variety of social networks for different audiences and purposes, often moving
away from apps commonly used by their parents, to those where fewer adults can see their
interactions (Boyd, 2014). Over and over again, teens describe privacy as being in their hands
and under their control (James, 2014).
While it may seem to adults that teens are sharing far too much about themselves online,
young adults really are thinking about privacy when they post information about themselves
through social media (Madden et al., 2012). The most obvious way that teens maintain their
privacy is by withholding information when online. Even though most young adults see their
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online and offline identities as one in the same, their online selves are much less developed than
their offline ones (Gardner & Davis, 2013). Even when teens decide to share on social media,
boyd (2014) found that many of them are clever social stenographers – using inside jokes, code
names, song lyrics, and other cryptic messages on social media in order to reach a target
audience and either exclude or confuse those for whom the message is not intended.
Additionally, boyd (2014) found that many teens are bringing new sets of rules and
expectations with them to the internet. For example, she heard over and over again that people
should not comment on or ask questions about posts or messages that clearly are not intended for
them. Just as adults would not interject into a conversation happening between strangers sitting
in front of them in an airplane, teens expect the same polite courtesies online from their peers
and from adults. Carrie James (2014) also found many teens taking a “privacy as social” (p. 33)
mentality by which they describe explicit agreements related to content sharing that they have
made with friends, siblings, and even parents. Children as young as ten were also able to speak to
James (2014) about the implicit Golden Rule type methods by which they chose what to share
about their friends and family when online.
Although digital citizenship curricula touch on issues of privacy by teaching students to
create strong passwords, not share personal information online, and use privacy settings when
possible, it appears as though teens have managed these issues quite well on their own or with
the support of peers and family members (Gardner & Davis, 2013; Boyd, 2014, Lenart et. al,
2011).
In addition to teaching students about ways to protect their information, a comprehensive
look at privacy in a digital citizenship curriculum should include some discussion around privacy
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as it relates to business and government. Even adults are split in their opinions about whether or
not corporations and government agencies should be able to monitor the online activities of
American citizens (Rainie, 2015). Because society’s definitions of privacy and freedom will
continue to change, today’s meanings will likely be radically different in the future. But as
debates about the evolution of these concepts continue to take place, it is important to include
teens in the conversation. After all, it is the next generation of decision makers who will be
helping shape these definitions, just as they have, and will continue to play a role in the
evolution of citizenship in a globally connected world.

Conceptual Frameworks

In order to frame the coding, analysis, and reflections of digital citizenship
curricula, I chose three key conceptual frameworks. To answer the questions set out in Chapter 1,
I needed a deep understanding of citizens and citizenship, both the methodology and concept of
critical discourse analysis, and the concept of governmentality. Each of these conceptual
frameworks is explored in the sections that follow.
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Citizens and Citizenship

The concept of a citizen is one that has long been philosophically contemplated. In fact,
one could argue that citizenship is less of a natural state of being, and more of an invented
concept that shifts as politics, economics, and social change takes place (Abowitz & Harnish,
2006). In order to discuss the value of digital citizenship and digital citizenship curricula as a
part of K-12 education, it is important to look at some traditional concepts of what it means to be
a citizen. Because of the vastness of the literature and discourse on the topic of citizenship, this
portion of the literature review will be limited to the dimensions of citizenship that have been
repeatedly debated over time. In addition, several current Western models of citizenship will be
summarized in order to help draw connections across the current concepts of citizenship and the
general descriptions of a digital citizen as discoursed and forwarded in the data set.
Dimensions of citizenship. One of the earliest published writings on the concept of
citizenship can be found in Aristotle's Politics. In part III of the text, Aristotle posits three
different possible definitions of citizenship and then outlines the reasons why each of the
definitions is flawed or incomplete (Johnson, 1984). Aristotle finally settles by stating that, “one
who shares in deliberative and judicial authority is a citizen of the state in which he holds that
authority” (Johnson, 1984, p. 79). Since these earliest grapples with the idea of citizenship, the
concept and working definition has been molded, debated, and modified over time. Three main
dimensions of citizenship, however, tend to be woven throughout the discourses on the topic
throughout history (Leydet, 2014). These three dimension of citizenship: legal, political, and
moral, will be explored in this section of the literature review.
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Citizen as legal status. Throughout history, the term citizen has been closely aligned
with the term freedom. The status of citizen was used to separate slaves from landowners, men
from women, commoners from royals. Citizenship, as it was historically defined, always had an
element of exclusion as those who did not have the title of citizen were also not permitted to the
rights and benefits of such status (Leydet, 2014).
But for whom should the status of citizen be reserved? Aristotle struggled with just this
question in his book Politics (320, 2015). If the law said that citizenship was reserved for those
who were born of citizens, or had grandparents that were citizens, how did those earliest
generations earn their status? A citizen could not simply be labeled a citizen because he lived in
a particular place. As Aristotle pointed out, both citizens and slaves shared the same spaces
(Aristotle, 350/ 2015). Citizenship could not be limited to those who held office, as the
opportunities for participating in those highest levels of government were few. In Aristotle’s
view, a citizen could not be marked by birth, social status, residence or office. Instead, he
asserted that it is the sharing of a constitution that makes members of a community citizens
(Frank, 2005).
Today, one typical conceptual understanding of a citizen continues to focus on an
individual’s legal status. Those who have legal citizenship, as defined by the government of the
United States, have the freedom to act according to the law while also having the individual
rights to speech, faith, and prosperity (Abowitz & Harnish, 2006). Civil liberties such as
equitable rights under the law regardless of race, age, gender, or ethnicity are afforded to citizens
with legal status in the United States. Additionally, social liberties such as claims to entitlements
like social security and welfare programs are afforded to legal citizens (Tuner & Hamilton,
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1994). While the term “legal citizen” still indicates exclusion of some from the liberties of those
within a physical boundary, the continued work of civil activists to expand the benefits of
citizenship to typically marginalized groups has afforded a larger group the status, supports and
entitlements under the law (Turner & Hamilton, 1994).
Citizens as participatory, political agents. A second dimension of the citizenship
discourse throughout history is the vision of a citizen as a participatory, political agent. A
political citizen is one who is afforded the rights to fully participate with political power, such as
through voting, running for or holding an office. It is clear that this level of citizenship was not
always afforded to all people (Leydet, 2014). Historically, minority groups including women, the
poor, and those of color have been kept from the same political, participatory rights as land
owning white males (Marshall, 1950).
Aristotle (350/2015) also made clear the divisions between the ways citizens were able to
participate in society. The highly educated were viewed as more powerful citizens in terms of
their ability and opportunity to make decisions and laws for the greater good. Citizens without
high levels of education were deemed participatory, productive citizens if they were able to
contribute to the greater good based on their own skills and station in life. John Dewey so
eloquently summarized Aristotle’s vision of these distinct classes of citizens as people living
lives of “leisure or labor” (2004, p. 305). And although Aristotle (350/2015) saw the division
between citizen groups, he still celebrated the individual doer and his deeds, stating that a whole
could not be a whole unless its parts had something uniquely of themselves that were not defined
by the whole (Frank, 2005). While there were a small minority of citizens who actively
participated in the governing body of the state, Aristotle proclaimed that the state could not
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function without “citizens sufficing for the purposes of life” (350/2015, Book III, p. 1). In the
end, Aristotle reinforces his concept of a participatory citizen by reminding leaders that a city is
made up of a multitude of self-sufficient members who contribute to the self-sufficiency of the
whole through their contributions (Pangle, 2013).
Today, the concept of a participatory, political citizen remains. The newly published C3
Standards for Social Studies Education focus heavily on the participatory and political
expectations of citizens. According to the standards, students are expected to learn the
appropriate ways and times to engage in civil debate, public discussion, and informed action.
Students are also taught the importance of civic duties such as voting, serving on juries,
volunteering, and joining others to advance a cause (National Council for the Social Studies,
2013). Such informed action can only happen through an educated populace that is
knowledgeable about the laws governing them including local, state, and federal laws, norms of
civil society, and other nations’ systems and practices. The curricular focus in civic education
has shifted from knowing information, to equipping students to “grapple with issues ranging
from economic and geopolitical, to social and cultural, to scientific, environmental, and health
concerns” (Partnership for 21st Century Schools, n.d., n.p.) which “requires a mastery of a body
of knowledge about law, politics, and government” (National Council for the Social Studies,
2013, p. 32).
Citizen and morality. Aside from citizenship as a legal status or a participatory, political
change agent, citizenship is often described as a set of moral codes or civic virtues that one must
embrace and uphold. Citizenship as morality or identity is the most nebulous of the conceptual
underpinnings of a ‘good’ citizen, but nevertheless has a long history (Leydet, 2014).
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Plato spoke most specifically about the virtues of a good citizen in his book, The
Republic (2003). He saw the responsibility of the legislature as dictating what is considered
good, noble, and just. Citizens, through education and exposure to social norms, would learn and
adopt for themselves the civic virtues put in place by those developing the laws. Plato insisted
that “by maintaining a sound system of education and upbringing you produce citizens of good
character; and citizens of sound character, with the advantage of good education, produce in turn
children better than themselves” (Plato & Lee, 2003, p. 125). Plato also said that if children learn
order and how to behave properly around adults, care about their dress, and keep themselves
tidy, they will grow to be adults who follow rules and respect the greater order of things. But,
these trivial rules cannot be legislated. They must be fostered through education (Plato & Lee,
2003).
Education to maintain civility and perpetuate agreed upon societal norms became
common practice as free, public education was made increasingly available to the masses. John
Dewey, in his book Moral Principles in Education (1909), condemns the narrow view of
citizenship adopted by some education institutions as the capacity for citizens to vote
intelligently and to obey laws. Instead, Dewey says it is the responsibility of the school to
educate the whole child, paying close attention to their social skills, ability to care for themselves
and others, and their ethical and moral development. He reiterates that the goal of education is to
produce children that are responsible, prepared for a family of their own someday, independent,
self-respecting, self-directed, but also able to work with others. Essentially, “the child must be
educated for leadership as well as for obedience” (Dewey, 1909, p. 10).
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Still today, the conceptual understanding of a ‘good’ citizen includes remarks over
character traits and moral standards. The recently published C3 Standards for Social Studies
Education refer to these internal characteristics as ‘civic virtues’ and continue to support the
longtime goal of public education to develop such virtues in students (National Council for the
Social Studies, 2013). These civic virtues include “making choices and judgments with
information and evidence, civility and respect, and concern for fair procedures” (p. 31).
Additional examples of civic virtues peppered throughout the standards are tolerance, adherence
to law, opposition to tyranny, active participation, and standing up for the rights of others.
Asking the average person to define what it means to be a citizen is likely to result in a
myriad of answers. Some may report loyalty and pride, service to country, obedience to the law.
Others may focus on legal standing, political responsibilities, and informed action. Still others
may speak to the moral codes agreed upon by society. As a topic, the notion of citizenship is
large, nebulously defined, and has been molded and shaped throughout the course of history. In
the most general sense, “citizenship, at least theoretically, confers membership, identity, values,
and rights of participation and assumes a body of common political knowledge” (Abowitz &
Harnish, 2006, p. 653). So the question begs, how is a community of citizens formed,
maintained, and supported? In the section that follows, the literature around two of the longest
standing models of citizenship - the republican and the liberal - is summarized.

Models of citizenship. Historically, there have been two major models of citizenship
with different beliefs about what it means to be a citizen and what rights and responsibilities
citizens have to themselves, their communities, and their governments (Leydet, 2014). Over
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time the discourse on citizenship has expanded to include critical citizenship, differentiated
citizenship, perspectives from universalists, feminists, nationalists and post-nationalists, but the
truth is that “civic republican and liberal discourses continue to define and powerfully shape how
U.S. society understands citizenship and the ways in which the society’s institutions, such as
schools, thereby shape citizens” (Abowitz & Harnish, 2006, p. 657). In the section that follows, I
will summarize the republican and liberal models of citizenship.
Republican model of citizenship. The republican model of citizenship calls for a
participatory citizenry who cooperate in furthering the goals of the state. In the republican model,
there is heavy emphasis on the involvement of citizens in civic and social institutions like
churches and schools (Abowtiz & Harnish, 2006). Citizens are able to enjoy autonomy in the
“actual public activities of citizenship. By participating in public discussion and collective
decision making, citizens transcend their particular self-interested lives and pursuit of private
interests to adopt a general point of view from which they agree on the common good ” (Young,
1989, p. 253). Essentially, the republican notion is firmly planted in the concept of a citizen as a
participatory, political agent.
This patriotic, selfless, united concept of an American citizenry was especially strong in
the days, weeks, months and years after the 9/11 terrorist attacks (Abowitz & Harnish, 2006).
This tragedy brought together both local and national communities of citizens who had a
powerful, shared experience to rally around, exemplifying the heart of a republican citizenry,
which is no more than a community of individuals who have risen above individual needs to
come together for the common good. These regulations cannot come from above, but must be
achieved through the common activity, work, and goals of the individuals within the groups. Post
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September 11 America “owes the character of its existence to what its constituent members (had)
in common” (Barber, 2003, p. 232).
Abowitz and Harnish (2006), in their critical discourse analysis of civic and social
curriculum found that the republican model of citizenship focused heavily on personal
responsibility and prosocial behaviors for the common good. The importance of voting is
emphasized throughout the curriculum as are the concepts of rights, responsibilities, loyalty, and
service. Under a republican model, there is a heavy focus within school curriculum on historical
and ideological traditions of democracy with the intent of helping students understand what
makes America special and unique, even though it is imperfect.
Liberal model of citizenship. While the republican model describes a citizenry coming
together to for the greater good of the state, “liberal individualism regards the state as a
necessary instrument to mediate conflict and regulate action so that individuals can have the
freedom to pursue their private ends” (Young, 1989, p.253). In fact, the liberal model anticipates
citizens will exercise their rights and freedoms within private communities and associations and
will be too busy enjoying these benefits to engage in the political realm (Leydet, 2014).
The school curriculum of liberal citizenship focuses heavily on the ability of students to
think critically, detect and explore conflicts between moral, political, and religious beliefs.
Liberals want critical thinkers who can debate the differences between their personal ideals and
those of the larger, democratic group. In order to engage in such dialogue, citizens must have the
ability to value debate, deliberation, and consensus making. Additional civic virtues fostered
within the liberal curriculum include independence, open-mindedness, and respect for others.
Liberals believe that people deserve the power to make their own decisions, but that students
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should be educated to understand that there are better and worse ways to use those freedoms
(Abowitz & Harnish, 2006).
The newest civic education standards from the National Council for the Social Studies
(2013) takes a well-rounded approach in their conceptual framework of a citizen, citing the
liberal ideals of deliberation, problem-solving, informed judgment and choices alongside the
very republican based concepts of voting, volunteering, and working with others toward the
common good. However, the section that follows highlights the ways in which the frameworks
and curriculum for educating citizens have historically, and continue to, vary within the United
States.
Frameworks for citizenship education. As researchers, educators, and curriculum
writers grapple with the concept of digital citizenship and how it can or should be a part of
school, it is wise to look back at traditional models of citizenship education to find aspects which
are still relevant in this globally connected world. Research in the field of citizenship education
has identified three types of citizens that are typically addressed through modern school
curriculum. These three citizenship types are: Personally Responsible Citizenship, Participatory
Citizenship, and Justice-Oriented Citizenship (Kahne, Chi & Middaugh, 2006). The Personally
Responsible Citizen acts responsibly in his or her own community. These responsible acts could
include recycling, driving the speed limit, paying taxes, or donating goods. A Participatory
Citizen actively engages in the goings on of his or her community. Typically, a Participatory
Citizen would belong to community organizations like a church or parent group, educate
themselves in local issues and politics in order to be an informed voter, and volunteer time and
goods to other people or organizations within the community (Kahne, Chi & Middaugh, 2006).
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The Justice-Oriented Citizen critically assesses structures and problems within his community
and seeks solutions and strategies to help bring about change (Westheimer & Kahne, 2004b).
The majority of citizenship education in schools is centered on the Personally Responsible
Citizen, with the Participatory Citizen woven in occasionally, and the Justice-Oriented Citizen
rarely cultivated (Kahne, Chi & Middaugh, 2006).
Personally responsible citizenship. For the majority of the 20th century, civic
engagement and the corresponding citizenship curriculum reflected a dominant belief of civics as
a matter of duty and obligation, a curricular belief that has continued even though the way
adolescents view citizenship has changed (Bennett, Wells, & Freelon, 2010). Feldmann (2007)
confirmed the carry-over of this curricular mindset when he asked 325 high school teachers to
describe their students’ citizenship qualities through a survey he conducted in three different
states. The focus of the teachers’ comments fell mostly in the realm of Personally Responsible
Citizenship. The teachers listed rules they wished students would follow. Many lamented the
lack of ethics, honesty, accountability and manners they saw in their students and felt that
parents needed to do a better job of creating good citizens at home. Based on Feldmann’s survey
responses, it could be argued that high school teachers cling to the belief that good citizenship is
a matter of duty, obligation, and ethical behavior. This belief also appears to have carried over
into some of the digital citizenship curricular materials available for schools to use today.
Many free, online curricula claim that a digital citizen must understand the responsibility
they have to make good choices, stay safe, and maintain a healthy digital reputation when using
the internet (Internet Keep Safe Coalition, 2015; NSW curriculum and learning innovation
centre, 2011; Ribble, 2011.). These resources focus on teaching kids the rules they should live by
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when online, and tend to be more restrictive and suppressive rather than empowering and
educational in nature. For example, the iKeepSafe BEaPRO curriculum identifies six pillars of
good digital citizenship: balance, ethics, privacy, reputation, relationships, and online security
(Internet Keep Safe Coalition, 2015). Their curriculum teaches students about the dangers of too
much screen time, legal repercussions of plagiarism, piracy, and hacking, how to maintain
privacy, the importance of guarding one’s reputation by not sharing inappropriate content, the
importance of offline relationships and the dangers that pornography can have on relationships,
as well as how to keep safe and secure by building strong passwords, backing up data, and
installing anti-virus software (Internet Keep Safe Coalition, 2015). In addition to the student
curriculum, the website provides articles for parents and educators including titles like How Too
Much Time Online Might Affect ADHD, What Do I Do If My Child Has Inappropriate Videos on
YouTube?, What Can I Do to Help My Family Be Safer Online? and When Internet Use is Too
High (Internet Keep Safe Coalition, 2015).
It is likely that the BEaPRO and similar curricular materials were modeled after Ribble’s
Digital Driver’s License and Digital Compass lessons, as he was the first to publish guidelines
and classroom resources around digital citizenship. Like the BEaPRO curriculum, Ribble’s
educational materials take a similar approach to teaching digital citizenship by focusing on
unfavorable behaviors. For example, one of Ribble’s (2011) lessons provides teachers with a list
of 12 scenarios to discuss with students. These scenarios include one in which one student sends
harassing emails and another student retaliates with equally nasty rhetoric; another is about
students sharing information with one another during class via text messaging. After each
scenario is laid out, students are asked to debate whether or not the actions described are
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acceptable. Of the 12 scenarios provided in the classroom resource, only two are written in a
way that model appropriate use of technology as opposed to the 10 which give students examples
of inappropriate use. Ribble’s (2011) curriculum assumes students will make bad choices, and
therefore, has a heavy focus on following rules rather than promoting positive interactions with
technology.
The rules and expectations for online behavior in the aforementioned curricula have been
developed and delivered by authority figures like teachers, policymakers, and parents. Students
are expected to follow the rules and guidelines set forth by these authority figures, a model
which echoes the dutiful citizenship ideas that have existed for the majority of the 20 century
th

(Education Commission of the States, 2012). The lessons in Ribble’s (2011) and iKeepSafe’s
(Internet Keep Safe Coalition, 2015) curricula focus on the choices and actions of individuals
within their environment, and do not require students to engage in active participation with
others. These digital citizenship materials, one could argue, are oriented within a Personally
Responsible Citizen framework.
Participatory citizenship. While many educators define citizenship as a list of rules and
expectations young people should follow, Feldmann (2007) also found that of the 325 teachers
he surveyed, many of them spoke indirectly about Participatory Citizenship. Teachers report that
students are so busy worrying about their rights and what they are entitled to, that they forget
they also have a responsibility to the communities of which they are a part. The teachers felt that
the school and curriculum could do a better job of helping students understand the need to
contribute back to the various communities they are a part of, and many suggested a required
service learning component as part of the graduation requirement (Feldmann, 2007). Indirectly,
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teachers were asking for another layer of citizenship – one in which students participated in and
contributed to their communities, rather than simply behaving in them. Just like citizenship
education, digital citizenship education can be taught within a Participatory Citizenship
framework.
Not every digital citizenship curriculum takes a restrictive approach to technology use.
Instead, several curricula approach digital citizenship more comprehensively, covering ways for
students to keep safe, but also promoting positive contribution to a digital society. CommonSense Media, a non-profit group that has created hundreds of resources for parents and schools,
claim that their curriculum can help students “think critically, behave safely, and participate
responsibly in our digital world” (2015a, para 1). Within the curriculum, students are taught
about technology through activities like: rating their favorite website and collaboratively
deciding what makes sites good sources of information, exploring the similarities and differences
of face to face and digital communication, and considering the characteristics of positive online
communities that promote responsible, respectful dialogue. And while the Common Sense Media
curriculum does speak to issues of privacy, cyberbullying, and reputation like the Personally
Responsible curricula mentioned earlier, these topics take more of a back seat while words like
explore, promote, publish, collaborate, design, and develop are peppered throughout the
Common Sense Media Scope and Sequence (Common Sense Media, 2015c).
The Common-Sense Media’s curriculum is more robust than others, but perhaps the most
comprehensive concept of a “digital citizen” comes from MediaSmarts, a Canadian non-profit.
The mission of MediaSmarts (2015a) incorporates tenets not visible in other definitions
including reflective media users, critical thinkers, and active and engaged citizens who value and
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continuously seek knowledge. The MediaSmarts curricular materials reflect the beliefs of the
organization which include “an affirmative approach to developing digital and media literacy
skills, one that acknowledges and builds on media’s positive, creative, and pleasurable
dimensions” (MediaSmarts, 2015b, p.1). Educator resources encourage teachers to become
facilitators of authentic learning opportunities and to help students practice responsible
technology use and exercise good judgment (MediaSmarts, 2015a). Parent and community
support documents describe a digital citizen as one who can use technology to connect with the
world outside of their community in meaningful ways and to participate in activities related to
education, culture, and economy (MediaSmarts, 2015a).
The curricular stance of groups like Common Sense Media and MediaSmarts is more in
line with current research in the field of citizenship education and participatory politics than that
of other publishers. Research indicates a strong strong, positive correlations between youth
engagement in participatory cultures, both online and off, and participation in important aspects
of civic and political life including service through volunteer work, political activism and
protesting, as well as community problem-solving (Kahne, Lee, & Feezell, 2012; Kahne, Lee, &
Feezell, 2013; Kahne, Middaugh, & Allen, 2014).
Justice-oriented citizenship. Very few schools and curricula use a Justice-Oriented
approach to citizenship education (Feldman, 2007; Bennett, Wells, & Freelon, 2011), though the
seminal works of democratic citizenship proponent, Shirley H. Engle, certainly promotes it
(Chilcoat & Ligon, 2004). Engle argued that in addition to gathering facts and understanding
pertinent elements, principles, and beliefs of history and culture, students should have the
opportunity to question and understand the persistent problems facing Americans and be able to
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make socially responsible decisions in light of proficient use of social criticism (Chilcoat &
Ligon, 2004). While the Common Core State Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies
require students to analyze the reasoning and evidence, facts and opinions, and key ideas within
historical texts, there is nothing in the standards requiring them to critically assess community
issues or develop their own plans for change (Common Core State Standards Initiative, 2010). So
while Engle may have been an advocate for Justice-Oriented citizenship education, it does not
appear to be a priority in the current curricular environment (Chilcoat & Logon, 2004). The
Justice-Oriented approach to digital citizenship education also appears to be absent from the
current, popular curricular materials I reviewed.
The terms citizen and citizenship, and the lenses through which both are cultivated, focus
heavily on the individual’s relationship to the government, institutions, and one another on a
grand scale. In considering everything from the choices made by political parties to curricular
planning on the part of individual classroom teachers, the concept of critical discourse analysis
will come into play.

Critical Discourse Analysis

So how has the concept of citizenship changed in a digital world? Has the working
definition of digital citizenship expound upon or narrowed the traditional notion of an upstanding
citizen? What technologies of power exist within digital citizenship curricula? In order to explore
these questions and the relationships between technology, students, citizenship, and curriculum,
the principles of critical discourse analysis will be employed. Critical discourse analysis (CDA)
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can and has been described as both a concept and a methodology (Fairclough, 2010; Gee 2011).
For the purposes of this section, I will be discussing the concept of critical discourse analysis.
The methodological process of engaging in a CDA is fully developed in Chapter 3.
Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) is one specific form of textual analysis that is highly
contextual and takes an ethical stance in that it seeks to expose inequities and right social wrongs
(Huckin, Andrus, & Clary-Lemon, 2012). More specifically, critical discourse analyses examine
the ways that language and texts contribute to structuring power, creating identity through the
representation of social actors, and developing a natural order or “common sense” that is often
taken at face value without question (Fairclough, 2010; Gee, 2011; Rogers, 2011; Wodak,
1996).

Distinguishing qualities of critical discourse analysis. When considering critical
discourse analysis as a conceptual framework for a study, there are five specific components to
consider. These unique aspects of CDA set the theory apart from other forms of document
analysis and various conceptual frameworks used in qualitative research. In the paragraphs that
follow, each aspect of CDA will be discussed
Critical discourse analysis acknowledges that texts are created in a larger, societal
context. Rather than analyzing texts in isolation, CDA takes as much of the social context in
which the texts were developed into consideration during the analysis (Huckin & Miler, 1997).
CDA provides the lens with which “a researcher can coordinate the analysis of larger (macro)
political/rhetorical purposes with the micro details of language” (Huckin, Andrus, & Clary-
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Lemon, 2012, p. 111). It is essential that a critical discourse analyst be well versed in the social,
political, and legal backdrops against which the text is situated.
Critical discourse analysis also differs from traditional textual analysis in that it attempts
to bring at least three levels of analysis together. Not only is the text itself analyzed, but so are
the discursive practices used to develop the text (Huckin & Miler, 1997). These discursive
practices include the ways in which specific discourses came to be, how those conversations
have been picked up, interpreted, and passed on through society, and how those discourses
establish, reinforce, or negate traditional power structures (Fairclough, 2010). The third level of
analysis happens when the CDA is extended into the larger social context in which the text was
created (Huckin & Miler, 1997). Critical discourse analysis can be most easily be described as an
analysis of “the relationships between discourse and other object, elements or moments, as well
as an analysis of the ‘internal relations’ of discourse” (Fairclough, 2010, p. 4, emphasis in
original).
It is important for critical discourse analysts to work through multiple levels of inquiry,
scrutiny, and study. This import stems from the third unique characteristic of CDA: its focus on
societal issues. In traditional textual analysis, researchers have an unlimited scope of texts from
which to choose. Critical discourse analysts, however, feel that a set of texts is more worthy of
analysis if it is impacting or could possibly have an effect on members of society (Huckin &
Miler, 1997). The topics of CDA not only explore elements of society, but are often critiques of
it.
The fourth element that sets CDA apart is the ethical stance that is taken by researchers
who attempt to spur readers on to social action by revealing unfair social practices, imbalances of
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power, and political practices through explicit critique of them (Huckin & Miler, 1997). “CDA is
fundamentally interested in analyzing opaque as well as transparent structural relationships of
dominance, discrimination, power and control when these are manifested in language” (Wodak,
2011, p. 53).
Critical discourse analysts have some level of optimism about their work being able to
change social practices. This is because critical discourse analysts are considered
poststructuralists who hold a social constructionist view of discourse (Huckin & Miler, 1997).
Poststructuralists acknowledge that the words and symbols used in daily living are social
constructs developed by the members of a society, but that such meaning is not fixed. “The link
between text and society is mediated,” (Huckin, Andrus, & Clary-Lemon, 2012, p. 108) and
therefore, through intentional analysis, “we can choose to intervene with a view to altering the
meanings - which is to say the norms and values - our culture takes for granted” (Belsey, 2002,
p. 5). The ultimate goal of the critical discourse analyst is to bring light to a social issue in the
hopes of altering, if ever slightly, the conversation.
The concept of critical discourse analysis includes five key characteristics that set it apart
from other textual analyses. The highly-contextualized analysis and critique of a societal issue
with the intent of exposing inequities, unbalanced power relationships, or unfair practices are the
driving forces behind CDA. The methodological approaches for conducting a critical discourse
analysis will be fully presented in Chapter 3, but in order to more fully understand how political
agencies, including schools, forward their perception of citizenship, one must consider the
concept of governmentality.
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Governmentality

The concept of governmentality challenges the traditional discourse of power and
government as an entity of domination over individuals. Instead, Foucault and his colleagues
argue that government is a series of negotiations and agreements among members of a group or
community (Foucault, Burchell, Gordon, & Miller, 1991). It is important to understand that
power is not a singular entity, but rather a multi-faceted system of forces that work to shape
behaviors (Taylor, 2014). Governmentality is the culmination of these forces: a culmination of
the strategies, tactics, programs, systems, teachings, and social practices that lead to the
governing of self and the governing of others.
These forms of government and power do not need to be viewed in a strictly negative
sense as in control, manipulation, and struggle. Governmentality also takes into account the
positive, constructive aspects of power that help develop a safe, productive, well-functioning
society (Besley, 2009). The concept of governmentality and the various ways power is
established, also known as technologies of power (Foucault, Martin, Gutman & Hutton, 1988),
allowed me to more thoroughly analyze the power relationships within digital citizenship
curricula.
Michael Foucault began speaking and writing about ideas of governmentality in the late
70’s and early 80’s. He published a few books and articles on the topic, and his speeches and
interviews were published posthumously. Foucault passed away with a few works in progress
and several ideas yet to be fully developed (Deleuze, 1988). In the time and space since
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Foucault’s death, his work has been analyzed, extended, criticized, and repeated. New ideas and
terminology have been introduced by those who have built upon Foucault’s work.
The framework for governmentality presented in the following paragraphs is my own
conceptual understanding of the topic. The levels and layers of governmentality described below
have not been put into such a relationship by others in the field, but have been written about by
various authors who have studied and extended the work of Foucault. By reading and
understanding these individual technologies of governmentality, I felt compelled to make some
sense of how these individual ideas fit together. The paragraphs that follow will help readers
understand how I approached and applied the concept of governmentality in my own work. The
concepts of government, biopower, disciplinary power, strategic games, repsonsibilisation, and
technologies of the self will be described and defined, placed in relation with one another in the
way I understand them to be organized.

Government. I see the concept of Government 2 as the largest power structure, which is
furthest away from the individual. Today, citizens think about government as the political
powers and elected officials who pass laws which shape, and sometimes dictate, their way of life
(Taylor, 2014). Foucault, and other scholars since him, however, described Government as the
systematized, regulated modes of power that are intentional and widespread (Foucault, 1977;
Hindess, 1996; Lemke, 2002). Government, as defined by Foucault (1977) was less about the
people and agencies who held power, and more about the structures and programs put into place

2

Government will be capitalized by the researcher when used to describe the systemized, regulated technology of
power defined by Foucault (1977).
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that perpetuated and enforced power relationships. Two specific systemic powers have been
discussed by scholars, which I see as examples of Government as it described by Foucault
(1977). These two technologies of power are biopower and disciplinary power.
Biopower. If Government is a systemized, regulated mode of power, biopower is a
method by which Government can be forwarded. Biopower works primarily through the state,
and targets the knowledge and behavior of large populations of citizens like racial groups,
genders, age groups, and socioeconomic classes (Taylor, 2014). Biopower concerns itself with
the management of the health, welfare, and wellbeing of the masses as well as the natural
resources available to those masses.
Foucault describes the concept of biopower as the phenomenon whereby “basic
biological features of the human species became the object of a political strategy” (2007, p.1).
Biopower, in direct contrast to corporate forms of power and punishment, seeks to preserve the
quality of life rather than diminish it (Taylor, 2014). Modern day examples of biopower in action
include legislation related to women’s healthcare, laws and public service campaigns about
drinking and driving, texting and driving, and wearing a seatbelt, the outlawing of cigarette
smoking in many public places, and age limits on alcohol consumption.
Biopower is initially imposed from an outside entity whose source can be difficult to
pinpoint. Eventually, humans gradually grow accustomed to these subtle regulations as these
regulations become the new expectation of normal social behavior, effectively modifying the
actions and decisions of masses of people (Policante, 2010).
Disciplinary power. Disciplinary power is another technology of power which can be
envisioned as a type of Government. Where biopower was about large groups of people within a
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system, disciplinary power relates to the individuals within a system (Taylor, 2014). Disciplinary
power is employed to make the individual more obedient in an attempt to either
1. solve problems that are aroused when individuals resist other forms of power, or
2. to make individuals the most useful and effective members of groups as possible
(Foucault, 1977) .
Disciplinary power judges and corrects according to an established set of norms. This set
of norms is not limited to a strictly legal set of standards, however. Within groups of people,
norms are established based upon a general consensus of how people should behave, with a little
bit of wiggle room on either side to accommodate individuality (Taylor, 2014). When members
call out and punish deviation from these perceived norms, disciplinary power is being exerted.
Disciplinary power works, essentially, by placing members of communities into
hierarchical relationships. Within systems that employ disciplinary power, there is often an
expectation that members at the top help guide, shape, and hold accountable members on the
bottom (Taylor, 2014). This type of power structure is not as systemic and severe as, say, a
police force arresting criminals who are then tried in courts of law. Instead, these are hierarchies
established over time and commonly accepted as norms such as doctors overseeing patients,
parents raising children, and a boss or a supervisor managing the behavior of their employees. In
communities, disciplinary power is a strong tool whereby surveillance rests on members of the
communities themselves, not only working from top to bottom, but also working laterally
whereby members of communities hold one another accountable for behavior (Foucault, 1977).
Disciplinary power is enacted through the use of strategic games (Lemke, 2002).
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Strategic games and technologies of power. Both strategic games (Lemke, 2002) and
technologies of power (Cruikshank, 1999) can be described as the tools of disciplinary power. In
order for members in the top portion of the hierarchy to mold and shape their equals or those
beneath them in the pyramid, a variety of techniques must be used. Strategic games are a natural
feature of human interaction in which one party may help determine the conduct of other parties
through indirect techniques that could include ideological manipulation in the form of
persuasion, moral advice, education about social risk factors, or even economic exploitation.
These technologies of power are often created in response to a perceived lack of power or
control. Essentially, citizens are not born; they are made through “technologies of citizenship:
discourses, programs and other tactics aimed at making individuals politically active and capable
of self-government” A variety of technologies (Cruikshank, 1999) and strategic games (Lemke,
2002) can be used to guide and shape the actions of others. It is important to remember, though,
that while these techniques are employed for manipulating behavior, there is not necessarily a
loss of liberty or privilege by either party, and the power is not necessarily being exercised
against the interests of those on the receiving end (Lemke, 2002).
Strategic games and technologies of power are essentially synonyms of one another.
They both serve as indirect techniques for leading and controlling individuals without claiming
responsibility for those individuals because ultimately the decision making process still rests
with the former party. In fact, the ultimate goal of each is repsonsibilisation.
Repsonsibilisation and technologies of the self. A person is said to be responsibilised
when they are made to see their own role and responsibility over a problem such as health,
unemployment, poverty, or education (Lemke, 2002). When a subject no longer sees an issue as
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a problem of the state or of society, but as a matter of self-care, they are embracing a typically
enacted form of power known as a technology of the self (Foucault, Martin, Gutman, & Hutton,
1988). Besides the technology of repsonsibilisation, which is a mechanism intended to help
subjects see why a problem or risk is their responsibility, other technologies of the self include
normalization, which plays on one’s desire to fit into social norms, self-esteem which allows
persons to reflect and judge their own worth against collective yardsticks, and the technology of
healthism, which is the desire to remain in a state of health and well-being (Lemke, 2002).
Repsonsibilisation, which often occurs as a result of strategic games that require individuals to
take ownership, partnered with technologies of the self are all structures of power that shape
conduct and behavior.

Summary. The work of Michael Foucault and other scholars started important
conversations about the techniques and structures through which power relationships are formed,
maintained, reinforced and challenged. I used the concepts of Government, biopower, and
disciplinary power as tools with which to further examine the data sets in this study.
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Conclusion

The term digital citizenship, first coined in 2004, has now become synonymous with
internet safety lessons and curricula that exist in schools. These lessons have made their way into
classrooms, in part, because of federal and state regulations and funding stipulations. Because of
the newness of such curricula, little research exists on the effects of these lessons on student
behavior and decision making. In addition, the constantly changing, globally connected world
has prompted many to question the historical definition of citizenship. What does it mean to be a
good citizen today?
This review of the literature has explored digital citizenship definitions and curricula
through several lenses. The majority of the free, popular, digital citizenship resources available
to educators prompt students to think about what it means to be a personally responsible citizen
in a digital world. Fewer of these curricula take the concept of digital citizenship into a
framework of the participatory citizen, encouraging students to use technology to communicate,
collaborate with, and contribute to a larger community outside of their classroom. Research on
the effectiveness of digital citizenship curriculum is thin; the few existing empirical studies have
found that students grow in their knowledge when exposed to a digital citizenship curriculum,
but there is little, if any, research to show that students actually apply the knowledge to their
personal, digital behaviors. Because there is so little research in the field of digital citizenship
curriculum, this review of the literature also explored research based best practices in character
education and recent research in the fields of adolescent behavior and identity.
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It would appear as though there is some disconnect between current practices in digital
citizenship curriculum content and delivery in light of the research in other fields. The critical
discourse analysis that will be employed in this study will help confirm or negate this
hypothesis. As young adults become more connected to one another and the world, it is
important for educational researchers to consider how citizenship, both online and offline, has
evolved, and how teens are crafting their own communities both with and without the guidance
and government of adults.
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Chapter 3
The Research Methodology

The purpose of this study was to critically analyze the concept of digital citizenship in an
attempt to understand how the discourses presented in commonly used curricula align or
misalign with traditional views of citizenship as well as the current research on technology use
by teens. Initially, the term digital citizenship came out of a literature review on the “misuse and
abuse of technology” (Ribble, 2006, p.19) and the conceptual framework developed from that
literature review continues to permeate the discourse on digital citizenship today.
A critical discourse analysis of three commonly used digital citizenship curricula was
employed to answer the following research questions:
1. How is the term “digital citizenship” conceptualized and furthered through popular
digital citizenship curricula?
2. What assumptions about teenage students and their use of technology emerge through the
discursive elements in popular digital citizenship curricula?
3. How does the discoursed concept of “digital citizenship” align with traditional
frameworks of citizenship education in schools? What implications, if any, are evidenced
from this alignment?
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Chapter 3 delves into the methodology used in the study, detailing the research design,
data selection, data organization, reduction, coding and analysis processes for each of the three
curricula that made up the data set.

Research Design

In order to better understand the newly emerging concept of digital citizenship, a critical
discourse analysis design was used. In critical inquiry methods of research such as CDA, the
goal is to “critique and challenge, to transform and empower” (Merriam, 2009, p. 34). Given the
history of digital citizenship as a concept built from a focus on “misuse and abuse of
technologies” (Ribble, 2006, p. 19), my intent was to uncover the ways this original focus on the
negative aspects of technology have shaped the concept of digital citizenship as it is known
today. In order to answer the research questions, a critical discourse analysis (CDA) was applied
to three digital citizenship curricula as they were written and packaged for schools and teachers.
This study was not simply be an analysis of the curricula itself, however. Critical
discourse analysis is an examination of “dialectical relations between discourse and other
objects, elements or moments” (Fairclough, 2010, p. 4, emphasis in original). By comparing the
discoursed ideology as evidenced in three curricular packages to current research on technology
use by teens, I intended to challenge curricular designers, teachers, administrators and parents to
seek out resources that support research rather than an ideology shaped by a lens that focuses
solely on the negative aspects of technology. Additionally, I compared the discoursed ideology
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of digital citizenship education to traditional frameworks of citizenship education in an effort to
further challenge and refine the current conceptualization of what it means to be a global citizen
in a digitally connected world.
The situation of this study between a rather concrete written discourse in the form of
curricula and a more nebulous concept of citizenship education was purposeful. There are levels
of analysis that take place when studying a discourse. Micro levels of discourse analysis focus on
interactions, local events, and immediate situations. Macro level analyses of discourse, however,
explore “broad social, cultural, and political processes that define social institutions, and cultural
ideologies, and all that happens within and across them” (Bloome et. al, 2008, p. 20). The microlevel discourses are influenced by and embedded in the macro-level discourses which surround
them. In return, such micro-level discourses perpetuate the ideologies of the former (Fairclough,
2010). By not only examining the curriculum itself, but by having an understanding of the
context in which the curriculum was developed, I was able to better analyze both the micro and
macro level discourses.
Because of the constant flow between internal discourses and external influences, it is
difficult for critical discourse analysts to follow a set of step by step procedures. Rather,
commonly recognized stages of CDA are moved through fluidly as the study progresses
(Fairclough, 2010). The stages of CDA I employed included selecting texts and organizing them
for analysis, selecting tools of inquiry by which to carry out an analysis, and finally the analysis
itself, which consisted of both semiotic and interdiscursive levels of review (Fairclough, 2010).
In the sections that follow, I detail my progress through the critical discourse analysis.
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Selected Texts

For the purposes of this critical discourse analysis, I chose three different curricular
resources to review. The process for selecting these texts was not random. During the literature
review process, I continued to read about Ribble’s curriculum (2015) and understood it to be a
seminal work. In order to select the other two texts, I completed Google searches for “Digital
Citizenship Curriculum” and took note of which curricula came back as top results. Both
Common Sense Media (2016) and NetSmartz (National Center for Missing & Exploited
Children, 2016) were in the top five results that Google returned. I also read ten different articles
and/or blog posts on educational sites like Edutopia which listed top free resources for teaching
digital citizenship. NetSmartz and Common Sense Media were listed more frequently across the
ten articles than any other free resources mentioned. Below, these resources are named and
described, and further justification for their selection given.

Digital Citizenship in Schools (3rd ed) by Ribble. The term “digital citizenship” was
first used in academic literature in 2004. Ribble, Bailey and Ross (2004) wrote an article
detailing a conception of the term through their Nine Elements of Digital Citizenship. Since that
publication, Ribble, under the guidance of his dissertation chair and co-author of the Nine
Elements of Digital Citizenship, Gerald Bailey, completed a dissertation on the topic of digital
citizenship in 2006. Shortly after, Ribble’s framework for digital citizenship, the terminology
used in his article, and the handbook he tested through the dissertation process, were adopted by
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the International Society for Technology in Education (2007). Digital citizenship is now one of
the six National Educational Technology Standards for Students supported by ISTE. To date,
however, Ribble’s book, Digital Citizenship in Schools (3rd ed.) is the only work ISTE has
published on the topic. In short, Ribble’s curriculum was selected because of his standing as a
seminal author on digital citizenship and because of his backing by the International Society for
Technology in Education.
Digital Citizenship in Schools (Ribble, 2015) is broken into three major sections. The
first section gives an overview of digital citizenship, its history, and some justification for the
Nine Elements framework that guides the curriculum. Part two includes some tips and tricks for
starting a digital citizenship program in a school as well as professional development activities
for leaders to use with staff. Part three of the book includes five foundational lessons and 16
guided lessons that can be used by teachers with students. According to Ribble (2015), the
lessons can be modified to use with students of any grade level.

NetSmartz. NetSmartz is an online, interactive, educational resource from the National
Center for Missing & Exploited Children. The goal of these resources is to “educate children on
how to recognize potential Internet risks, engage children and adults in a two-way conversation
about on- and offline risks, and empower children to help prevent themselves from being
exploited and to report victimization to a trusted adult” (National Center for Missing & Exploited
Children, 2016a, para 3).
The NetSmartz curricular resources were chosen for several reasons. First, NetSmartz has
a fifteen year history of educating students about the internet, internet safety and netiquette
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(National Center for Missing & Exploited Children, 2016a). This resource is also recommended
to educators in Ribble’s (2016) Digital Citizenship in Schools. While there is not a national
curriculum or set of national expectations for digital citizenship in schools, the NetSmartz
resource is partially funded by a grant from the U.S. Department of Justice (National Center for
Missing & Exploited Children, 2016a), which is the closest link to a federally funded curriculum
I could find.
The NetSmartz resource is broken into six components. There are resources for kids,
tweens, and teens which are designed to be interacted with by those age groups. The three other
components are aimed toward parents, educators, and law enforcement. Each of these sections
contain pre-made presentations, discussion guides, videos and other teaching materials that can
be tailored for a variety of age groups (National Center for Missing & Exploited Chilidren,
2016b).

Common Sense Media’s digital citizenship curriculum. A quick Google search for
“digital citizenship curriculum” brings the Common Sense Media resources back as a top result.
In addition to a top search result, the Common Sense Media Curriculum is listed as a top
resource on several “best of” lists put out by reputable educator websites and blogs (Byrne, 2014;
Davis, 2015; Edudemic, 2014). One of Common Sense Media’s biggest endorsements, however,
appears in the latest National Educational Technology Plan for Future Ready Learning (Office of
Educational Technology, 2016), which recognizes digital citizenship alongside digital literacy as
a priority for today’s students. This resource was selected for review because of its widespread
popularity with educators.
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The Common Sense Media resources are vast. Their core curriculum is a K-12 scope and
sequence comprised of 65 grade-differentiated lesson plans. Additionally, Common Sense Media
offers three interactive, digital games for kids, tweens, and teens to tackle. Their Connecting
Families Program and professional development resources are available for educating adults as
well (Common Sense Media, Inc., 2016).

Delimitations

Each one of the curricular resources chosen for this CDA is extensive. In order to
examine relevant portions of the curricula in depth, I put the following parameters around the
study:
•

Examination was limited to the curricular resources designed and delivered to
teenagers, ages 13-17, as this is the age frequently studied by researchers from the
Pew Research Center (2016) and the Harvard Good Play Project (2015). The data
collected from these groups served as a “norming” tool against which to analyze
the discourses within the curricula. Additionally, each one of the chosen curricula
contained modules written specifically for this age group.

•

CDA was only conducted on written lesson plans, student resources related to
those lesson plans, and assessments of those lessons. While some of the curricula
include additional content on their websites like interactive games, extra videos,
and professional development resources, the focus of this research is on the
written curriculum that is designed to be presented in a classroom setting.
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•

CDA was only conducted on the lesson plans and teaching documents provided in
the resource. If additional, outside resources were linked to or mentioned within
the curricula, they were not explored. This limitation kept my focus on the
initially selected curricula rather than outside materials written by another author
or organization.

Data Organization

Prior to the coding and analysis process, it was important to prepare the data. Saldana
(2013) suggests laying out the data in a double spaced format with a wide margin for codes. I
downloaded, modified, and printed each lesson within the curricula for easy annotation. For the
video clips in the data set, I used a web-based tool called Video Notes to annotate the videos as
they were viewed. After initial coding through Video Notes, I identified important portions of the
video content, and then those portions were transcribed and printed for axial coding. Because
each of the three curricula analyzed in the study had very different components, layouts, and
organizing structures, a complete description of the process is given for each curricular package.
Preparing the NetSmartz curriculum. I downloaded and printed a total of 13
documents from the NetSmartz website. These documents included seven lesson plans for
teachers and the accompanying student handouts that went along with each. After they were
printed, each of the 13 documents was assigned a document number. Each numbered document
was then divided further into units of analysis which were assigned a letter. This system gave me
an easy way to label findings and reference sections of the curriculum in my analytical memo
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writing. A note tagged with 1C, for example, would correspond to the paragraph labeled C in
document number one.
Most frequently, lesson plan documents were composed with the following sections,
which each became their own unit of analysis: lesson title, lesson overview,
materials/preparation, activity, and follow up. In the lesson plan documents for teachers, I
eliminated the “Materials/Preparation” section as a data point because a list of classroom
materials did not speak to the topic of study. On student handouts, units of analysis were
typically single paragraphs. Most frequently, these paragraphs were a set of directions, a short
scenario with a follow up discussion question, or short blurb of tips and tricks for internet use.
The selection of units of analysis in both the teacher lesson documents and the student handouts
was deliberate, allowing individual words and phrases to be analyzed for connotation within a
sentence and within a paragraph rather than in isolation.
The third type of data that had to be analyzed in the NetSmartz curriculum was video.
Each lesson in the curriculum referenced a corresponding 2 to 6 minute video which teachers are
instructed to show to the class before proceeding with the lesson. I used an online tool called
VideoNotes to code the videos. Each video was uploaded into VideoNotes, allowing me to tag
individual seconds in the video with my codes. When I clicked back on the note, the video would
jump to the point in time when the note was taken. This tool helped me view very small sections
of the video as a unit of analysis within the whole.
Preparing to code Digital Citizenship in Schools. The critical discourse analysis of the
second curriculum began in Section III of the book Digital Citizenship in Schools. There are
three paragraphs that introduce the section before readers enter into Chapter 5, entitled
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“Teaching Digital Citizenship to Students” (Ribble, 2015). The units of analysis in Chapter 5
correspond with section headings and the accompanying paragraph(s) beneath them. These
sections are listed in Table 2, below.

Table 2.
Units of Analysis in Chapter Five - “Teaching Digital Citizenship to Students”
Unit of Analysis

Page Number(s)

Chapter Introduction

111

Reflection Model

112

Stage 1: Awareness

113

Stage 2: Guided Practice

113

Quick Lesson: Role-Playing with Cell Phones

113

Stage 3: Modeling and Demonstrations

114

Quick Lesson: Reviewing the School’s AUP

114

Stage 4: Feedback and Analysis

115

Incorporating Digital Citizenship into the Curriculum 115

Chapter six of the book is comprised of five foundational lessons for teachers to use in
classrooms. Each of the foundational lessons in Chapter 6 is made up of six elements, each of
which became their own unit of analysis when viewing the lesson plans. The six elements of
each lesson plan are listed in Table 3, below.
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Table 3.
Units of Analysis in each Foundational Lesson Plan Document

Unit of Analysis

Description

Lesson Title, Standards, Focus
and Related Questions

The elements of digital citizenship that will be explored in
the activity

Objective

The desired outcome of the activity

Resources Needed

Any materials, including links to websites, the teacher may
need to conduct the lesson

Activity Description

Step-by-step directions for the teacher to follow that will
help answer the focus question and meet the objective

Extension Ideas

Additional activities for educators to use if they choose

Teaching Tips

Suggestions for working with students during the lessons

In addition to analyzing the parts of each foundational lesson, I also looked at each of the
five foundational lessons as a whole, in order to better understand the ways the activities and
accompanying resources help develop the discourse on what it means to be a digital citizen,
according to this curriculum. Table 4, below, gives an overview of each of the foundational
lessons including the title, lesson objective, and accompanying resources.
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Table 4
Five foundational lessons in Digital Citizenship in Schools
Lesson Title

Lesson Objective

Accompanying Documents

Appropriate Use or
Inappropriate Use? (p.
119)

To help students recognize
situations involving
inappropriate technology use

•

17 technology use
scenarios

Digital Compass (p. 122)

To have students think about
where they are with respect to
technology use

•

18 technology use
scenarios

Recognizing the Nine
Elements of Digital
Citizenship (p. 127)

To make students more aware of
the many different aspects of
digital citizenship

•

Matching activity

Digital Driver’s License
(p. 130)

To ensure that students have
basic competency in the nine
elements of digital citizenship

•

Elementary Digital
Driver’s License Exam
and Answer Key
Secondary Digital
Driver’s License Exam
and Answer Key

•

What Does it Mean to Be To raise student awareness of
a Digital Citizen? (p. 141) what it means to be a member of
a digital society.

•

n/a

The documents accompanying the foundational lessons in Chapter 6 also had to be
broken out into units of analyses. In the first two lessons, each of the combined 35 technology
use scenarios became their own unit of analysis. Matching activities, answer keys, and exams
were broken down whereby each item number and its accompanying answer choices were their
own unit of analysis. An overview of these data sets can be seen in Table 5, below.
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Table 5
Units of Analyses within Foundational Lesson Plan Accompanying Documents

Data Type

Number of Data Points

Location

Technology use scenarios

35

Appropriate Use or Inappropriate Use?
(p. 119)
Digital Compass (p. 122)

Matching activity stems

12

Recognizing the Nine Elements of
Digital Citizenship (p. 127)

Matching activity answer
choices

12

Recognizing the Nine Elements of
Digital Citizenship (p. 127)

Exam questions with
answer choices

29

Digital Driver’s License (p. 130)

Exam answer key –
Answer with 1 paragraph
explanation

29

Digital Driver’s License (p. 130)

Chapter 7 of Digital Citizenship in Schools (Ribble, 2015), entitled “Guided Lesson in
Digital Citizenship” (p. 145), is comprised of a short introduction, 16 guided lessons, and a
holistic scoring rubric at the end of the chapter. The elements of each lesson served as units of
analysis. These six elements are identical to the ones in Chapter 6 (see Table 3). In addition to
analyzing the individual components of each lesson plan, I also chose to view each lesson as a
unit of its own, in order to better understand how Ribble views the concept of digital citizenship.
The 16 lesson titles and their objectives are listed in Table 6. There were no additional or
accompanying documents included with these lessons.
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Table 6
Guided lesson in Digital Citizenship in Schools
Lesson Title

Lesson Objective

Cell Phone Interruptions (p. 146)

To determine when and where cell conversations are
appropriate

Message Misinterpretation (p.
147)

To learn the correct way to write and interpret email and
text messages

STEP - Stop, Think, Empathize,
and then Post (p. 148)

To be aware that others may not receive information in
the way the sender intended

Using the Internet Appropriately
(p. 150)

To improve student use of the internet as a source of
information for learning

How Do Businesses Use
Technology? (p. 151)

To understand how businesses look at the appropriate use
of technology in the workplace

Audio/Video Files for Teaching
(p. 152)

To learn how audio/video files can be used to support
instruction and learning

Bridging the Digital Divide (p.
153)

To make students more aware of the issues related to
technology access

Cyberbullying (p. 155)

Make students more aware of the issues and
consequences of cyberbullying

Digital Plagiarism (p. 156)

To make students more aware of the issues related to
misrepresenting other people's’ material as their own

Digital Etiquette When Working
Online (p. 158)

To make students more aware of appropriate online
etiquette

Protecting the School’s Network
(p. 159)

To make students aware that their school’s network needs
to be protected from outside threats

Student Life Outside the School
Environment (p. 160)

To help students understand how to make appropriate
decisions when purchasing items online

(Continued on following page)
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Table 6 (continued)

Lesson Title

Lesson Objective

Buying and Selling on
Auction Sites (p. 161)

To determine the precautions that need to be taken when
buying or selling items on online auction sites

How Do You Spend Your
Free Time? (p. 162)

To illustrate how much time students spend using technology

Computer Ergonomics (p.
164)

To make students more aware of the physical issues related to
technology use

File Sharing (p. 165)

To make students more aware of the issues surrounding file
sharing

Units of analysis in Common Sense Media curriculum. The third and final curriculum
I analyzed was the largest of the three. First, all 20 of the Common Sense Media (2016) lessons
for high schools were downloaded and printed. Each of the 20 lessons contained three types of
documents: an overview document intended to give the teacher a snapshot of the lesson, a
detailed lesson plan for teachers to follow, and accompanying student handouts.
The 20 lesson overview documents were each made up of the same parts. These parts
were all treated as their own unit of analysis: title, essential question, learning objectives, list of
materials and preparation, estimated time to complete, and alignment to both the Common Core
Standards and the ISTE National Educational Technology Standards for Students (Common
Sense Media, 2016).
After the overview, teachers are provided a more detailed, 2-3 page lesson plan that can
be followed step by step. All 20 lesson plans include an introduction, 2 short activities, and a
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closing. I broke those four parts down further into units of analysis that were limited to a single
step for the teacher. For example, an introduction may contain three steps for teachers: ask a
question, define key vocabulary, and tell students the lesson objective. Each of these steps, and
the few sentences following the command, were their own units of analyses. Typical lessons
contained anywhere from 15-25 steps for teacher to follow.
The third type of document, the student handout, varied from lesson to lesson. One
section that most student handouts had in common was a set of directions, which became a unit
of analysis. The remainder of each document had to be treated as a unique piece of data. Units of
analysis most frequently appeared as: individual questions for students to discuss or write
responses to, individual images, charts, and screenshots, short technology use scenarios, and
multiple choice questions with their accompanying answer choices. Breaking the student
documents down in this way allowed me to analyze both words and sentences in the context of a
paragraph and in the larger context of the lesson itself.
In addition to paper documents, the Common Sense Media (2016) curriculum includes
video content that students often watch as an introduction to the lesson. My data set included 15
of these videos, which ranged from 2 – 9 minutes in length. I used an online tool called
VideoNotes to code the videos. Each video was uploaded into VideoNotes, allowing me to tag
individual seconds in the video with my codes. When I clicked back on the note, the video would
jump to the point in time when the note was taken. This tool helped me view very small sections
of the video as a unit of analysis within the whole.
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Data Coding, Reduction and Analysis

There are many approaches to conducting a critical discourse analysis, and Fairclough
(2010) reassures that one cannot neatly and simply select a method from an existing list. Because
CDA can cross disciplines, methods must be selected and often piecemealed from multiple
approaches to best serve the object of the analysis (Fairclough, 2010; Gee, 2011). For the
purpose of this CDA, several tools of inquiry were selected to help me dive into the chosen
curricula in a purposeful, systematic method.
While data coding, reduction and analysis are very different concepts, it is difficult to
separate them into a sequential order as these phases of the process are synergistic. As data was
explored and coded, I made decisions about what could be let go and what relevant, significant,
key passages of the data required further review (Mertens, 2015; Saldana, 2013). Because it is
impossible to reduce qualitative data analysis into a set of step by step directions (Gee, 2011),
this portion of the methodology describes the tools and strategies I employed - initial coding,
axial coding, and analytic memo writing.
During the initial coding phase, each data set was examined through multiple lenses,
called “tools of inquiry” (Gee, 2011, p. 28). The three research questions were analyzed through
seven different lexical constructs during initial coding: word connotations, structural oppositions,
overlexicalisation or lexical absence, classifications, collocational patterns, and presupposition.
This alignment of research questions to tools of inquiry is shown in detail in Table 7.
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Table 7
Alignment of Research Questions and Tools of Inquiry

How is the term
“digital citizenship”
conceptualized and
furthered through
popular digital
citizenship curricula?

What assumptions
about teenage
students and their use
of technology emerge
through the
discursive elements
in popular digital
citizenship curricula?

How does the discoursed
concept of “digital
citizenship” align with
traditional frameworks
of citizenship education
in schools? What
implications, if any, are
evidenced from this
alignment?

Word Connotations

x

x

x

Structural
Oppositions

x

x

x

Overlexicalisation
or Lexical Absence

x

x

x

Classifications

x

Collocational
Patterns

x

Presupposition

x

x
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Initial Coding through Lexical Analysis

A first pass of the data was done through the lens of a lexical analysis with the purpose of
uncovering how the terms “digital citizen” and “digital citizenship” were conceptualized within
each of the three curricula. This most basic type of analysis reviewed the words and vocabulary
used by authors, but was a powerful tool for beginning to reveal the underlying beliefs,
preoccupations, and specific social purposes held by the writers (Machin & Mayr, 2012). As I
focused on each aspect of the lexical analysis, I began assigning initial codes to the data. Initial
coding is the first major open-ended stage of almost all qualitative studies (Saldana, 2013) and
helped me begin the process of interdiscursive analysis in which the individual curricula were
later compared and contrasted (Fairclough, 2010).
Lexical words, also known as content words, are the major parts of speech in a sentence
that describe the subjects and actions within the sentence. These lexical words, typically in the
form of nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs help create meaning for a reader (Gee, 2011).
Function words, or grammatical words, come in the form of articles, pronouns, prepositions, and
conjunctions. These words serve to show relationship among the lexical words in the sentence.
Functional words are often called “closed categories” by discourse analysts because each
category has relatively few words which are difficult to interchange or create new (Gee, 2011).
Because of the functions of content words and grammatical words, I focused most of my
attention on the nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs used within the curricula during the lexical
analysis. The lexical analysis happened through multiple passes of the data, each with its own
purpose and guiding questions.
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Discourse of identity and figured worlds. First, I spent time examining ways the
curricula represented both teens and adult, and their use of technology. As with all language
choices, the curriculum writers made decisions about how to represent people, or social actors.
These representations highlighted certain aspects of both teen and adult identity and omitted
others. In general, the way social actors were represented in the text had an effect on the overall
messages and ideologies presented within it (Machin & Mayr, 2012).
These messages can have social implications as they contribute to society’s
understandings of a younger generation and the role adults play in interacting with that
generation. Figured worlds, as Gee (2014) describes them, are the typically construed images
that arise as normal or typical when one hears terminology like “teenager” or “student.” While
such figured worlds may vary slightly from person to person, they oftentimes carry strong
similarities because of the way they are represented in a variety of media. Curricula that portray
a figured world that is only partially representative of the adolescent experience will only further
perpetuate that figured world. There were three ways I reviewed the discourse for identity and
figured worlds: by coding for classifications, paying attention to collocational patterns, and
exploring word connotations.
Classifications. In discourse, there is no neutral way to represent a person. Choices about
how to represent persons will inevitably “draw attention to certain aspects of identity that will be
associated with certain kinds of discourses” (Machin & Mayr, 2012, p. 77). I coded for ways that
both teens and adults are homogenized, stereotyped and otherwise constructed through the noun
and adjective choices used to describe them in each of the three curricula. By identifying
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classifications, I was more readily able to explore the relationships among and between such
groups. For example, one of the most common classifications exists in the use of the pronouns
‘we’ and ‘them,’ which create clear distinctions between significant and marginalized groups
(Machin & Mayr, 2012). After coding for classifications, I was able to determine who is allowed
to have a particular identity within the curricular discourse (Bloome, et al., 2008), and the power
relationships that are present between adults and adolescents in both the physical and digital
spaces portrayed in the curricula.
Collocational patterns. Gee (2014) described a collocational pattern as a pattern of
words, phrases, or clauses that are grouped together to indicate a particular social language or
identity. For example, a stereotypical surfer may be portrayed through the use of words like
dude, cowabunga, and hang ten, whereas words and phrases like tickets, popcorn, dimmed lights,
and coming attractions are the social language of movie-theater goers. Paying attention to the
social language or identity that is being developed for teenagers in these curricula through an
observation of collocational patterns allowed me to better understand the way figured worlds and
identity are being perpetuated through the curriculum. I first looked for collocational patterns
within each curriculum on its own, and will later analyzed whether or not those patterns held true
across all three curricular packages.
Word connotations. While many words share a definition, or denotation, each word
holds its own connotation. For example, the words house and home can hold the same meaning
in a sentence, but have a very different emotional feeling associated with them. The connotation
of a word describes the feelings the word evokes (Machin & Mayr, 2012). In examining the
digital citizenship curricula, I asked myself if the authors have chosen positive, negative, or
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neutral words to describe teenagers, technology use, or adolescent behaviors. What types of
emotions were the authors trying to evoke through the words they had chosen?

Discourse as truth, or ideology. In addition to examining the text through a lens of
identity and figured worlds, the author analyzed the ideologies presented in the discourse.
Oftentimes, the choices made within a discourse help present a concept or object as natural,
unquestionable, or just plain “common sense” (Bloome et. al, 2008; Fairclough, 2010).
Ideologies are significant pieces of discourse to study, as it is through these elements that power
can be “established, maintained, enacted and transformed” (Fairclough, 2010, p. 26). Ideologies
are often perpetuated in rather subversive ways and are primarily located in the unsaid
(Fairclough, 2010). Rather than an overtly stated belief, an ideology may hide in the implicit
presuppositions, figurative language, overlexicalisation or lexical absences, and structural
oppositions embraced by the author. Each of these tools of inquiry was used to examine the
curricula for ideologies about teens, technology use, and citizenship.
Presupposition. In language, people rely on shared presuppositions about word
meanings, especially those that represent everyday items like bag, chair, or apple. When these
words are used in speech or writing, there is no need to further define or explain what these
concepts mean. Words that do not require much in the way of precise explanation are said to be
presupposition. In CDA, researchers can uncover deep ideologies through an analysis of the
words, phrases, and claims that the text is setting out as a known. Additionally, the careful use of
presuppositions can help an author build a basis for what sounds like a logical argument or
concept (Machin & Mayr, 2012). I took note of key vocabulary being utilized throughout each
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curriculum, and crafted a definition of that terminology based on the context in which it sat.
Through a comparison of presuppositions and situated definitions across the three curricular
resources, I was able to make explicit the ideologies about digital citizenship that have begun to
permeate the larger discourse.
Structural oppositions. Words have meaning in and of themselves, but also gain
meaning through their relationships with other words (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014). One such
word relationship is found through oppositions. Oppositions are words that are contradictory to
one another. Oppositions like young - old, good - bad, intelligent - ignorant can all be used
around concepts within a discourse. When one of these oppositions is mentioned without use of
the other, an audience is able to imply meaning based on associations that the word brings
(Machin & Mayr, 2012). Through an analysis of structural oppositions, I was able to discover
how the curricula portrays teens and their use of technology as well as how the curricula help
teachers and students conceptualize an ideal digital citizen. A “common sense” ideology
(Fairclough, 2010) may be intentionally or unintentionally reinforced through the ways curricula
overtly or implicitly labels adolescents, technology, and digital citizens through these lexical
choices.
Overlexicalisation and lexical absence. In a final analysis of the text through a lexical
lens, I paid attention to both overlexicalisation and lexical absence. Overlexicalisation occurs
when a text is laden with an abundance of a particular content word and its synonyms. On the
other hand, lexical absence can be used to describe a lack of content one may expect to find
within the discourse. According to Machin & Mayr (2012), both of these strategies can be used
within a text to further create an ideology - in this case, the concept of digital citizenship.
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Focused and Axial Coding

Focused coding follows initial coding and attempts to group coded data based on
categories. At this point in the process, I stopped looking at individual pieces of curricula and
begin looking at the collection as a whole for the most frequent and significant codes across each
set to develop themes (Saldana, 2013). Focused coding was the next logical step toward a
thorough analysis of ideology, power, and identity as they were constructed throughout the
discourse.
Axial coding extended the work of initial and focused coding by describing a category’s
properties, dimensions, and exploring how categories and subcategories related to one another
(Saldana, 2013). This form of analytical coding goes beyond simply naming categories, it is the
level of coding that comes from reflection, meaning-making, and interpretation (Richards, 2005).
These higher levels of analysis were a crucial step to fully understanding and then describing
what I uncovered in the discourse.

Analytical Memo Writing

As these methods of initial, focused, and axial coding were employed, I was continuously
generating my own data in the form of analytical memos which helped me keep track of the data
analysis process and decisions being made about coding, reduction, and analysis along the way.
The purpose of this exercise was to document and reflect upon coding choices, emerging
patterns, categories, themes, and concepts that I saw developing (Saldana, 2013). Analytic
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memos have often been described as brain dumps - mere conversations with the self as a
researcher goes through the process of discovery (Clarke, 2005). Memo writing served several
purposes for me; it encouraged careful thought and reflection about the codes being assigned and
it forced me to stop and gather meaning from data as it was coded (Charmaz, 2014).

Researcher’s Stance

Like all qualitative researchers, I approach this topic with some background knowledge,
prior experiences, and biases. Digital citizenship curricula became an area of interest when my
school district puts the responsibility of teaching these lessons on the school library media
specialist, which is my current role. In reviewing the curricular materials available for schools to
use, I noticed stark differences in the messages, approaches, and scope of these lessons and
wondered about the implications of choosing one curriculum over another might be.
Since early in the doctoral process, I knew digital citizenship would be my topic of study.
During my coursework I became connected with a community of fellow researchers, teachers,
and thought leaders who are also interested in this work. I am a member of the International
Society for Technology in Education’s Digital Citizenship Professional Learning Network,
frequently participate in Twitter chats around the topic, and have had professional conversations
with Dr. Mike Ribble about his foundational work. Additionally, I write about this topic and
others related to instructional technology on my professional blog, which is seen While I am
immersed in these digital citizenship communities, my intent has never been to settle
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comfortably into them, but rather to connect to others in the field with whom I can both
collaborate and debate in order to continue clarifying and extending the work that is really just
getting started in this field.

Conclusion

Chapter 3 was a detailed description of the methodology used to conduct this study. The
purpose of the study and research questions answered were presented. In addition, the curricula
for analysis was described and the tools of inquiry for data analysis were discussed in detail.
Chapter 4 contains the findings from the study.
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CHAPTER 4
ANALYSIS OF THE NETSMARTZ CURRICULUM

The NetSmartz curriculum for high school students is a set of downloadable resources
and accompanying video lessons that are free for teachers to access (National Center for Missing
& Exploited Children, 2016). Downloadable resources include lesson overviews and student
handouts. There is no scope and sequence to the curriculum. Teachers are able to use modules in
any order, in isolation from the other lessons or as a group of lessons as they see fit. The anchor
of each module is a video that can be streamed directly from the NetSmartz website. These
videos introduce the class to the lesson topic through an acted out or animated scenario. Table 8
is designed to help readers see an overview of the modules available for use in the high school
classroom. These modules will be referred to throughout the sections that follow.
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Table 8
Modules in the NetSmartz Curriculum for High School Students
Module Title

Scenario

Documents Analyzed

Cyberbullying:
Broken Friendship

The narrator’s best friend shares her email
password with some other girls at
school. The girls use the narrator’s email
address to send out sexual messages to boys
at school.

•
•
•

Video
Lesson overview
Student handout

Cyberbullying: You
Can’t Take it Back

A boy rates girls from school on a website,
thinking it is a joke between friends. The
information goes beyond the friend group
and this boy must deal with the
consequences.

•
•
•

Video
Lesson overview
Student handout

Split Decisions

Lily and Gabriela see what happens when
they deal with their anger through digital
drama, and also see what happens when
they choose other ways to handle their
feelings.

•
•
•

Video
Lesson overview
Student handout

Two Kinds of
Stupid

Eduardo goes to a party and posts pictures
of the party on social media. Because he
has broken the student athlete code of
conduct, he must face repercussions at
school.

•
•
•

Video
Lesson overview
Discussion
questions &
extension
activities

Amy’s Choice

15 year old Amy runs away from home
with an adult male she first met online.

•
•
•

Video
Lesson overview
Student handout

Survivor Diaries

Ryan and Noah relay their negative
experiences of coming in contact with a
person they first met online.

•
•
•

Video
Lesson overview
Extension activity

(Continued on following page)
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Table 8 (continued)
Module Title

Scenario

Documents Analyzed

Tracking Teresa

An anonymous adult demonstrates how a
computer can be used to find personal
information about a girl named Teresa.

•
•
•

Video
Lesson overview
Situation cards

6 Degrees of
Information

An internet researcher friends 5 teenagers
on Facebook and then shows just how
much he can uncover about each one in just
six clicks.

•
•
•
•

Video
Lesson overview
Discussion
questions
Student handout

Internet Safety
Rules

This document is not a full module, but
rather a single page contract of rules that
students can agree to follow when online.

•

Contract

Tracking Teresa

An anonymous adult demonstrates how a
computer can be used to find personal
information about a girl named Teresa.

•
•
•

Video
Lesson overview
Situation cards

Data and Findings: Classifications

The NetSmartz curricular package for high school students makes plenty of assumptions
about teenagers, adults, and technology. Through careful coding of not only teacher resources,
but also student handouts and lesson videos, I was able to come up with several themes as related
to the portrayal of and relationships among adults, teenagers, and technology. In these lessons,
teenagers are portrayed in one of three ways: as victims, as aggressors, or as “stupid,” for lack of
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a better word. The adults take on one of three “p” roles - predator, protector, or punisher.
Technology is viewed as more of a danger than a tool, and throughout the curriculum, this
concept is reinforced in both obvious and subtle ways. The sections that follow will dive into
each of the findings in more detail with supporting data and examples from the curriculum.
One of the questions I set out to investigate was how teens and adults are portrayed in
digital citizenship curricula. In any discourse, people are not presented neutrally (Machin &
Mayr, 2012). Choices made about how people are portrayed can highlight certain pieces of their
identity, reinforce or negate stereotypes, draw attention to or omit accomplishments or flaws.
The way people and their identities are fashioned in the discourse can have an overall effect on a
set of ideas, ideals, power relationships and even the emotions of the audience. First, readers will
come to understand how teenagers are represented in the curriculum, and an analysis of adult
classifications will follow.

Teenagers: victim, aggressor, or “stupid”

In each lesson in the high school curriculum, NetSmartz introduces students to one or
more teenagers who are the “stars” of the lesson scenario. While there are many peripheral,
unnamed characters in these scenarios, like the “popular girls at school” (National Center for
Missing & Exploited Children, 2016, “Cyberbullying: Broken Friendship”), there are 14
characters who take the starring role in these lessons. Of these 14 characters, six of them are
portrayed as victims of some type of cybercrime. Two of the characters are described as
aggressors of some either cyberbullying or cyber drama, and the other six are shown making
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terrible decisions that one of the lessons even goes so far as to call “stupid” (National Center for
Missing & Exploited Children, 2016, “Two Kinds of Stupid”). These three representations paint
a picture of teenagers that is anything but complementary.

Victims. Victims in the NetSmartz curriculum are always finding themselves at the
losing end of their own or someone else’s digital decisions. In “Cyberbullying: Broken
Friendship” (National Center for Missing & Exploited Children, 2016) one young girl is betrayed
by a friend who shares her computer passwords with some mean girls at school. The mean girls
use her email account to send sexual images to all of the boys in the school. In the video that
corresponds with the lesson, the young victim speaks in a quivering voice as she describes the
“disgusting messages” she receives from older boys at the school: “he said he wanted to do stuff
to me that I’m embarrassed to even say” (National Center for Missing & Exploited Children,
2016). The victim goes on to talk about the long lasting repercussions of being a cyberbully
victim, including, “I can’t go anywhere at school without people whispering and pointing at me,”
“I don’t have any friends…I feel so alone,” and “I wish I could move somewhere and start over.
I wish I could disappear” (National Center for Missing & Exploited Children, 2016).
Other victims like the boy in “Cyberbullying: You Can’t Take it Back” and Eduardo in
“Two Kinds of Stupid” (National Center for Missing & Exploited Children, 2016) quickly lose
control of information they put online, and as a result, they lose friendships and respect. Even
though some may argue that people who put out personal information online know the risks they
are taking, the boys in these two videos are portrayed as victims of other technology users who
spread the information in a way the original poster never intended. The nameless narrator in
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“Cyberbullying: You Can’t Take it Back” tells his audience that he might get kicked out of
school like his friends already have, “because once you put something online, you lose control of
it; you can never take it back; people can use it in way you never even meant. I learned that the
hard way” (2016). Eduardo, the star of “Two Kinds of Stupid” is suspended after some party
pictures he posted end up on the principal’s desk and in his coach’s hands. Eduardo laments, “It
seems like one of my ‘so-called friends’ sent them the pictures,” and later reiterates, “I was really
mad at whoever sent the pictures” (2016). Both the nameless narrator and Eduardo made
decisions to post content online, but then became victims of other internet users sharing their
content in ways they never intended.
Three other victims, Ryan and Noah from “Survivor Diaries” and Amy from “Amy’s
Choice” (National Center for Missing & Exploited Children, 2016) are victims of online
predators who found out where they lived, made moves to contact them in real life, and left the
teen victims permanently changed. Ryan testifies that he, “Learned the hard way that no matter
who you think you’re talking to online, there are people out there looking to hurt you…these
people exist, online and in the real world.” Noah gives a few more details about his experiences,
explaining that he was picked up at his own home and then “taken to another house; what
happened there was terrifying. I’ll remember it for the rest of my life. I felt numb, and powerless,
and didn’t know what to do.” Noah’s experience was not over when he returned home, though.
All summer he saw the car he was taken in driving around his neighborhood and had to
continually wonder: “Was I being targeted again, or was someone else being victimized?” The
last victim, Amy, was also taken away from home by an online predator. She tells viewers, “I
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was gone for about two days; they finally charged him with taking a minor over state lines…it
was scary.”
The teens in all of these stories are made to appear victimized through the scenarios in
which they are placed, but also through specific language and artistic choices made by the
curricular designers. In the classroom videos, for example, teens who have been victimized all
have their identities obscured in one way or another, as illustrated in Figure 4. The girl who was
betrayed by her friend in “Cyberbullying: Broken Friendships” (National Center for Missing &
Exploited Children, 2016) appears only as a quivering voice and a pencil sketched shadow, while
Eduardo is portrayed as a cartoon character. Noah and Ryan of “Survivor Diaries” are both
obscured by baseball caps pulled low over their faces and shots of them sitting in shadows. The
young man in “Cyberbullying: You Can’t Take it Back” tells his story while the camera focuses
on his hands. When viewers do get a full image of him, he is standing at a far distance with his
back to the camera. Amy in “Amy’s Choice” tells her story while viewers see a small, black and
white still picture of her, eyes down, looking forlorn, and in the opening intro, an asterisk
appears next to the title of her video, telling viewers that her name has been changed. While it is
never stated in the videos or lesson documents, viewers cannot help but feel that these victims’
identities are being obscured for their own protection - as if by telling their stories to an
audience, they are at risk of being victimized all over again.
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Figure 4: Protection of victims’ identities in NetSmartz videos.
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The videos also use pull quotes to highlight key words and phrases from the victim's’
testimonies as they tell their stories. To the viewer, these words are reinforced as important as
they flash across the screen, mimicking an echo of the victim’s experience. Ryan and Noah, two
young men who became victims of online predators tell their stories in “Survivor Diaries”
(National Center for Missing & Exploited Children, 2016) As the two boys speak, the words
“numb, afraid, powerless, ashamed” scroll along the screen. These words, grouped together,
indicate a collocational pattern (Gee, 2014) which reinforces Ryan and Noah’s identities as
victimized people. As their story ends, a final statement appears on the screen as the boys fade
to black, “If you or someone you know has been victimized…” again solidifying these teens’
identity. Pull quotes are also used heavily in Amy’s video, “Amy’s Choice” (National Center for
Missing & Exploited Children, 2016). While the title of the video indicates that Amy made some
poor choices that put her into a compromising position with an online predator, there are several
statements from her story that are chosen as pull quotes which make her seem like more of a
victim than a girl making bad decisions. Twice, the phrase “I didn’t know...” flashes on the
screen, making Amy appear to be a young, innocent, ignorant victim. Viewers also see the words
“it’s scary” and “it’s very scary” in the video as Amy describes her face to face meet up with a
man she met online. The last words on the screen, “I was lucky,” again leave viewers with the
impression that Amy was a victim of circumstances outside of her control.
Similarly, the male star of “Cyberbullying: You Can’t Take It Back” (National Center for
Missing & Exploited Children, 2016) admits to rating girls in his school on a website made by a
peer, the pull quotes in his video show the male as much more of a victim of this faceless cyber
enemy than the females as victims of his. The nameless main character laments, “People can use
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(what you write) in ways you never even meant”. As the words come up on the screen, the main
character hangs his head as melancholy music plays in the background, ensuring sympathy for
this victim who ended up suspended when he realized his posts were not as private as he
thought.
The teacher documents and student handouts reinforce the idea that teens are easily
victimized. One of the most referenced student handouts in the curriculum is the “Internet Safety
Rules” sheet (National Center for Missing & Exploited Children, 2016), which has a space at the
bottom for a signature. It is a series of “I will” statements, and is meant to be signed like a
contract. In this contract, teens are referred to as possible victims through a collocational pattern
which implies danger. For example, the contract includes lines that indirectly allude to the
opportunity for students to become victims: “I agree not to post information ...that could put me
at risk,” and “I will be careful when...” and “I will protect myself online.” The words risk,
danger, and careful reinforce the internet as a scary place where students can easily become
victimized.

Aggressors. While most aggressors in the NetSmartz curriculum have a more peripheral
role, like the “mean girls” in “Cyberbullying: Broken Friendships”, two characters take on more
developed roles as aggressors in “Split Decisions” (National Center for Missing & Exploited
Children, 2016). Lily and Gabriela are two high school girls having an argument over a guy
named Kevin. Kevin and Lily are dating, but Gabriela is one of Kevin’s good friends. Both girls
are jealous of the time Kevin is spending with the other. The purpose of the lesson is to show
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students how engaging in “digital drama” can make a situation more volatile than simply
walking away from the technology or having face to face conversations.
There are a myriad of verb phrases associated with Lily and Gabriela in both the lesson
document and student handout that help solidify their aggressive identities. The term
“cyberbullying” appears in some of the NetSmartz lessons where the stars of the lessons are the
victims. Interestingly enough, the term “digital drama” only appears in this lesson which stars the
two teens portrayed as aggressive. While it is unclear to me is why the words “cyberbullying”
and “digital drama” were selected for these different situations, it is an anomaly worth noting and
exploring. Several words and phrases are used around the words “digital drama” that help define
it and create collocational patterns that are associated with the drama and the teen girls who star
in the video. “Digital drama” consists of anger, fighting online, conflict, revenge, lashing out
online, mean text messages, insults, and teasing online (National Center for Missing & Exploited
Children, 2016, “Split Decisions”)
Most of the video happens through a series of split screen images where the girls are
shown engaging in digital drama on one half of the screen while the other half of the screen
shows what their story would look like if they chose not to engage. Viewers are able to see the
difference between an aggressive teen and a more level headed one fairly easily. When Lily is
choosing drama, for example, she texts very rapidly, her fingers punching harder at the screen
than she needs to. Calm Lily takes a deep breathe before texting, puts a few words into her
phone, and then erases them - opting to make a phone call instead. When the girls are choosing
digital drama, there is a lot of eye rolling, shouting, frowning, and head shaking. In the
alternative versions, the girls speak in even voices with smiles on their faces.
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Although there are only two main characters in these lessons portrayed as aggressors,
there are many allusions to “digital drama” throughout the lesson documents and student
handouts. In one of the most referenced student handouts in the curriculum, the “Internet Safety
Rules” contract (National Center for Missing & Exploited Children, 2016), teens are asked to
agree to a myriad of statements about technology use. In a series of structural oppositions, teen
bullying and aggressive behavior is alluded to. Structural oppositions are words and phrases that
glean a portion of their meaning through opposite or contradictory words and phrases. When one
word, like good, is chosen, readers make meaning by understanding the word good and its
opposite, bad. Each one of the statements below is an example of a structural opposition from the
safety rules contract. These statements make claims about the identities that teens play as
aggressors, cyberbullies, or “digital dramatists” by reinforcing the opposite behavior through
rules:
•

“I will respect other people online”

•

“I will not post anything rude, offensive or threatening”

•

“I will not send … information that might embarrass, hurt, or harass someone”

•

“I will not take anyone’s personal information and use it to damage his or her reputation”
(National Center for Missing & Exploited Children, 2016)

In a student activity related to the lesson “Survivor Diaries,” (National Center for Missing &
Exploited Children, 2016) students are asked to make a poster about an internet safety topic.
There are several topics listed on a handout for the students to choose from. Many of these topics
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reinforce the perception that teens are aggressive toward other teens online. The poster topic
choices include:
•

Online harassment and cyberbullying

•

Spreading rumors and gossip

•

Posting pictures of someone without their consent

•

Harassing, threatening, and malicious language

•

Stealing passwords to assume identities

Through the use of terms like “digital drama” and “cyberbullying” as well as rules,
discussion questions, activities, and video clips, the NetSmartz curricular materials have
reinforced the notion that one reason teens use the internet is to be aggressive toward other
technology users.

Stupid 3. Many teens in the NetSmartz curriculum are portrayed as stupid. While this is
not the word I would have chosen to label a teen’s identity, the word kept rising to the surface
after coding one particular lesson titled “Two Kinds of Stupid” (National Center for Missing &
Exploited Children, 2016). The severity of the word jumped out to me, and as coding continued,
it was clear that this lesson was not the only one to portray teenagers as ignorant, naive, and just
plain ‘stupid.’

3

The word “stupid” is used in the curricular documents to describe teen behavior. I chose to use this word as an
emerging theme, as opposed to ignorant, naïve, or another more politically correct term because it is an authentic
word to the discourse I analyzed.
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Eduardo is the star of both the lesson and accompanying video called “Two Kinds of
Stupid” (National Center for Missing & Exploited Children, 2016). His “two kinds of stupid”
were drinking at a party while in high school and then posting pictures of it online. Eduardo says,
“It probably wasn’t the smartest thing to take the pictures” but then he got, “really dumb” and
posted the pictures online. Eduardo admits that he “didn’t even think” to use privacy
settings. After Eduardo gets called into the principal’s office for breaking the student athlete
code of conduct, he admits, “I was two kinds of stupid!” Eduardo’s continuous use of words and
phrases like dumb, stupid, not smart, and didn’t think are collocational patterns that reinforce the
idea that teenagers do not have the intelligence to participate in online communities.
In “Six Degrees of Information” (National Center for Missing & Exploited Children,
2016), viewers are introduced to five teens and an adult internet researcher, Matt, who seeks to
find as much as he can about the teens from their Facebook profiles in just six clicks of his
mouse. In the opening of the video, Matt says that this whole experiment rests on the idea that
people post a lot of information online “without really thinking about what that means -especially teens.” Matt says his goal is to put this lack of thoughtfulness, “right in their faces”
(National Center for Missing & Exploited Children, 2016). The premise of this lesson is to
encourage students to make better choices online by pointing out just how easy it is for teens to
make stupid ones.
In the video, the teens sit in a semi-circle around Matt, the internet researcher, and
prepare themselves for what he has found. Matt demonstrates just how “stupid” the teens are by
revealing embarrassing information about them. One teen, Nick, listens to boy bands, Kayla has
had bouts of dandruff, and Elise spent a night hanging out in the bathroom after a bad goat milk
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smoothie incident. As Matt reveals these embarrassing moments, all of the other kids in the room
laugh, make condescending remarks, while Matt responds with a smug, “gotcha” look of pride.
One of Matt’s first “gotcha” moments is when he reveals to Kayla that her mom has been
writing a mommy blog all about her. Matt breaks the news that Kayla will not be getting a new
pair of stiletto shoes; of course he read about this decision on the mother’s blog. Matt gives
Kayla a shrug and a sarcastic “sorry,” leaving her fuming on the couch as he moves on to talk to
the next teen. In an aside, Kayla says she had no idea her mom was blogging about her;
essentially, Matt has pointed out that Kayla is too stupid to realize her own mother has been
writing about her.
Matt also has a big reveal for Logan. He actually gets out of his seat and positions
himself on the couch right next to Logan to inform him that he is cheating on his girlfriend and
that there is evidence to prove it. Of course the entire room erupts in chatter as Logan tries to
deny the accusation. Matt pulls up Logan’s Facebook page and shows how he noticed a girl
calling him a nickname and traced that nickname to a Twitter account where Logan was sharing
messages with the girl who was not his girlfriend. Logan seems shocked, but then Matt points
out that Logan’s Facebook profile picture is the same as his secret Twitter profile picture. In
order to reinforce Logan’s stupidity to him and the rest of the group, Matt shakes his head and
with a smug grin says, “You really ought to change your profile pictures more often” (National
Center for Missing & Exploited Children, 2016, “Six Degrees of Information”). A few of Matt’s
condescending facial expressions have been collected in the collage shown in Figure 5, below.
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Figure 5: Matt looks at teens with smug, condescending facial expressions.

It is not just the researchers’ condescending words and facial expressions that make the
teens appear stupid. Their own words and phrases reinforce this identity as well. Even though the
students were the ones who posted everything the Matt found, each time he reveals some
information, they react in complete shock.
Logan wants to know, “How did that just happen?” after Matt shows him what he thought
was a secret account. He later tells the camera, “I thought I had it all under control” (National
Center for Missing & Exploited Children, 2016, “6 Degrees of Information”).
Nick is equally stunned when Matt finds his playlist of boy band music. He scoffs, “Wait
- how did you even find that?”
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Kayla says, “Huh. I don’t even remember that,” when Matt pulls up an online quiz and
responses she posted to Facebook earlier in the year. She is also upset by Matt’s revelation that
her mom has been blogging about her and asks the camera, “What was that?!”
Perhaps the best example of the shock these teens have over Matt’s discoveries are the
looks on their faces when he makes a big reveal. They range from surprise, to disgust, worry, to
anger. Figure 6, below, is a collage of these reactions.

Figure 6: Teens react negatively to things Matt finds online.
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When the teens have such visceral reactions to information that they put out on the
internet in the first place, their positions as stupid, ignorant, and naive are reinforced. The teens
are made out to look foolish by Matt, and his reactions, their reactions, and the laughter by the
other teens in the room help ensure that they are seen this way to the viewer.
Throughout the curriculum, teenagers are portrayed as stupid by default. Over and over
again, this message is delivered. The “Internet Safety Rules” contract makes teens promise to
“think before (they) post” (National Center for Missing & Exploited Children, 2016). In the
“Cyberbullying: You Can’t Take it Back” lesson, high school students are instructed to work in a
small group to create a poster encouraging other students to “think before they act online.” The
“Split Decisions” lesson tells students they must “think about the consequences” of their actions
(National Center for Missing & Exploited Children, 2016). Each time the word think is used with
a prepositional phrase, there is an assumption being made that teenagers simply do not default to
thinking before they act.

Summary. In any type of discourse, people are not presented as neutral (Machin &
Mayr, 2012). Through the situations they are in, the words and phrases used to describe them,
and the relationships they have with other people in the discourse, individuals take on an
identity. While real life people are often well rounded individuals with many characteristics,
their representations in literature, movies, stories, and even curriculum may be flat or onedimensional. The teens in the NetSmartz curriculum are portrayed in one of three ways: as
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victims, as aggressors, or as stupid. The adults in the NetSmartz curriculum are characterized in
ways that complement the portrayal of teens.

Adults: Predator, Protector, or Punisher

In the NetSmartz curricular materials for high school students, adults take a supporting
role to the teens who star in the lesson scenarios and video clips. The way adults are talked about
in the curriculum, however, is worth noting. Through coding for representations, Ifound three
major ways adults are portrayed - as predators, as protectors, and as punishers.
Predators. While some of the teens in the curriculum were portrayed as aggressors, the
word predator seemed a more appropriate label for some of the adults in the lessons. An
aggressor is someone who attacks first, but a predator is “a ruthlessly exploitative or rapacious
individual” (Oxford English Dictionary Online, n.d.). The adult predators in these scenarios are
shown to use the internet to purposefully target and take advantage of teens. The NetSmartz
curriculum specifically highlights internet predators in two of their eight lessons for a high
school audience. The term “internet predator” is specifically used in the “Survivor Diaries”
(National Center for Missing & Exploited Children, 2016) lesson, and both teachers and students
get a clearer picture of what an internet predator is through the lexical choices made not only in
“Survivor Diaries,” but also in “Amy’s Choice.”
In Amy’s story, the predator is simply known as “the man” (National Center for Missing
& Exploited Children, 2016). This term is repeated over and over again in both the teacher lesson
plan and the student handouts. Students know that “the man” is older than Amy and is, in fact, an
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adult. Early on in this scenario, there are two classic power structures in play - age and gender.
Amy is a younger female. Because “the man” is an older, adult male, he is in a stereotypical
position of power over Amy. Readers may also feel more threatened by “the man” because of his
mysteriousness. While Amy has a name and a bit of a backstory as told through the lesson, “the
man,” without a name, general description, or real identity is any sort of scary, threatening
‘boogeyman’ that readers make him out to be. Amy’s interactions with him are described as
dangerous, risky, and exploitative, completing the picture of a predatory internet user.
The predators in Ryan and Noah’s stories are described in even less explicit ways than
the one in Amy’s (National Center for Missing & Exploited Children, 2016). The internet
predators are actually completely anonymized with pronouns like ‘someone’ and ‘person’ and
readers are left completely unsure if the predators are even male or female. What readers do get
from the lesson plan and student handouts, however, is a picture of the predators’ influence over
both Ryan and Noah. The use of the words victim, survivor, online victimization, and victimized
to describe the boys and their experiences put the predators in a position of power over both
Ryan and Noah. Students are reminded that they must be safer by “not giving out personal
information, (and) not trusting anyone (they) meet online” (National Center for Missing &
Exploited Children, 2016, “Survivor Diaries”).
The identities of these internet predators are further shaped through the artistic choices
made in the videos that accompany each lesson (National Center for Missing & Exploited
Children, 2016). Amy’s predator is shown as a shadowy set of hands on a keyboard, a distorted
set of eyes watching her, and a dark figure walking in the shadows. Later, in the story, the
predator shows up as a red shadow behind a keyboard, and as Amy delivers the lesson of her tale
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- that any male or female can be out to harm you - two red figures without pupils in their eyes
show up in the corner of the screen, as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Representations of Amy’s predator.

The predator in Ryan’s story is portrayed in a similar fashion to Amy’s (National Center
for Missing & Exploited Children, 2016). Notice the use of the color red in the predator’s shirt
and the shadows being cast around the figure hiding in the bushes, as shown in Figure 8. In
popular culture red is often seen as a color symbolic of danger or caution. Consider, for example,
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stop signs, stop lights, fire trucks, and poisonous apples from fairy tales. Equally symbolic are
shadows and darkness, which may warn of evil or even foreshadow death. The use of these two
commonly recognized symbols in both videos is not coincidental. These visual choices reinforce
the discourse of teenage technology users as victims and adult internet users as dangerous.

Figure 8: Representation of Ryan’s predator waiting in the bushes.

There is a slightly different, although equally eerie approach in the portrayal of Noah’s
predator (National Center for Missing & Exploited Children, 2016). In one scene, the predator is
shown as a dark figure, watching Noah from across the street. The positioning of the stranger
close to the camera and Noah at a distance makes Noah look small and vulnerable. Additionally,
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the stranger is dressed in black, a color typically symbolic of danger, evil, power or control.
Noah, in contrast, is dressed in a white sweatshirt, a color typically symbolic of innocence and
purity.
In a second scene, the viewer becomes the predator, behind the lens of a camera,
snapping pictures of an unknowing Noah. While the click and snap of a shutter helps viewers
infer the predator is looking through a camera, the image of Noah in the crosshairs feels much
more dangerous, as if he were being viewed through the scope of a gun, as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Portrayals of Noah’s predator watching him from a distance.
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While the lesson documents keep both Noah and Ryan’s predators anonymized through
pronouns like “person,” it appears as though both predators are portrayed in the videos as male.
Viewers do not see a picture of either predator’s face, however, preserving some of the
anonymity that was in the lesson document, which leads me to beg the question - why so much
effort to keep the predators shrouded in mystery? These artistic choices are likely an attempt to
reinforce the internet as a dangerous place, and encourage young people to stay safe by steering
clear of anyone they do not know online.

Protectors. The notion of an adult as a protector is a theme repeated again and again in
the lesson documents and student handouts. Adults are portrayed as the ones to turn to when
teens need advice, permission, assistance, and support. In numerous scenarios, adult protection is
the answer, as seen in Table 9.
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Table 9
Scenarios in Which Teens are Instructed to Consult an Adult for Help
If…..

Then….

Advice Found In...

Teens want to meet an online
friend in person

They be accompanied by a parent
or guardian

“Internet Safety Rules”
“Tracking Theresa”

Teens feel uncomfortable, or
someone online is rude or
offensive to them

They should tell a parent,
guardian, or trusted adult

“Internet Safety Rules”

Teens feel like sending rude or
offensive messages

They can ask a trusted adult for
help

“Split Decisions”

Teens find themselves as risk

They should communicate with
trusted adults

“Amy’s Choice”

Teens find themselves in a bad
situation

It is always good to get help from
a trusted adult

“Amy’s Choice”
“Survivor Diaries”

Teens have friends struggling
with personal problems

They can help their friend turn to
a family member, school
counselor, religious advisor or
teacher

“Amy’s Choice”

Teens are struggling with tough
choices

They can call a Teen Crisis
Hotline

“Amy’s Choice”

Teens meet someone online that They should speak with an adult
makes them feel uncomfortable they trust immediately

“Survivor Diaries”

Teens accidentally give away
too much information online

“Tracking Theresa”

They should first tell their parents
or guardian
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In general, when a teen gets into a sticky situation, they are instructed to turn to the adults
in their lives, who can, presumably, help rescue them. Interestingly, none of the trusted adults in
this curriculum are shown using the internet. When students are told to reach out for help to
organizations or help hotlines, they are provided with phone numbers to call, not websites to
reach out to. In fact, the only adults ever using the internet in this curriculum are the predators,
thus reinforcing the internet as a place where adults would only be if they intended to cause
harm.

Punisher. The third role that adults in this curriculum take is the punisher. The punisher
is there to dole out a consequence when a teenager makes a mistake online. Punishers are
mentioned in many of the student handouts. For example, the “Internet Safety Rules Contract”
(National Center for Missing & Exploited Children, 2016) tells students that if someone makes
them feel uncomfortable online, they can make a report to the police, allowing readers to infer
that the police can punish the person on the other end of the computer. In the “Split Decisions”
student handout (National Center for Missing & Exploited Children, 2016), students are
encouraged to think about their actions because police are able to arrest teens who are caught
cyberbullying. “Two Kinds of Stupid” (National Center for Missing & Exploited Children, 2016)
affirms the notion that police can charge teens with assault, illegal behavior, and cyberbullying
based on the information they put online.
In addition to law enforcement, schools and school personnel are often portrayed as
punishers. In the “Split Decisions” lesson video (National Center for Missing & Exploited
Children, 2016), the scene opens on two high school aged girls sitting in the principal’s office.
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He talks with them about some digital drama he has heard about and tells the girls that if they
cannot work out their problems they will need to spend more time in his office. When the girls
begin arguing later in the video, the principal appears once again. With a pointed finger, stern
look, and angry voice he demands the girls get to his office immediately.
Eduardo from “Two Kinds of Stupid” (National Center for Missing & Exploited
Children, 2016) deals with two different punishers from the school. After he posts pictures of
himself at a party online, he not only ends up in the principal’s office to receive a suspension, his
coach appears to take him off the team for breaking the student code of conduct. Eduardo also
finds out that he has lost a college scholarship - another example of how a school delivers a
punishment for online choices.
Summary. The adults in the NetSmartz curriculum are portrayed in one of three ways: as
predators, protectors, or punishers. These adult representations purposefully complement the way
teens are conceptualized in the lessons. A predatory adult turns a teen into a victim. When a
young adult acts malicious or stupid, adults are there to either punish or protect them
accordingly. While adults do not take starring roles in this curricula, they are important in the
ways they help shape and refine the identities of adolescent technology users and in the ways
they help reinforce a traditional power relationship that exists between adults and teenagers.

Reinforcing Traditional Power Relationships through Tools of Governmentality

Critical discourse analysts first identify ways that social actors are being classified in
order to further explore the relationships between these different groups within the discourse. In
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the NetSmartz curriculum (National Center for Missing & Exploited Children, 2016), there are
six basic groups of individuals interacting with one another through the various lessons: teenage
victims, teenage aggressors, “stupid” teenagers, predatory adults, punisher adults, and protective
adults. Traditionally, adults have authority over children, a type of disciplinary power
established over time, and an example of governmentality (Foucault, 1977). In the home, in
schools, and in society, adults are the ones setting the rules and guidelines as they are considered
more knowledgeable and experienced in life. However, the reality is that the internet is not a
traditional space. Curricula like this one, though, can reinforce traditional classifications and
power relationships between teens and adults, indirectly reminding students where societal
power should rest.
Throughout the curriculum (National Center for Missing & Exploited Children, 2016),
teens are reinforced as the subordinate of the two groups. When teens are being victimized by
other aggressive teens or by adult online predators, the trusted adults are there to provide
support, guidance, and expertise as the protectors. When teens are making mistakes and acting
“stupid,” the adults are there to delivering a deserving consequence as the punisher. The
assumptions made again and again in the lesson scenarios that teens act without thinking, are
easily fooled, and default to bullying, anger, and drama reinforce their status as the inferior
generation. Adult superiority is reinforced not only in the ways that the adults can protect and
punish, but also in the ways that adults can target, exploit, and harm the subordinate teens
through online predation. Disciplinary power, a tool of governmentality, works best by
positioning members of communities into these hierarchical relationships with one another
(Taylor, 2014).
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Portraying adults as superiors in these lessons is not enough, though, to reset the balance
of power that was disrupted when more wide-spread use of the internet created unconventional
communities. Teens must be given a reason to accept their place as the subordinate generation in
an online world, and reach a level of repsonsibilisation whereby they accept their own roles and
responsibilities as online users. In order to reinforce the traditional power structures that existed
offline, making the older generation the more powerful one once again, the NetSmartz
curriculum (National Center for Missing & Exploited Children, 2016) uses both fear and an
unsavory picture of the internet as strategic games intended to mold the behavior of teens. These
strategies are fully described in the sections to follow.

Using Fear as a Strategic Game

The most obvious technology of power used in the NetSmartz curriculum is the tool of
fear. In each lesson module, common childhood and adolescent fears are translated into
scenarios involving the internet. These fears include a fear of punishment, a fear of social
repercussions, and a fear of the unknown.
Fear of punishment. For many teens, punishment for their actions from an authority
figure can be a powerful behavioral modifier. In coding for overlexicalisation, which is the
repetition of words, phrases, and synonymous terms that give a sense of over-persuasion
(Machin & Mayr, 2012), the concept of consequence was heavily emphasized in both “Split
Decisions” and in “Two Kinds of Stupid” (National Center for Missing & Exploited Children,
2016). In the print documents of those two modules alone, references to consequences, getting
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in trouble, or being arrested appear twenty three times. The consequences that appear in the
curriculum are not light, either. Two boys are suspended from school for their online activities.
One loses his place on an athletic team in addition to losing scholarship money. In several lesson
documents and handouts, students are directly told to think about the “serious consequences” of
the decisions they are about to make with technology. Consequence examples are listed as
detentions, suspensions, the involvement of police, and even arrest. And even though
authoritative punishment can be an effective technology of fear, it is not the only one used in the
lessons. When fear of punishment is not a motivator for teenagers, social consequences typically
are.
Employing a technology of normalization. Because of their stage of development,
teenagers are both hyper-aware of and highly engaged in social relationships with their peers.
These friendships, dating relationships, and the general need for acceptance among peer groups
often take a high priority in the life of a high school student. The NetSmartz curriculum
(National Center for Missing & Exploited Children, 2016) uses the loss of social status,
friendships, and the risk of social humiliation as technologies of fear within many of the lesson
scenarios. This powerful strategy, referred to as a technology of normalization by scholars
(Foucault, Martin, Gutman, & Hutton, 1988), plays on a teen’s desire to conform to social norms
and be accepted by their peers.
In “Cyberbullying: Broken Friendship” (National Center for Missing & Exploited
Children, 2016), the protagonist is not only betrayed by her best friend, but is socially humiliated
when mean girls at school email all of the boys at school pictures of her face on a nude model’s
body. She is laughed at in the hallways while people whisper and point. She claims she has no
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friends left, not even the one who betrayed her in the first place. While this scenario may seem
like a rumor mill or bullying incident that could easily happen offline, the technology is made
out to be the “bad guy” and the original sin of the protagonist’s friend and the other kids at
school are peripheral. Instead of the curriculum addressing the misbehaviors of the many, the
video scenario leaves watchers somehow feeling like this whole mess was the victim’s fault. She
laments, “I thought it was safe to share my password with my best friend. Now I know you can’t.
I wish I could just disappear…” (National Center for Missing & Exploited Children, 2016).
The original sin of the male protagonist in “Cyberbullying: You Can’t Take it Back”
(National Center for Missing & Exploited Children, 2016) also takes a backseat to the perceived
technological sin that his friends commit. The boy telling the story claims that he went on a
website to rate girls from his school, thinking it was a private joke among friends. He is upset to
find out that the site’s creator made it public, and everyone in the school saw what he had
written. Many of the girls were crying, including the protagonist’s little sister, and none of them
will talk to, or even make eye contact with him. At first, the main character says he feels bad, but
the discourse takes a quick left turn away from a focus on his disrespect for the female students.
Instead, the last few minutes of the video make the main character out to seem like a victim who
has been betrayed by technology.
Instead of apologizing for being hurtful toward the girls, he says, “I would never have
said those things to someone’s face. I thought it was just a joke between friends” (National
Center for Missing & Exploited Children, 2016).
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Instead of learning that his words can be hurtful, the story teller’s big takeaway is that,
“once you put something online, you lose control of it, and you never get it back; people can use
it in ways you never even meant” (National Center for Missing & Exploited Children, 2016).
Instead of wishing he had never hurt anyone, he selfishly say, “I wish I never saw that
stupid site” (National Center for Missing & Exploited Children, 2016).
The characters in these cyberbullying lessons are not the only ones having social
struggles as a result of technology. Lily and Gabriela deal with “digital drama” in “Split
Decisions” (National Center for Missing & Exploited Children, 2016) through an exchange of
mean text messages, social media posts, videos and pictures. Their friendship is left hinging on
the choices the two girls make as they continue to interact online. Eduardo in “Two Kinds of
Stupid” (National Center for Missing & Exploited Children, 2016) has to deal with the
disappointment and anger of his friends when the school principal sees pictures he posted online
of all the boys engaged in underage drinking, and the five teens in “6 Degrees of Information”
(National Center for Missing & Exploited Children, 2016) must deal with social humiliation as
an internet researcher reveals embarrassing facts he found out about them from their social media
pages.
By placing a spotlight on the ways technology has damaged friendships, peer
relationships, and social status, the curriculum writers downplay the teenage behaviors behind
the technology, instead creating a power structure whereby the technology is ruling the user. The
compromised password is to blame, not the disloyal friend. The public nature of the internet is at
fault, not the boy who writes mean things about girls or the boys who are engaged in illegal
behaviors. Texting, posting, and other “digital drama” damage friendships, not the jealousy that
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ensues when one friend suddenly starts spending more time with a boyfriend than with her
bestie. In these cautionary tales, the threat of becoming an outcast, losing friends, and losing
face because of the internet are technologies of disciplinary power intended to shape the online
behaviors of teenagers.
Fear of the unknown. The childhood fear of the boogeyman, or “stranger danger”, is
also reignited through the scenarios of a nameless, faceless monster lurking behind the screen or
watching from the shadows (National Center for Missing & Exploited Children, 2016). The old
idiom, better the devil you know than the devil you don’t, speaks to the human preference to
know and understand - even if it is an intimate knowledge of something fearful or difficult. The
only thing more frightening than a threat one understands, is a threat that one has no conceptual
understanding of at all. The anonymity and mystery surrounding the predatory adults in this
curriculum serve as a terrifying reminder to teenagers that the internet is very scary, unknown
and unchartered territory.
It is worth noting that the technologies of fear in this curriculum are not random
coincidences, but are carefully chosen for the intended adolescent audience. It is easy to see this
truth when examining the lexical absence of other very viable online threats. The curriculum
fails to teach students about identity theft, music and movie piracy, viruses and malware,
phishing scams, government surveillance, privacy from companies and advertisers, and a
plethora of other concerns internet users may have. Why? These topics simply do not lend
themselves well to shaping student behavior or reinforcing the traditional balance of power
between adults and adolescents. In fact, one may argue that equipping students with the skills to
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manage such digital threats may actually make them savvier internet users, tipping the power
scale back in the favor of the digital native.
Fear can be a powerful reason to change one’s behavior or steer clear of a perceived
danger, but in order to make teens wary of the internet, there are other techniques employed by
the curricula writers that, intentionally or unintentionally, paint the internet as a mostly negative
space for adolescents to engage.

Figured Worlds as a Technology of Power

Another way to control adolescent use of the internet is to create a figured world in which
the internet and internet use is frowned upon. In its simplest definition, “a figured world is a
picture of a simplified world that captures what is taken to be typical or normal” (Gee, 1999,
p.71). These portrayals of what is normal are developed over time through stories, images,
metaphors, narratives and discourses. Gee (1999) insists that figured worlds are not the same for
every person and they certainly are not static. People’s perceptions differ based on experiences
and exposure, and most definitely morph over time as they are come across new ideas, people,
stories, and situations. And while it may seem that figured worlds are all in a person’s head, this
assumption is only partially true. Figured worlds are out there in books, movies, and other forms
of media, including curriculum.
In any discourse analysis, Gee (1999) asserts, it is important to ask what typical stories
the “words and phrases of the communication are assuming and inviting listeners to assume” (pg.
72), and I would also assert that it is equally important to ask why and how this figured world is
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being created. Remember that disciplinary power only works when citizens can judge and correct
themselves or their peers against an established set of norms (Taylor, 2014). Any power structure
developed through technologies or strategic games present in the discourse cannot be effective
without a social measuring stick by which to evaluate others. The development and
reinforcement of a figured world (with its own set of norms and standards) through this curricula
is another strategic game employed to help shape and mold the behaviors of its recipients.

Foregrounding and backgrounding to further a figured world. Whether a figured
world is portrayed in the media or comes to someone’s mind during a conversation, there are
aspects of that figured world which are foregrounded, backgrounded, or left out altogether (Gee,
1999). Elements that are considered important will take a prominent role, while those that are
considered less important will appear around the periphery. Figured worlds will inevitably leave
out aspects that are irrelevant, completely unknown to the individual imaging the world, or do
not fit into the belief systems or experiences of a messenger painting that world via discourse.
There are both obvious and subtle ways that the NetSmartz curriculum perpetuates a
figured world through the aspect of the internet it chooses to foreground, background, and
ignore. Aside from the fear that is instilled through scenarios centered on consequences and
punishment, digital drama, social repercussions, and dangerous predators, the message that the
internet is an inherently dangerous place is forwarded through the non-parallel structure in many
of the lesson documents whereby negative aspects of the internet are foregrounded and positive
aspects are either backgrounded or ignored altogether.
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Negative aspects foregrounded in student activities. Student activities accompanying
the NetSmartz video modules almost always focus on negative aspects of the internet. After one
module, students are asked to respond to one of two teen advice column letters about an online
experience (National Center for Missing & Exploited Children, 2016, “Cyberbullying: Broken
Friendship”). In both letters, the writer is dealing with social humiliation and the loss of
friendships over choices made online. There is no positive experience with the internet modeled
in either the module video or the follow up activity, which forwards the notion that the typical
teen use of online tools is to inflict harm.
In another activity, students are told to make an internet awareness poster to hang in a
nearby middle school (National Center for Missing & Exploited Children, 2016, “Cyberbullying:
You Can’t Take it Back”). The instructions state that students should consider the positive
aspects of the internet, but remember “it can also be dangerous.” The poster should encourage
middle school students to “think before they act online” and should incorporate the “negative
aspects of the internet and safety issues to consider when posting information online.” While the
instructions acknowledge that the internet can be positive, there is a definite imbalance in the
number of times this idea is set forth in comparison to the opposing idea of the internet as a
dangerous place. This overlexicalisation of words like “danger” “safety” and “negative aspects”
continue forwarding a perception of the internet as less than positive.
After completing the “Survivor Diaries” module (National Center for Missing &
Exploited Children, 2016), teens are told to create advertising taglines for their school that can
serve as a reminder to “be safer online.” Students are given two taglines as examples: “How
much is too much personal information?” and “Play the game; don’t get played.” The first
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example implies that putting information online can be detrimental. The second implies that
students can “get burned” by technology if they are not careful. Each of these example taglines
extends the figured world of an inherently negative internet being created in this curricular
package.
To assist the students in creating their own taglines, a single page handout (National
Center for Missing & Exploited Children, 2016) is provided with Internet safety topics for
students to choose from. I was able to categorize this list into three groups: neutral topics about
the internet, topics about the positive power of the internet, and topics about the negative aspect
of the internet. Out of 34 possible tagline topics, three of them are neutral, six of them highlight a
positive aspect of the internet, and 25 of the topics show a negative aspect - an overwhelming
majority at nearly 74% of the topic choices. The overemphasis in this handout on topics like
cyberbullying, scams, pornography, piracy, addiction, rumors, gossip, and other malicious acts
overshadows the few positives on the page like blogging and online communities.
After students have seen the video modules, one popular follow up activity in the
curriculum is to provide them with additional scenarios to role play, discuss, or problem solve
around. In the entire set of high school lessons, 11 additional scenarios are provided (National
Center for Missing & Exploited Children, 2016). Every single one of these 11 is about a teen
experiencing a negative aspect of the internet. Students are never asked to discuss a scenario
about a teen who uses the internet to raise awareness of social issues or a class of students who is
able to communicate with and learn from experts in a field via digital communication tools.
By foregrounding all of the negative aspects of the internet and then asking students to
discuss, write about, and essentially help advertise these negative aspects to their school
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communities, the NetSmartz curriculum creates a figured world in which the internet is a tool of
destruction, rather than one of promise. This figured world further justifies, then, the disciplinary
power structures forwarded through the classifications of both adults and teens. It also sets the
stage for the education of youth about social risk factors as a further attempt to mold behavior.

Beliefs in the figured world. Perhaps one of the most influential variables in a figured
world is the belief systems of that world’s creator. As a tool of inquiry, researchers must ask
themselves what can be assumed that people “feel, value, and believe, consciously or not, in
order to talk (write), act, and/or interact this way?” (Gee, 1999, p. 95). And as these viewpoints
and beliefs are explored, the researcher must also consider how these figured worlds are helping
to reproduce or create social and cultural ideas about what is typically or normal.
The figured world created through the NetSmartz curriculum (National Center for
Missing & Exploited Children, 2016) is based on the notion that an online presence is dangerous
and that the internet is a tool for harm rather than good. Considering that the curriculum is
written and sponsored by the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children, this belief
system certainly makes sense. The organization is focused on helping protect and locate children
who have been victims of crimes against them. Additionally, this curriculum is supported by a
grant from the US Department of Justice, whose primary focus is criminal investigation and law
enforcement. Understanding the organizations that developed the curriculum makes it even
easier to identify their belief system within the lessons.
The message that an online presence is disadvantageous for youth is sent loudly and
clearly in many of the curricular modules. In “Tracking Theresa” and the accompanying situation
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cards that are used in a student follow-up activity (National Center for Missing & Exploited
Children, 2016), teens are shown how anyone can use information put online to find them in real
life. Students are told not to use their first or last names in email addresses or screen names. They
are told not to mention team names they play on or follow, the name of their schools, or the cities
they live in. In one example, students are even told not to give out “any other information that
could enable someone (they) do not know to discover (their) identity.” It is almost as if the
curriculum is encouraging students to have two separate identities, one for real life and one for
the online world.
In “6 Degrees of Information” (National Center for Missing & Exploited Children, 2016)
teens are asked to think about whether they overshare, are too connected, leave a lot of digital
footprints, or put out information that is not private. In a student handout accompanying the
module, teens are asked to write down the top five social media sites they use and then rank their
digital footprints on each. According to the rating scale, students are winning the digital footprint
game when they are rarely online, have very few friends/followers, and are incredibly careful
about what and when they post. Again and again, students are told that their online presence can
put them at risk, embarrass them, damage their futures, put them in a position to be exploited or
harassed, or in a position to suffer serious consequences.
After spending time at a level of micro-analysis in the lesson plans, teacher documents,
and video modules, understanding the beliefs and viewpoints of both the National Center for
Missing & Exploited Children and the United States Department of Justice helped me consider
my initial questions through a macro perspective.
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Summary Discussion

The purpose of this critical discourse analysis was to answer three research questions
related to the curriculum’s conceptualization of teens, technology, digital citizenship, and
citizenship education. A thorough look at the NetSmartz curriculum published by the National
Center for Missing & Exploited Children (2016) led me to several key ideas related to each
research question.
First, I sought to understand how the concept of a digital citizen was perpetuated and
furthered in the curriculum. While there is not a clear framework or definition of a digital citizen
set forth explicitly in the text, the “Internet Safety Rules” document (National Center for Missing
& Exploited Children, 2016) offers some clear expectations for technology users, which are then
reinforced through the lesson plans, student handouts, and video content. In essence, a digital
citizen is one who protects themselves from risk, embarrassment, reputation damage, and other
internet users while engaged with technology. Additionally, a digital citizen agrees to respect
other internet users. Be cautious. Be nice. That’s digital citizenship in a nutshell according to
NetSmartz.
With this simplistic concept of digital citizenship, it is not surprising that 100% of the
NetSmartz curriculum lies within a framework of Personally Responsible Citizenship as
described by Westheimer and Kahne (2004b). Personally Responsible Citizenship, which is often
perpetuated through character education, emphasizes a very individualistic concept of what it
means to be a good citizen (Westheimer & Kahne, 2004a). At the core of Personally Responsible
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Citizenship is the belief that, “to solve social problems and improve society, citizens must have
good character; they must be honest, responsible, and law abiding members of the community”
(Westheimer & Kahne, 2004a, p. 2). When I set out to determine how the NetSmartz curriculum
aligned with traditional frameworks for citizenship education, it became quickly evident that the
focus was on shaping and molding individuals rather than exploring the new frontier of a
technologically connected, global society.
The shaping and molding of individuals happens through a culmination of technologies
of power. Governmentality, or the various ways that power is established, is evident in both
individual documents and the curriculum as a whole. Through the ways that teens and adults are
classified in the lessons, traditional hierarchies of power are reinforced, allowing the adults both
in the lessons and those delivering the lessons to be in positions of authority, surveillance, and
enforcement. Strategic games including the use of fear, the attempts to develop a figured world,
and a curriculum about social risk factors are all used to manipulate student perception of the
internet as an inherently dangerous place, in which students must become consciously, and
cautiously, personally responsible for themselves as members of online communities.
In and of itself, teaching students to be personally responsible citizens is not a bad thing.
However, as professor and cyber researcher Jason Ohler (2010) points out, it is often adults, not
students, who envision the digital world and the physical world as two separate spaces. The
NetSmartz curriculum (National Center for Missing & Exploited Children, 2016) assumes that
students must receive character education in the digital world above and beyond character
education they receive offline, and that they are unable to translate such lessons between spaces.
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To my knowledge, there have been no studies either supporting or negating one’s ability to
transfer offline character education into online communities.
An overemphasis on personally responsible citizenship, as Westheimer and Kahne
(2004a) assert, is problematic because teaching character alone does not promote, strengthen, or
help students question democracy. In a similar vein, teaching digital citizenship without
exploring the possibilities of global communication, collaboration, and social improvement,
diminishes the power of new technologies, opportunities, and ways of life. The portrayal of
teens and technology in the NetSmartz curriculum (National Center for Missing & Exploited
Children, 2016) also diminishes opportunities for teachers and students to explore new
possibilities.
The third research question prompted me to code for assumptions about teenagers and
technology being forwarded through the curriculum. Throughout the discourse, teens are only
portrayed in one of three ways - as victims, aggressors, or as stupid. These classifications help
justify a need for the heavy focus on personally responsible citizenship education within the
curriculum, and help explain the heavy handed use of many technologies of power. But
ultimately, these classifications are narrow and demeaning assumptions about young adults.
Students who do not fit into the categories of victim, aggressor, or stupid may struggle to see the
relevance of the curriculum, and are not offered opportunities to see themselves as productive
citizens of digital spaces. Additionally, the assumptions forwarded about technology as a tool of
harm, rather than as a tool of possibility, may leave students feeling more shame than pride about
their roles in digital communities.
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CHAPTER 5
ANALYSIS OF DIGITAL CITIZENSHIP IN SCHOOLS CURRICULA

The Digital Citizenship in Schools curricular documents are a portion of a larger text,
published by the International Society for Technology in Education, called Digital Citizenship in
Schools (Ribble, 2015). The author of this curriculum was the first to use the term “digital
citizenship” in academic literature (2004). In the first section of Digital Citizenship in Schools,
Ribble outlines his “Nine Elements of Digital Citizenship;” the second section of the book is
comprised of professional development materials that can be used to help teachers better
understand the nine elements.
The third section of Ribble’s book (2016) is where I began my critical discourse analysis.
This third section includes a set of five foundational lesson in digital citizenship and 16 guided
lessons. Ribble asserts that these lessons can be modified by a teacher to use in any grade level,
so I included all of them in the data set. There are no student handouts or video content that
accompany the lessons. A list of the lesson titles and their objectives can be found in Table 10, as
these lesson titles will be referred to throughout the analysis.
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Table 10
Lessons and their Objectives in Digital Citizenship in Schools

Lesson Title

Lesson Objective

Appropriate Use or Inappropriate Use?
(p. 119)

To help students recognize situations involving
inappropriate technology use.

Digital Compass (p. 122)

To have students think about where they are with
respect to technology use.

Recognizing the Nine Elements of
Digital Citizenship (p. 127)

To make students more aware of the many different
aspects of digital citizenship.

Digital Driver’s License (p. 130)

To ensure that students have basic competency in
the nine elements of digital citizenship.

What Does it Mean to Be a Digital
Citizen?

To raise awareness of what it means to be a member
of a digital society.

Cell Phone Interruptions (p. 146)

To determine when and where cell conversations
are appropriate

Message Misinterpretation (p. 147)

To learn the correct way to write and interpret email
and text messages

STEP - Stop, Think, Empathize, and
then Post (p. 148)

To be aware that others may not receive
information in the way the sender intended

Using the Internet Appropriately (p.
150)

To improve student use of the internet as a source
of information for learning

How Do Businesses Use Technology?
(p. 151)

To understand how businesses look at the
appropriate use of technology in the workplace

Audio/Video Files for Teaching (p.
152)

To learn how audio/video files can be used to
support instruction and learning

Bridging the Digital Divide (p. 153)

To make students more aware of the issues related
to technology access

(Continued on following page)
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Table 10 (continued)
Lesson Title

Lesson Objective

Cyberbullying (p. 155)

Make students more aware of the issues and consequences
of cyberbullying

Digital Plagiarism (p. 156)

To make students more aware of the issues related to
misrepresenting other people's’ material as their own

Digital Etiquette When Working
Online (p. 158)

To make students more aware of appropriate online
etiquette

Protecting the School’s Network
(p. 159)

To make students aware that their school’s network needs
to be protected from outside threats

Student Life Outside the School
Environment (p. 160)

To help students understand how to make appropriate
decisions when purchasing items online

Buying and Selling on Auction
Sites (p. 161)

To determine the precautions that need to be taken when
buying or selling items on online auction sites

How Do You Spend Your Free
Time? (p. 162)

To illustrate how much time students spend using
technology

Computer Ergonomics (p. 164)

To make students more aware of the physical issues related
to technology use

File Sharing (p. 165)

To make students more aware of the issues surrounding
file sharing

Data and Findings

As I employed the critical discourse analysis methods outlined in Chapter 3, I was able to
uncover themes, identify technologies of power, and answer the three research questions set forth
in Chapter 1. The following sections will explore Ribble’s (2016) concept of digital citizenship
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as set forth and perpetuated through the curricular materials, the alignment of these materials to
traditional forms of citizenship education, and the ways in which said materials portray teens,
adults, and their roles in digital spaces.

Conceptualizing Digital Citizenship

Ribble, the author of Digital Citizenship in Schools, first published a framework for
digital citizenship, called the “Nine Elements of Digital Citizenship,” in 2004. These nine
elements are: digital access, digital commerce, digital communication, digital literacy, digital
etiquette, digital law, digital rights & responsibilities, digital health & wellness, and digital
security. This same, unaltered framework can be found in the first section of Ribble’s book
Digital Citizenship in Schools (2016) and has also been discussed in my literature review.
However, the purpose of this section is to analyze the ways in which digital citizenship is
conceptualized not through a framework in academic literature, but through the written
curriculum given to teachers and students.
By coding all 16 lesson plans, the research found that Foundational Lessons 3 and 4,
titled “Recognizing the Nine Elements of Digital Citizenship” and “Digital Driver’s License,”
focus most heavily on defining and shaping an image of the ideal digital citizen. The purpose of
these lessons, according to the objectives written into the teacher lesson plans, is to ensure that
students know and have “basic competency in the nine elements of digital citizenship” (p. 130).
Through thematic coding of the teacher and student materials in these 2 foundational lessons, I
found that Ribble’s nine elements of digital citizenship, as forwarded through the written
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curriculum, actually fit into one of three themes. Being a digital citizen means using technology
appropriately, protecting oneself, and being considerate of others. These three themes are
explored in the sections to follow.

Digital citizens use technology appropriately. The first of three themes that emerged
from coding is that digital citizens should use technological tools appropriately. The discourse
around appropriate and inappropriate use of technology is abundant in the lesson objectives,
activity descriptions, and teaching tips section of the lesson plans, as shown in Table 11.
In addition to the lesson plans written for teachers, there are three student activities
included with Foundational Lessons 3 and 4. These activities are intended to be handed out to
students and then used as a guide to assess their understanding of the Nine Elements. These three
activities are a “Digital Citizenship Matching Activity” (p. 128), an “Elementary Digital Driver’s
License Exam” (p. 131) and a “Secondary Digital Driver’s License Exam” (p. 134). In all three
of these activities, the concept of a digital citizen as one who uses technology appropriately is
reinforced.
Four of the 12 statements in the matching activity refer to students using technology
appropriately. Although two of these scenarios are matched with the element Ribble refers to as
“Digital Literacy”, another matched with “Digital Commerce” and the last with “Digital
Communication” (2015, p. 129), each one expects a digital citizen to be a person who is an
active, but appropriate technology user.
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Table 11
Reinforcing Appropriate Technology Use through Lesson Plans

Statement

Location

“Have students come up with their own examples of
appropriate and inappropriate use for each of the nine
elements.”

Extension Idea, Lesson 3, p. 128

“What should students know about appropriate use
before they are allowed to use technology at school?”

Focus Question, Lesson 4, p. 130

“When should students begin to learn about the
appropriate use of technology?”

Related Question, Lesson 4, p.
130

“Work with students prior to giving the exam to help
them identify appropriate and inappropriate uses of
technology.”

Teaching Tips, Lesson 4, p. 131

“Show students that learning how to use technology
appropriately is to their advantage.”

Teaching Tips, Lesson 4, p. 131

“All content taken from the web should be cited
appropriately.”

Answer Key for Elementary
Exam, Lesson 4, p. 134

“It is important to know what is appropriate and what is
not appropriate before using technology.”

Answer Key for Elementary
Exam, Lesson 4, p. 134

“If someone is going to use technology appropriately,
that person needs to follow the rules that have been
created.”

Answer Key for Secondary Exam,
Lesson 4, p. 140

Appropriate use is also reinforced in both the Elementary and Secondary Digital Driver’s
License Exams. Through the questions and correct answers in these exams, Ribble (2015)
reinforces the pillars of “Digital Literacy” and “Rights and Responsibilities” as terms that
umbrella appropriate use and rule following. Of the nine questions on the elementary exam, two
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of them refer to appropriate use. In the secondary exam, five out of twenty questions refer to
appropriate use. Appropriate use, according to these exam questions, can be summarized with a
few statements taken directly from the exams. Digital citizen should:
•
•
•

“...know the rules for using technology” (p. 131)
“...know how to work with others using the technology” (p. 131) and
“...know how different technologies are used” (p. 131).
Once digital citizens understand how to use technology in the right ways, they must

understand that there are inherent dangers that all tech users face. Therefore, a good digital
citizen must also know how to protect themselves.

Digital citizens protect themselves. The contention that digital citizens must
protect themselves from a variety of threats is peppered throughout the teacher resources in
Foundational Lessons 3 and 4. While the word “protect” is not used as frequently as the word
“appropriate” was used in the examples above, the protection theme becomes clear when looking
at the meaning of the sentences and phrases within their contexts as shown in Table 12.
In addition to the references about protection in the teacher materials, the student
activities also enforce that a digital citizen must have the ability to protect themselves. Five of
the 12 matching activity statements refer to this ability. Protecting oneself as a digital citizen is
also reinforced through four of the nine elementary exam questions and three of the 20 secondary
exam question. According to the answer keys for these three student activities, there is an aspect
of protection in 5 of Ribble’s Nine Elements of Digital Citizenship: “Digital Rights and
Responsibilities,” Digital Health and Wellness,” and “Digital Security” (p. 129) as well as
“Digital Commerce” and “Digital Communication” (p. 133).
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Table 12
References to Digital Citizens Protecting Themselves
Statement

Location

“The more informed (students) are, the more protected they
will be from possible problems.”

Teaching Tips, Lesson 4, p. 131

“Social networking sites can be useful tools to share
information, but users need to be careful what they share.”

Answer Key for Elementary
Exam, Lesson 4, p. 133

“Purchasing goods and services online needs to be taken
seriously. People can gain information about you and your
family from information that you provide. Make sure the
site is secure by checking it over.”

Answer Key for Elementary
Exam, Lesson 4, p. 133

“Users often don’t think about safe technology-use habits
until they hurt themselves.”

Answer Key for Elementary
Exam, Lesson 4, p. 134

“Students need to make sure that private information
remains private.”

Answer Key for Elementary
Exam, Lesson 4, p. 134

“Teenage students are becoming one of the largest groups
of online consumers. It is important that they be protected
from exploitation.”

Answer Key for Secondary
Exam, Lesson 4, p. 139

“It can also lead to technology-related injuries such as
repetitive stress, eyestrain, and sore muscles.”

Answer Key for Secondary
Exam, Lesson 4, p. 140

“Be cautious about giving out personal information such as
your home address or phone number”

Answer Key for Secondary
Exam, Lesson 4, p. 140

“Protecting one’s computer from a virus or Trojan horse
attack takes diligence on the part of the user.”

Answer Key for Secondary
Exam, Lesson 4, p. 140

“Virus protection, firewalls, surge protectors, and battery
backups are all appropriate tools to help protect your
technology investment…”

Answer Key for Secondary
Exam, Lesson 4, p. 140
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The threats mentioned in these student activities mirror those in the teacher resources.
Digital citizens must protect themselves from:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Losing control of private information
Identity theft or compromise
Physical harm from poor ergonomics
Too much time online
Insecure online transactions
Viruses, power surges, and data loss

After digital citizens learn how to appropriately use technological tools and understand
how to protect themselves from the risks associated with such tools, they are ready to engage in a
digital space with other users. These curricular materials forward the claim that a digital citizen
must be considerate of said users.

Digital citizens are considerate of others. In addition to digital citizens being
conceptualized as people who uses technology appropriately and protect themselves from risk,
Ribble (2015) also describes a digital citizen as someone who is considerate of other technology
users. Statements regarding consideration of other users fall into three of Ribble’s Nine
Elements: digital etiquette, digital access, and digital law. Foundational Lessons 3 and 4, which
ask teachers and students to explore the Nine Elements of Digital Citizenship, highlight this
particular quality of a digital citizen in both the teacher documents and in the student activities.
Examples of digital citizens as considerate technology users in the teacher documents are listed
in Table 13.
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Table 13
Example of Digital Citizens as Considerate Users in Teacher Documents

Statement

Location

“Students with disabilities should have opportunities to work
and learn with technology. Some students may need special
technology tools to provide this opportunity.”

Answer Key for Elementary
Exam, Lesson 4, p. 133

“All content taken from the web should be cited
appropriately.”

Answer Key for Elementary
Exam, Lesson 4, p. 134

“A specialized ring tone might be able to identify your phone
from others, but can be annoying to other users.”

Answer Key for Secondary
Exam, Lesson 4, p. 138

“Email is intended for short communication...A descriptive
subject line can alert the user about the importance and content
of the email.”

Answer Key for Secondary
Exam, Lesson 4, p. 138

“Texting is not a place to...exclude others from being in the
conversation.”

Answer Key for Secondary
Exam, Lesson 4, p. 139

“Some students (and adults) with disabilities need assistive
technologies so that they can access digital information.
Everyone should have an opportunity to access information.”

Answer Key for Secondary
Exam, Lesson 4, p. 139

“There is still a ‘digital divide’ between those who have access
to technologies and those who do not.”

Answer Key for Secondary
Exam, Lesson 4, p. 139

“Downloading materials without an artist’s consent is stealing” Answer Key for Secondary
Exam, Lesson 4, p. 140
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The student activities in Foundational Lessons 3 and 4 also encourage digital citizens to be
cognizant and considerate of other technology users. Three of the 12 matching activities, three of
the nine elementary exam questions, and eight of the 20 secondary exam questions ask students
to think about users other than themselves. The big ideas for considerate digital citizens to
consider, according to the student activities, mirror the assertions made in the teacher documents:
•
•
•

Not all people have the same access to technology;
Information and media on the internet was created by another user and should be cited or
purchased, and
The way someone uses technology may be bothersome to those around them (Ribble,
2015).

Ribble (2016) views a digital citizen is someone who can use technology appropriately, can
protect themselves from dangers related to technology use, and can be considerate of others in
both digital and physical spaces. Many of these concepts and lessons have parallels to traditional
citizenship and character education fostered in schools and communities. In the sections that
follow, the research explains how Ribble’s (2016) concept of digital citizenship aligns with and
differs from framework for traditional citizenship education.

Digital Citizenship as Compared to Traditional Citizenship Education

Using a framework for citizenship education developed by Kahne, Chi, and Middaugh
(2006), I examined each of the 35 technology-use scenarios found in Foundational Lessons 1 and
2, the 12 statements in the matching activity from Foundational Lesson 3, the 29 exam questions
in Foundational Lesson 4, and the 16 guided lessons from Chapter 7 of the text. Each of those
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items became its own unit of analysis for a total of 92 items to analyze. These sections of the
curriculum were chosen because of the expectation that they would end up in student’s hands, as
opposed to the documents written specifically for the teacher.
I used the language of Kahne, Chi, and Middaugh (2006) to label each of the units of
analysis with one of three citizenship types:
•

The personally responsible citizen acts responsibly in his or her own community,
respecting themselves and others in the community. Units of analysis that were coded as
personally responsible centered on individual technology users and the do’s and don’ts of
responsible technology use.

•

A participatory citizen actively engages in the goings on of his or her community,
participating and giving back - sharing their gifts and talents to make positive
contributions to the community of which they are a part. Units of analysis coded as
participatory citizenship were either encouraging technology users to interact with one
another or were speaking about the appropriate ways in which to do so.

•

The justice-oriented citizen critically assesses structures and problems within his
community and seeks solutions and strategies to help bring about change (Westheimer &
Kahne, 2004). Units of analysis that were coded as justice-oriented citizenship spoke
about the use of technology to make improvements in the world.

•

Some units of analysis were marked as not applicable. These examples focused on the
positives and negatives of the technology itself, such as the ability to audio-record files or
the growth in online course offerings in school. Because these examples did not mention
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a person’s engagement with the technology or with other digital citizens, the I was unable
to determine what type of citizenship was being highlighted.
A breakdown of citizenship types found in different sections of the curriculum are
represented in Figure 10 (technology use scenarios), Figure 11 (guided lesson), Figure 12
(matching activity), and Figure 13 (exam questions). The final pie chart in Figure 14 is a
cumulative representation of citizenship types across the entire data set. My observations about
each citizen type, as presented in the curriculum, follow these figures.

Figure 10: Types of citizens portrayed in technology use scenarios.
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Figure 11: Citizenship types portrayed in guided lessons.

Figure 12: Citizenship types in matching activity.
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Figure 13: Citizenship types in exam questions.

Figure 14: Citizenship types across the data set.
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Personally responsible citizens in Ribble’s curriculum. The heavy emphasis on
personal responsibility in this curriculum is not surprising. Consider that Ribble’s (2015)
conceptual understanding of a digital citizen, as discussed earlier in this chapter, is someone who
understands appropriate and inappropriate technology use, can protect themselves, and is
considerate of others. Each of these concepts mirror the traditional notion of a citizen as someone
who obeys the law, has good character, and is responsible and self-disciplined (Westheimer &
Kahne, 2004).
Most of the scenarios that demonstrate personal responsibility do so by portraying teens
as examples of what not to do. One teen takes a phone call in the middle of a group without
excusing himself (p. 124). Several others download illegally accessed materials from the internet
(p. 121, 124, 125, 128, 136). There are a few computer savvy boys who get around firewalls and
passwords to perform malicious acts (p. 120, 122, 126), others that use technology to cheat on
school assignments (p. 120, p. 124, 138) and still another makes a decision to text while driving
(p. 122). The problem with trying to teach personal responsibility through these non-examples is
that students cannot be what is not modeled for them. This curriculum tells students what not to
do, but gives them very little in the way of positive examples of students using technology to
benefit themselves and others.

Participatory citizens in Ribble’s curriculum. According to Westheimer and Kahne
(2004), many educators see a good citizen as someone who is actively engaged in the civic
affairs of their communities, both local and national. Schools that support this view of a
participatory citizen seek to teach students about the structures of community and government
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organizations and the ways in which to get involved. Participatory citizens are engaged in
“building relationships, common understandings, trust, and collective commitments”
(Westheimer & Kahne, 2004b, p. 242)
Ribble’s (2015) curriculum touches on the notion of a participatory digital citizen while
still reinforcing the importance of a personally responsible one. There are few instances of
students engaging with other students through digital means, but in those scenarios, the students
are portrayed as examples of what not to do, rather than models of exemplary participatory
citizens. One student uses a group text to invite people to a party, but intentionally leaves some
kids out (p. 125). Another scenario implies that when students are engaged in participatory roles,
they do so without stopping to “think, empathize, and then post” (p. 148). There are two
examples of participatory citizens properly using social media to communicate with others, but
both of the protagonists in those scenarios are teachers, not students.
It is also worth noting that Ribble’s curriculum (2015) only divides students into age
categories in one section - the Digital Driver’s License Exam in Foundational Lesson 3.
Throughout the rest of the curriculum, Ribble says that teachers can adapt the lessons to fit any
age group, but in Foundational Lesson 3, he provides two separate assessments, one for
elementary and one for secondary students. There are no examples of participatory citizenship in
the elementary exam, but there are two examples in the secondary exam. So while Ribble’s
(2015) curriculum shows a few examples of participation, it is still done under the traditional
presumptions that adults are better equipped to participate than teens, who are even more
prepared than children.
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Justice oriented citizens in Ribble’s curriculum. The justice oriented citizen is the
perspective least commonly pursued, according to Westheimer and Kahne (2004b). A justice
oriented citizen does not just contribute to the world as it currently is, they recognize injustices
around them and seek to right these wrongs. School curricula that promote justice oriented
citizenship encourage students to seek out the root of inequalities and address those head on.
Assigning the code of justice oriented citizen to parts of Ribble’s (2015) curriculum was
a bit of a stretch, but I felt it was important to highlight Ribble’s attempts to have these
discussions with teachers and students because they are not being had in the other curricula
under review in this study. One of Ribble’s Nine Elements, digital access, prompts teachers and
students to consider the notion that there still is a digital divide. Not all citizens have access to
high speed internet, working devices, or equitable resources in their schools and public libraries.
Ribble (2015) highlights this injustice, but falls short of true justice oriented citizenship
by asking teachers to accommodate students who may not have access, reminding students that
they should share devices with others who may not have them, and asking both parties to ponder
how education might be different if everyone had equal access. A curriculum focused on true
justice oriented citizenship would ask students to delve into the structures and root causes of this
digital divide and seek solutions, rather than just accommodate said divide.
The breakdown of citizenship types within Ribble’s curriculum is in alignment with the
findings of Kahne and Westheimer’s (2004) study regarding the types of traditional citizens
fostered through social studies curricula. While Ribble is attempting to draw a distinction
between offline and online citizenship, he does so in ways that try to replicate the offline norms,
opportunities, and structures online, rather than completely rethinking what it means to be a
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citizen in a globally connected world. This replication is not only evidenced in his heavy focus
on personally responsible citizenship, but also through his lens of a traditional figured world.

Maintaining a Traditional Figured World of School

Traditional pedagogical approaches place the teacher at the front of the classroom
delivering knowledge while students take note of the content, practice that content, and then
deliver the content back to the teacher through an exam or assignment. Today, the notion of a
teacher centered classroom is fading as information has become almost instantaneously available
through technology. Student centered classrooms, inquiry based projects, collaboration, creation,
and an emphasis on skills and enduring understandings are slowly replacing sit and get
instruction that reinforces memorization and mile wide, inch deep curricular scopes and
sequences.
Much of Ribble’s (2004, 2015) discourse on digital citizenship, however, attempts to
replicate the traditional world in digital spaces. In this curriculum, he uses a traditionally figured
world of school to reinforce the status quo. Ribble relies on traditional, rather than progressive
teaching pedagogies in his examples. Instead of thinking about how the technology could
completely redefine teaching and learning, this curriculum treats it as an add-on to the traditional
classroom.
There are several instances in the curriculum where the portrayed classroom norms
dictate a technology free environment. Max, the protagonist in Foundational Lesson 1 scenario
15, is always on his computer, “except when he is at school” (p. 122). The Digital Driver’s
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License exam indicates that phones should be turned off during the school day, which “keeps
students focused on doing the right things in school” (p. 133). In several scenarios, students are
caught using their cell phones to share answers to assignments or pass information during class,
reinforcing the notion of the independent, teacher-directed classroom as opposed to a
collaborative experience where students are expected to work with one another and their
resources to learn.
Not only do the examples throughout this curriculum reinforce traditional classrooms,
there are instances in which more progressive methods are blatantly rejected. This is most
evident in the Digital Driver’s License exams. In these multiple choice exams, prevailing
classroom and school cultures that encourage rote learning, teacher control of activity, and the
student as a passive learner (Joseph, Green, Mikel, & Windschitl, 2011) are reinforced through
the correct multiple choice answers. Meanwhile, more progressive philosophies and pedagogies
about school and curriculum are negated through the incorrect distractor choices in the quiz.
The distractor choices reject curricular orientations that focus on the centrality of the
learner, such as in the constructivist classroom where “learners are recognized as capable agents
of knowledge production, rather than passive consumers of information” (Windschitl, 2011, p.
83). Table 14 outlines the way distractors in the multiple choice exams reject student centered
classroom practices like inquiry based learning, collaboration, and student voice that are
prevalent in a constructivist classroom.
Much of Ribble’s figured world relies on traditional notions of power and relationships
between and among teachers and students, not just in traditional vs. progressive teaching
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strategies. In the sections that follow, I examine the ways in which teachers are given power and
the power of students is diminished.

Table 14
Rejected pedagogies in Digital Driver’s License exams
Question Stem

Incorrect Answer/
Distractor Choice

Rejected Teaching &
Learning Strategies

When using a new technology
in class, you should...

Figure out ways you can have
fun with it (p. 132)

Inquiry based learning

When using a new technology
in class, you should...

Ask your friends because they
know about technology (p. 132)

Collaborative learning

Tablets and smartphones
should be used in class for...

Helping friends get the answers
(p. 134)

Collaborative learning
Inquiry based learning

Tablets and smartphones
should be used in class for...

Playing games (p. 134)

Game based learning

Tablets and smartphones
should be used in class for...

Sending notes during a teacher’s
lecture (p. 134)

Backchanneling

Texting can be a good tool
for...

Discussing class topics (p. 135)

Backchanneling
Collaborative learning

Texting can be a good tool
for...

Inviting people outside the
school into the discussion (p.
135)

Global collaboration

The most appropriate use of
technology in schools is to...

Play games during class (p. 135)

Game based learning

In schools, students should...

Come up with rules with their
friends for using technology (p.
137)

Constructivist classroom
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Maintaining Traditional Power Structures through Sentence Structure

In written discourses, social actors can be presented as active or passive depending upon
their relational position to the verb, or action, in the sentence. Activated social actors are
typically the ones who own actions and make things happen. Their capacity for control over
situations or other social actors is accentuated in the sentence (Fairclough, 2003). Passivated
social actors are often backgrounded through their appearance in prepositional phrases,
subordinate clauses, or as direct and indirect objects of the activated social actor (Machin &
Mayr, 2012; Van Dijk, 1991). The activation and passivation of particular social actors in a
curriculum through grammatical positioning can reinforce or recreate relationships of power in
the classroom. In the sections that follow, I will explore the ways the curriculum, teachers, and
students are grammatically placed in relation to one another within the Digital Citizenship in
Schools curricular documents.

Students and teachers as direct and indirect objects. Before one can understand how
sentence structure can reinforce power relationships, he must have a basic understanding of some
grammatical concepts. In this case, it is necessary to understand how direct and indirect objects
operate in a sentence.
A direct object is the noun that receives the action in the sentence, the same action that is
most often delivered by the subject of that sentence. An indirect object is the recipient of the
direct object. Below are two examples from the curriculum that show how subjects, direct
objects, and indirect objects are related to one another.
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In the sentence below, “teachers” are the subject. The verb phrase “need to engage”
explains what the teachers are doing, and the word “students” is the direct object, or the recipient
of the teachers’ need to engage.

“Teachers {need to engage} [students] in discussions about the appropriate use of digital
technologies” (p. 113)

In the sentence below, “teachers” are the subject. The verb phrase “can use” explains the
actions of the teacher, and the direct object “the following questions” explains what is being
used. An indirect object serves as a recipient of the direct object. In this case, it is the students
that are receiving “the following questions” and acting as the indirect object in the sentence.

“Teachers {can use} [the following questions] to help students reflect on how they use
technology” (p. 113)

In the following sections, I explore how Ribble uses direct and indirect objects in the
chapter introductions, the five foundational lessons, the 16 guided lessons, and the lesson
objectives. In addition, I discuss how the positioning of social actors in direct and indirect object
positions reinforce power relationships.
Direct and indirect objects in chapter introductions. The introductions to Section 3 as
well as Chapters 6 and 7 are short, yet telling pieces that describe why the lessons that follow are
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important, and how these lessons should be used in the classroom. In these introductory
paragraphs, Ribble reinforces a traditional, teacher centered classroom through the way he
structures sentences about teachers and students. First, I located sentences in which a teacher and
student were both mentioned, and then looked at the relationship between the two social actors in
each of the sentences.
Overwhelmingly, the teacher was either the subject or implied subject within the sentence
and the student was either a direct or indirect object. Table 15 shows the relationships among
teachers and students in the introductions to Section 3, Chapter 6 and Chapter 7. As I did in the
examples above, the subject is highlighted in blue and underlined, the verb phrase in pink and
braces, the direct object in green and brackets, and indirect objects in red and struck out.
Parentheses around a word signal an implied subject. Subjects can often be left out of a sentence
in more casual language when the author is speaking directly to an audience. For example, the
phrase “Go now!” implies that the subject is “you.”
The teacher in the sentences in Table 15 is activated through the verb phrases assigned to
him. It is the teacher that prepares, strives, helps, allows, encourages, and provides while the
student is the passivated recipient of these actions. And while it may seem as though the teacher
has been handed all of the power to enact concepts and ideas on students through the use of these
verb phrases, a closer look at the introductory documents reveals that the teacher is not the only
layer of power above students. There are many instances where the teacher serves as a direct or
indirect object of the curriculum itself, as shown in Table 16.
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Table 15
Teacher and Student Relationships in Introductory Paragraphs
Sentence

Page

...you {prepare} [them] to enter that world with confidence...

109

(Teachers) {Teaching} [Digital Citizenship] to Students

111

When helping students with the issues of digital citizenship, teachers {should strive to
bolster} each [student’s ability]...

111

...teacher resource {to help} [students] begin thinking about....

111

Teachers {can use} this [reflection model] to help focus student understanding...

112

Teachers {need to engage} [students] in discussions...

113

...teachers {should lead} [students] in guided activities...

113

(Teacher), {Give} [students] an opportunity to learn...

113

During this period, students {will need} the [teacher’s support]

113

(Teacher), {Allow} [students] to use the same technologies...

113

Teachers {should offer} [students] explicit “modeling lessons”

114

(Teacher), {Encourage} [students] to analyze and explore...

115

(Teacher), {Provide} [feedback] that will help students...

115

Key =
Subject or (understood subject)
{Verb Phrase}
[Direct Object]
Indirect Object
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Table 16
Curriculum and teacher relationships in introductory paragraphs
Sentence

Page

… a detailed understanding of the nine elements of digital citizenship {will help}
[educators]….

109

This section {provides} [teachers] with ideas and activities...

110

I’ve {created} a [reflection model] as a teacher resource...

111

This chapter {presents} five foundational [lesson plans] for teachers...

117

Directions and materials {are provided} to help [teachers]...

117

The objective {is to encourage} [students] and [teachers]...

117

...a scoring rubric {has been provided to help} [teachers] assess...

118

These standards {provide} [direction] for educators...

118

Key =
Subject or (understood subject)
{Verb Phrase}
[Direct Object]
Indirect Object
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As was the case when teachers were activated and students were passivated in their
relationships with one another, the curricular documents become activated, and therefore in a
position of power over teachers, when action verbs are assigned to the curriculum itself. It is the
resources themselves that provide, encourage, help, and present to teachers, who are the passive
recipients of such actions. Similar patterns of power are visible in the five foundational lessons.
Direct and indirect objects in the five foundational lessons. The discoursed chain of
power between curricular documents acting upon a teacher and then the teacher acting upon a
student is also evident in the five foundational lessons, as shown in Table 17.
The power relationship between teacher and student is reinforced through the position of
the student as a passive recipient of the teacher’s preparation, reminders, instructions, and
provisions. While the assertion that the curriculum acts upon the teacher is not as apparent
through an analysis of direct and indirect objects, it becomes very apparent when viewing the
way the word “teacher” is repeatedly used as an understood subject in Table 17. Understood
subjects are most frequently used in imperative sentences that give commands. There is no need
to specify a subject because the reader understands that the writer is imploring, or commanding,
them to action.
The continued use of imperative sentences and the teacher as the understood subject puts
the ultimate power in the curriculum and the writer of that curriculum rather than on the teacher
as an instructional leader. So, curriculum tells teacher what to do with students and teacher acts
out said commands. This same power structure of the curriculum commanding the teacher and
the teacher enacting the curriculum onto the passive student is apparent in the guided lessons as
well.
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Table 17
Curriculum, teacher, and student relationships in foundational lessons

Sentence

Page

(Teacher), {Organize} [students] into groups ...

119

(Teacher), {Provide} [each group] with a different scenario...

119

(Teacher), {Have} [group members] discuss the scenario...

119

(Teacher), {Have} [each group] report their conclusions...

119

(Teacher), {Have} [students] come up with their own scenarios...

119

(Teacher), {Have} [students] draft acceptable use policies...

119

(Teacher), {Start by having} [students] review the AUP...

119

(Teacher), {Have} [students] work in pairs or groups...

119

(Teacher), {Provide} [guidance] as necessary to help students...

119

(Teacher), {Make sure} [that students] understand...

119

How do we {begin} the [discussion] with students…?

122`

(Teacher), {Divide} [students] into groups of two or three.

123

(Teacher), {Provide} [each group] with a digital compass...

123

(Teacher), {Instruct} [groups] to discuss each of the...

123

(Teacher), {Have} [students] explain their results and give reasons...

123

(Teacher), {Have} [students] create additional scenarios...

123
(Continued on the following page)
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Table 17 (continued)

Sentence

Page

(Teacher), {Make sure} [students] can explain why...

123

(Teacher), {Have} [students] look for recent news stories...

123

(Teacher), {Prepare to have} [students] view these scenarios...

123

(Teacher), {Give} [each student] a copy of...

124

(Teacher), {Instruct} [students] to decide...

124

(Teacher), {Identify} [any problems] that students may be having

127

(Teacher), {Have} [students] come up with their own example...

128

(Teacher), {Help} [students] identify the issues that affect them most...

128

(Teacher), {Have} [students] create their own exam questions.

130

(Teacher), {Have} [students] create a technology “driving test”...

130

(Teacher), {Have} [students] identify which skills...

130

(Teacher), {Show} [students] that learning how to use technology..

131

(Teacher), {Remind} [students] that...

131

(Teacher), {Have} [students] think about...

141

Key =
Subject or (understood subject)
{Verb Phrase}
[Direct Object]
Indirect Object
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Direct and indirect objects in guided lessons. The 16 guided lessons that make up
Chapter 7 of this curriculum use the same writing style to reinforce the curricular package as
more powerful than the teacher and the teacher as more powerful than the students. Table 18
shows the sentences in which teachers and students appear together. Note the position of the
student as a direct or indirect object and the position of the teacher as the understood subject
being commanded by the curriculum. Because of the numerous examples in this part of the
curriculum, the sentence stem will be listed and page numbers the stem appears on is listed in the
column next to it. If the stem appears more than once on a page, the number of times it appears is
indicated in parentheses next to the page number.
As was the case in both the chapter introductions and in the foundational lessons,
students are passivated in the guided lessons through their positions as indirect objects of the
teacher’s actions. These teacher, though, are passivated through their position as understood
subject being directed by the curriculum. I saw similar power patterns when coding the
individual lesson objectives
Direct and indirect objects in lesson objectives. One area of the curriculum where the
student is especially passivated is in the lesson objectives. For the most part, it is unclear whether
the understood subject of the objectives is the teacher or the curriculum itself, but it is very clear
that the student is a recipient of the objective, not an active participant who is owning their
learning and having to meet said objective. The objectives from both the foundational and the
guided lessons are listed in Table 19. Like the lesson portions in Tables 17 and 18, these
objectives have been color coded to show the relationships between the social actors and the
action verbs in the objectives.
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Table 18
Curriculum, Teacher and Student Relationships in Guided Lessons

Sentence Stem

Pages

(Teacher), {Have} [pairs of students]...

147

(Teacher), {Have} [students] describe...

147

(Teacher), {Have} [students] discuss...

147 (2)

(Teacher), {Ask} if [they] have any problems...

147

(Teacher), {Have} [students] focus...

147

(Teacher), {Coach} [students]...

147

(Teacher), {Have} [students] journal...

147, 149

(Teacher), {Supply} [students]...

147

(Teacher), {Be} a good technology [role model] for the students.

147

(Teacher), {Divide} the [class]...

148, 154, 165

(Teacher), {Line up} the two [groups]...

148

(Teacher), {Instruct} the first [person] in each group

148

(Teacher), {Have} [students] share...

148, 149, 160, 162

(Teacher), {Make sure} [group members]...

148

(Teacher), {Make sure} [students]...

148, 151

(Teacher), {Confirm} that students [see] the correlation...

148
(Continued on the following page)
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Table 18 (continued)

Sentence Stem

Pages

(Teacher), {Have} experienced [students] help...

150

(Teacher), {Create} [lessons] in which students must find information...

150

(Teacher), {Teach} [students] what to look for on a website...

150

(Teacher), {Have} [students] create...

151

(Teacher), {Have} [students] ask their parents...

151

(Teacher), {Survey} [students] ...

151, 161, 162

(Teacher), {Inform} all three [groups] that they must...

154

(Teacher), {Bring} the [class] together...

154

(Teacher), {Have} each [group] share...

154

(Teacher), {Have} [students] brainstorm...

154

(Teacher), {Discuss} [options] for students...

154

(Teacher), {Ask} [students]...

151, 155 (3), 163

(Teacher), {Provide} [resources] to students...

156, 161

(Teacher), {Provide} [students] with...

156, 160, 162

(Teacher), {Explain} to students...

157

(Teacher), {Provide} [support] to students..

157, 158

(Teacher), {Inform} [students]...

157

(Teacher), {Teach} [students]...

157
(Continued on the following page)
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Table 18 (continued)

Sentence Stem

Pages

(Teacher), {Reinforce} with the students...

158

(Teacher), {Have} [students] determine...

159

(Teacher), {Have} [students] interview...

159

(Teacher), {Have} [students] ask...

159

(Teacher), {Have} [students] talk...

159, 160

(Teacher), {Have} [them] look...

160

(Teacher), {Reiterate} to students...

161

(Teacher), {Have} [students] come up...

162

(Teacher), {Have} [students] complete...

163

(Teacher), {Help} [students]...

163

(Teacher), {Have} [students] study...

164

(Teacher), {Emphasize} to student...

164

(Teacher), {Provide} [time] for students...

165 (2)

(Teacher), {Have} [students] contact...

165

(Teacher), {Have} [students] find...

165

(Teacher), {Provide} [direction] for each group...

165

Key =
Subject or (understood subject)
{Verb Phrase}
[Direct Object]
Indirect Object
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Table 19
Direct and Indirect Objects in Lesson Objectives

Lesson Objective

Page

{To help} students [recognize situations] involving inappropriate technology use.

119

{To have} students [think] about where they are with respect to technology.

123

{To make} students more [aware] of the many different aspects of digital citizenship.

127

{To ensure} that students have [basic competency] in the nine elements of digital
citizenship.

130

{To raise} student [awareness] of what it means to be a member of a digital society.

141

{To determine} [when and where] cell conversations are appropriate.

146

{To learn} the [correct way] to write and interpret email and text messages.

147

{To be} [aware] that others may not receive the information in the way the sender
intended.

149

{To improve} student’s [use of the internet] as a source of information for learning.

150

{To understand} [how businesses look] at the appropriate use of technology in the
workplace.

151

{To learn} [how audio/video files can be used] to support instruction and learning.

152

{To make} students more [aware] of the issues related to technology access.

154

{Make} students more [aware] of the issues and consequences of cyberbullying.

155

{To make} students more [aware] of the issues related to misrepresenting other
people’s’ material as their own.

156

(Continued on the following page)
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Table 19 (continued)

Lesson Objective

Page

{To make} students more [aware] of appropriate online etiquette.

158

{To make} students [aware] that their school’s network needs to be protected from
outside threats.

159

{To help} students [understand how] to make appropriate decisions when purchasing
items online.

160

{To determine} the [precautions] that need to be taken when buying or selling items on
online auction sites.

161

{To illustrate} how much [time] students spend using technology.

162

{To make} students more [aware] of the physical issues related to technology use.

164

{To make} students more [aware] of the issues surrounding file sharing.

165

Key =
Subject or (understood subject)
{Verb Phrase}
[Direct Object]
Indirect Object

There are two different types of objectives in the table above. The first type mentions the
student, but does so by placing him in the passive role as the direct or indirect object of an action
performed by the understood subject, which may be the teacher, the curriculum, or the lesson
objective itself. The second type of objective in the table does not mention the student at all.
The backgrounding of students in not only these objectives, but also in the chapter
introductions and lesson documents reinforces Van Leeuwen’s (1996) finding that children’s
actions, when contrasted to those of teachers, are “mostly non-transactive: children are rarely
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represented as having an effect on the world” (p. 90). Instead, it is the curriculum or the teacher
who can help, ensure, raise, determine, and “make’ a student a success.

Students and Power

After engaging in the last section, readers may be wondering if there are ever times when
students are activated as social actors in this curriculum. Is there ever a time when students
control the verbs in the sentences and play a prominent role as someone who can, indeed, make
an impression on the world? The short and sweet answer is yes. There are many examples of
students taking an active role in the technology use scenarios that accompany the lessons. The
more complex answer, however, is that while students have been activated, their role does not
automatically become one of power.
In Foundational Lesson 1, seventeen technology use scenarios are available for classroom
discussion. Of these 17 scenarios, students are activated social actors in 11 of them. The other
seven feature teachers or principals as the protagonist of the scenario. Table 20 is an overview of
the 11 scenarios in which teens are activated through their portrayal as the main character of the
scenario.
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Table 20
Scenarios from Foundational Lesson 1 with Students as Activated Social Actors
Scenario

Synopsis

Page

1

Sean has created a parody of his school’s website with phony news stories
and misinformation about the school. He is able to redirect the link from the
school’s actual page to his own.

120

2

Michelle loves to post on Twitter and Instagram. She has over 400 followers, 120
but her mom thinks that she has around 20.

3

Sarah uses her smartphone to take a picture of a substitute teacher while she
is writing on the board, uploads it to Facebook and complains about how
boring the class is.

120

5

Tim and his friends manage to hack into the school’s server and change a
few of their grades.

120

6

John uses his phone to take a picture of a test. He sends the picture to his
friend Mike who will take the test later that day.

120

9

Jamie has been talking with her friends using Google Hangout. There are
120
also people in the room that she does not know. She gets uncomfortable with
some of the messages she receives from them. Jamie logs out of the room
and talks to her parents.

10

Kevin just bought the latest video game. His friend Vince cannot afford a
copy, so Kevin installs a copy of his game onto Vince’s system.

121

12

Matt loves taking pictures and often puts the ones he has taken on a website.
When he is browsing the internet, he notices that someone else is using his
pictures on their own website without giving any credit to Matt.

121

15

Max is always on his computer. He talks to a lot of people via social media
and text messages, but he rarely leaves the house. His mother is concerned.

122

16

Kelly is driving in her car when she decides to send a text message. She
narrowly escapes an accident after not seeing the car ahead of her braking.

122

17

John sees a password written on a note on his teacher’s desk. He goes to
another computer, logs in as the teacher, and send several insulting emails to
other staff members.

122
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In Foundational Lesson 2, 18 more technology-use scenarios are provided to engage
students in discussion around digital citizenship. Sixteen of these activate students as the social
actors in the scenario. These 16 scenarios are summarized in Table 21.
There are a total of 27 technology-use scenarios from Foundational Lessons 1 and 2 that
activate students. The power of these students is diminished, however, even though they are
portrayed in the same active role that gave teachers the power in the lesson documents. In the
following sections, I analyze three methods used to diminish the power of teens even when they
are put in activated social roles. These three methods include the use of honorifics, the portrayal
of teen behavior, and the use of loaded questioning.

Use of honorifics to diminish power. One way that power can be achieved in discourse
is through the use of honorifics. These terms, like ‘president’ ‘doctor’ or ‘judge “suggest a
degree of seniority or a role that requires a degree of respect” (Machin & Mayr, 2012). When
some social actors are portrayed with honorifics while others are not, the latter’s level of
authority can be significantly diminished. The use of honorifics is present throughout the
scenarios in Foundational Lesson 1, which are a bit longer and more detailed than the scenarios
in Foundational Lesson 3.
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Table 21
Scenarios from foundational lesson 2 with students as activated social actors
Scenario

Synopsis

Page

1

A student sends a harassing text message to another student who then
retaliates with another cruel text.

124

2

When hanging out with friends, one student gets a cell phone call and
conducts a conversation within the group.

124

3

A student logs on to a file-sharing website and downloads the newest
song.

124

4

A students follows a questionable link and downloads a virus onto the
school network.

124

5

A student copies and pastes information from a website into a paper he
is writing without citing the author.

124

6

A student uses a software package to copy movies and games for
friends.

124

7

A student uses a tunneling program to get around the school’s firewall.

124

8

Two students use messaging apps to pass information during class.

124

10

A student brings a USB flash drive to school and asks the teacher’s
permission before connecting it to the school computer.

124

11

During class, students use their phones to share answers to an
assignment.

124

(Continued on the following page)
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Table 21 (continued)

Scenario

Synopsis

Page

12

Student’s use the teacher’s computer password to access a copy of the
final exam.

125

13

A friend sends out a group message about a get together, but you notice 125
one of your mutual friends is left off the list.

15

A friend invites you to their house to watch a movie that is still in
theaters. Their parent downloaded it from a file-sharing site.

125

16

Your best friend says they received a sext with a photo of a nude girl in
your class.

125

17

A group is hanging out and one of the student’s has an older model fun. 125
The student starts getting made fun of, even though the family is going
through a tough time.

18

A student in the computer lab tells you they know of a program that
can go around the school’s firewall that blocks social media sites.

125

In Foundational Lesson 1, all of the students are referred to by a first name or by a
pronoun like friend or classmate. The adults in these scenarios, though, are referred to by Mr.,
Ms. or Mrs, followed by a last name. Traditionally, minors show respect to elders through the
use of these honorifics. Additionally, most of the adults in the scenarios are further described
through an appositive that highlights their position of power. Throughout the scenarios, readers
meet these adults in school settings:
•
•
•
•

Ms. Martinez, the principal (p. 120)
Mr. Jones, the school technology support person (p. 120)
Ms. Everett, the substitute (p. 120)
Mr. McIntosh, teacher (p. 120)
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•
•
•
•
•

The “administration” (p. 120)
Mr. Scott, principal of Rural High School (p. 121)
Dr. Brown, principal at Bluebird Elementary School (p. 121)
Mr. Hutchinson, teacher (p. 122)
Ms. Deal, teacher (p. 122)

Readers meet other adults in Foundational Lesson 1 scenarios who are not tied to the
school community, but who are still described with honorifics that indicate their power as an
adult. These adults are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Michelle’s mom
Mrs. Peters
Jamie’s parents
Mrs. Smith
Max’s mother
Kelly’s parents

The use of honorifics, when viewed in isolation, is not that surprising. Students typically
refer to teachers and building administrators by an honorific and their last name. Most children
refer to the adults in their house as their parents, or as mom and dad instead of by their first
names. But when the use of honorifics is viewed in the context of the entire scenario, as critical
discourse analysis begs of researchers to do (Gee, 2011), it is easier to understand why the adults
are co-stars in these scenarios rather than a student’s friend or classmate, and how this use of
honorifics serves the curriculum by showing the adults in positions of power.
In order to fully understand the ways adults still have power over the students in the
scenarios where youth are activated, one must look at the way teen behavior is portrayed in the
curriculum and then the role adults play in reaction to that behavior, which is what I will do in
the sections that follow.
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Classification of teen behavior to diminish power. The teens in the technology usescenarios are portrayed as empowered social actors. Their power, however, is diminished by the
way the curriculum shows them using it. Just like the nemesis in your favorite movie - the
students have power, but use it for evil instead of for good. And just like in your favorite movie,
there is a good guy waiting to swoop in and put the villain in his place. For example, when Sean
(scenario 1) replaces the school website with a mock one that spreads gossip and misinformation,
it is the honorable principal, Ms. Martinez and her hero sidekick Mr. Jones, the technology
support person, who save the day and remove the parody site. Student has power; student uses
power for evil. The more powerful adults, equipped with fancy titles, are able to overthrow the
bad guy and return the school to a state of peace.
And Sean is not the only bad guy here. Tim and his friends (scenario 5) hack into the
school’s server and change people’s grades. Tim is caught by the principal, and administration
handles the situation. Mr. Scott, principal of Rural High School (scenario 8), prevents a near
disaster when walking through the library. He happens to see a student trying to buy music on a
website that requires a credit card, and stops by just in time to remind this student of the school’s
acceptable use policy. And, it is not just school personnel who must combat student power.
Michelle (scenario 2) uses her power of deception by allowing her mother to believe she
has very few contacts on social media when she really has hundreds. Max (scenario 15) worries
his mother by spending so much time on social networking sites, as does Kelly (scenario 16)
when she chooses to text and drive. The media industry is hurt by nemeses like Kevin (scenario
10) and the “students” in Lesson 3, scenarios 3, 6, and 15 who download and share movies,
music, and video games without paying for them.
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Of the 27 scenarios in which students are empowered, they use that power to make poor
decisions in 23 of those situations. Six of the students are intentionally destructive, seven use
technology to be deceptive, four use technology to be cruel to others, and five of the scenarios
show students engaged in illegal behavior. Of the five students remaining, three are portrayed as
victims of technology and only two make intelligent choices in regards to technology, Some of
these 23 scenarios do not necessarily describe a teen using power with malicious intent, but
through the use of loaded questions at the end of each scenario, curriculum users are encouraged
to view these teens’ actions as unacceptable.
Loaded questioning to diminish power. A question is described as loaded when it has
“some hidden implication or underlying suggestion; biased, (or) prejudiced” (Oxford English
Dictionary, n.d.). The scenarios in Foundational Lessons 1 and 2 are meant to engage students
and teachers in discussions. In fact, the author writes to teachers in the lesson documents,
There is no easy answer for any of the scenarios. Student responses will vary. Why?
Technology users are not always going to agree on what is right and wrong. When using
technology, many different factors can play a role in shaping a person’s interpretation. …
The purpose of this activity is to help students analyze their ideas about appropriate
technology use. (Ribble, 2015, p. 126)
So in one instance, the author is letting teachers know that these scenarios are open to
interpretation and discussion, and to his credit, he does not provide an answer key that tells
teachers what the students should be saying. However, the opportunity for students to really take
ownership and speak openly about these scenarios, is diminished by the author’s use of loaded
questions to kick off the conversations. The scenarios, loaded questions that follow the scenario,
and my interpretation of underlying suggestions made by said question are listed in Table 22.
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In analyzing these loaded questions, I am not defending a teen’s decision to hack into
school servers or to be inconsiderate to others through a technological medium. What I am trying
to do, however, is highlight the ways this curriculum removes the opportunity for students to
come to their own conclusions about the morality of these scenarios. The wording of these
loaded questions automatically removes some power from the student to freely form an opinion
or share their experiences without having to actively rebel against the ideas of right and wrong as
set forth in the curriculum. So while Ribble (2015) claims these activities are meant to help
students explore their ideas of appropriate technology use, he is actually setting forth his own
ideas of appropriate use through his choice of questions and limiting teens’ opportunities to
develop their own norms and expectations for online behavior.
The Digital Citizenship in Schools curricular documents diminish the power of students
in the classroom in more ways than one. Through the word choice and sentence structures in
lesson plan documents, students are portrayed as passive receivers of knowledge. While there are
some scenarios in the curriculum that show students in active roles, their power is diminished
through loaded questions that take away any opportunity to debate or discuss the scenarios. In
addition, students in the scenarios are mostly shown using technological tools for harm instead of
good. The adults in the scenarios are there to reinforce positive behaviors, deliver punishment, or
clean up after students’ mistakes.
‘
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Table 22
Use of Loaded Questions in Technology Use Scenarios
Scenario
Michelle has about 380 more
Twitter followers than her mom
knows about. Many of these
followers are also people she does
not know in real life (lesson 1,
scenario 2)

Loaded
Question
“What issues
might this
cause?” (p. 120)

Underlying Suggestion(s)
•
•

•

the word “issues” implies the
situation is problematic
parents must be completely
informed of their teens’
social media lives
Social media connections
should be limited to people
teens know in the offline
world

Sarah uses her phone to upload a
“What are the
picture of her substitute teacher to
issues?” (p. 120)
Facebook and posts about how
boring class is (lesson 1, scenario 3)

•

The word “issues” implies
the situation is problematic

Tim and his friends hack into the
school server and change some of
their grades (lesson 1, scenario 5)

“How should
administration
handle the
situation?” (p.
120)

•

Use of the word
“administration” implies that
adults must intervene
Use of the phrase “handle the
situation” implies that the
teens were in the wrong

Mike takes a picture of a test and
shares it with John, who will take
the test later that day (lesson 1,
scenario 6)

“What issues
might occur
because of
Mike’s actions?”
(p. 120)

•

Use of the word “issues”
implies that this situation is
problematic

Max spends a lot of time using
social media and texting, but rarely
leaves the house. His mother is
concerned (lesson 1, scenario 15)

“What should
Max’s mother
do?” (p. 122)

•

Max needs an adult to
intervene
Max’s mother is in a
predicament
Max’s behavior needs to be
changed

•

•
•

(Continued on the following page)
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Table 22 (continued)
Scenario

Loaded Question

Underlying Suggestion(s)

Students send harassing text
messages back and forth (lesson
2, scenario 1)

“How should
sending harassing
and retaliation text
messages be dealt
with?” (p. 124)

•

Use of the phrase “dealt
with” implies that action
must be taken to remedy this
situation

A group of friends are hanging
out when one conducts a phone
conversation without leaving the
group (lesson 2, scenario 2)

“What is the
proper etiquette
for using a mobile
phone in a public
place?” (p. 124)

•

Use of the word “etiquette”
implies that there are
universal norms everyone
should adhere to

A student copy/pastes materials
from the internet for a class paper
(lesson 2, scenario 5)

“What are the
issues of using
internet materials
without giving
credit to the
authors?” (p. 124)

•

Use of the word “issues”
implies that this situation is
problematic
The situation is also solved
for the student through the
inclusion of “giving credit to
the authors” in the question

“How do you
handle issues of
copyrighted
material,
especially when
an adult is
involved?” (p.
125)

•

“What should be
done when nude
or partially nude
photos are
shared?” (p. 125)

•

A friend’s parents have
downloaded a movie illegally
(lesson 2, scenario 15)

A friend receives a nude photo of
a girl in class (lesson 2, scenario
16)

•

•

•

Use of the word “handle”
implies the need for action
Use of the word “issues”
implies the situation is
problematic
“When an adult is involved”
reaffirms power structures
and implies a teen would be
breaking that structure if they
were to confront the adult
Use of the phrase “should be
done” implies the need for
action
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Summary Discussion

The purpose of this critical discourse analysis was to answer three research questions
related to teens, technology, digital citizenship, and citizenship education. A thorough look at
Ribble’s Digital Citizenship in Schools (2015) led me to several key ideas related to each
research question.
The first question I set out to answer was how the term “digital citizen” was
conceptualized and furthered through the “Digital Citizenship in Schools” Curriculum. Ribble’s
conceptual understanding was presented early in the text as Nine Elements of Digital
Citizenship, and his lessons touch on aspects of each element. However, through thematic coding
of the teacher and student materials, I found that Ribble’s curriculum actually portrayed digital
citizens as having three main characteristics. Being a digital citizen, to Ribble, means using
technology appropriately, protecting oneself, and being considerate of others. These attributes
reflect offline morals that are taught in many homes, schools, and places of worship - obey the
law, respect yourself, and treat others the way you wish to be treated. By establishing a clear set
of norms, Ribble is preparing online communities for the types of disciplinary power
technologies that allow members to hold one another accountable for their actions within the
system.
This core conceptual understanding of a good digital citizen helps explain the emphasis
on personally responsible citizenship that is evidenced in the lessons themselves, which was
discovered through the second question brought to this curriculum. How did Ribble’s lessons on
digital citizenship aligned or differ from the framework of traditional citizenship education set
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out by Westheimer and Kahne (2004b)? Ribble’s curriculum has a heavy focus on the personal
responsibilities of technology users. Less than 10% of the curriculum engaged students in
discussions about being a participatory citizen in a digital world, and less than 10% touched on
issues of social justice, or justice oriented citizenship. This data echoes Westheimer and Kahne’s
(2004b) assertion that most schools approach citizenship education by focusing on agreed upon
societal rules, norms, and expectations for individual behavior, which are the basis of
disciplinary power. Unless established hierarchical relationships and societal norms have been
clearly established, a curriculum will not be an effective tool to model and shape behavior, so
Ribble took the societal norms of the offline world and attempted to show how they can and
should be maintained in digital one. Ribble’s traditional views of teenagers, schooling, and the
use of technology in the classroom may help explain why his notion of a digital citizen so closely
resembles traditional concepts of good offline citizens, and why the curricula attempts to mold
teenagers in the way it does.
The third question I asked before approaching the curriculum was, “what assumptions
about teenagers and technology emerge through the discursive elements” of this curriculum?
Through the technology use scenarios in the curriculum, teens are most typically portrayed as
destructive, dishonest, cruel, and/or unethical, and because his book is about digital citizenship in
schools, Ribble’s portrayal of adolescents is not limited to who they are as teenagers, but also
conceptualizes who they are as students. The biggest assumption in this curriculum is that high
school students are passive consumers of curriculum. The power structures at play in these
lessons also reinforce the status of a teenager as “less than” that of an adult, with very little to
offer in the way of knowledge, opinions, or insights to life in digital spaces. Again, disciplinary
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power structures are at work, reinforcing the adult as the established authority figure who must
respond to and redirect deviance from expected norms, in even digital spaces. Additionally,
Ribble views technology in the classroom as a possible distraction from learning and a device
that can be used to cheat, bully, or cause harm to servers and school computers. Rather than
encouraging teachers to rethink the ways technology can impact teaching and learning, Ribble’s
scenarios present students and teachers in traditional classroom settings with technology
mentioned in a marginalized way, inadvertently giving teachers permission to exclude digital
devices from the classroom.
In all, Ribble’s digital citizenship curriculum strives to maintain many of the timehonored elements of society in light of a technological revolution. This is evidenced in his
attempt to reinforce traditional offline values through a focus on personal responsibility with
regard to technology use as well as through his perpetuation of typical power structures and
figured worlds.
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CHAPTER 6
ANALYSIS OF THE COMMON SENSE MEDIA CURRICULUM

Common Sense Education, a subset of Common Sense Media Group, has a K-12 digital
citizenship curriculum available for free to educators. The curriculum is broken out into grade
level bands, with one set of lessons for kindergarten through second grade, another for third
through fifth graders, a third for middle school students, and a fourth group of lesson plans for
grades nine through 12 (Common Sense Media, 2016). The high school curriculum is broken out
into four units of study. Each unit of study has five lessons. Each lesson in the K-12 curriculum
covers one or more of the eight overarching topics identified by Common Sense:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Self-Image & Identity
Digital Footprint & Reputation
Information Literacy
Privacy & Security
Relationships & Communication
Cyberbullying & Digital Drama
Internet Safety
Creative Credit & Copyright

I analyzed all 20 of the lessons written for high school students. Each of the 20 contain an
overview document intended to give the teacher a snapshot of the lesson. This document is made
up of a title, essential question, learning objectives, list of materials and preparation, estimated
time to complete, and alignment to both the Common Core Standards and the ISTE National
Educational Technology Standards for Students (Common Sense Media, 2016). After the
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overview, teachers are provided a more detailed lesson plan that can be followed step by step.
This plan includes an introduction, 2 short activities, and a closing.
The 20 lessons for high school students, the accompanying handouts and video resources
made up the data set examined by the research. The lesson titles, essential questions, and
accompanying materials are detailed in Table 23. These lessons and handouts will be referred to
throughout the remainder of this chapter.
The documents in this data set were coded following the methodology outlined in
Chapter Three. Through the coding process, I ventured to understand how Common Sense Media
(2016) conceptualized the term digital citizenship, how the curriculum portrayed both teenagers
and adults, and whether or not the lessons in the curriculum could be aligned with the
Westheimer and Kahne (2004a) framework for traditional citizenship education. This chapter is
dedicated to an exploration of those research questions as they relate to the Common Sense
Media lessons for high school students. This examination begins with the concept of digital
citizenship as forwarded by the Common Sense lesson plans.
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Table 23
Common Sense Media Digital Citizenship Lessons for Grades 9-12
Lesson Title
1 Digital Life 102

Essential Question

Accompanying Materials

What is the place of digital
media in our lives?

Got Media Smarts? (student handout
& teacher version)
Perspectives on Social Media
(video)
Assessment (teacher & student
versions)

2 Oops! I Broadcast
It On The Internet

What are the consequences of Eva’s Story – When Messages
oversharing online?
Spread (video)
Eva’s Story Discussion Guide
(student handout)
Brittney’s Story – Posting
Something You Regret (video)
Britney’s Story Discussion Guide
(student handout)
Video Discussion Guide Teacher
Version
Assessment (teacher & student
versions)

3 Copyrights And
Wrongs

How can I make responsible
choices when I use other
people’s creative work?

Copyright and Fair Use Animation
(video)
Mad Men Handout (student &
teacher version)
Assessment (student & teacher
version)
(Continued on the next page)
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Table 23 (continued)
Lesson Title
4 Feelings on Display

Essential Question

Accompanying Materials

Are girls and guys judged
differently when they post
photos online?

Gender and Digital Life Teacher
Backgrounder
Feeling on Display (video)
Video Discussion Guide Student
Handout
Assessment (student & teacher
version)

5 Turn Down the Dial
on Cyberbullying

Which factors intensify
cyberbullying and online
cruelty, and what can you
do to lessen them?

Ricardo’s Story – Making Fun of
Others Online (video)
Stacey’s Story – When Rumors
Escalate (video)
Dial it Down Handout (teacher &
student versions)
Assessment (teacher & student
versions)

6 My Online Code

What does it mean to do the
right thing online?

Judging Jeff’s Profile Handout
(student & teacher version)
Assessment (student & teacher
version)

7 Who Are You Online? How do you present
yourself to the world online
and offline?

Avatar Slideshow
Ramon’s Story – Being Real Online
(video)
Assessment (student & teacher
version)
(Continued on the following page)
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Table 23 (continued)

Lesson Title
8

Essential Question

Building Community How can websites foster
Online
community online?

Accompanying Materials
Design a Community Website
Handout
Sites that Build Community –
Blank Version
Sites that Build Community –
Sample Completed Version
Assessment (teacher & student
versions)

9

Overexposed:
Sexting and
Relationships

What are the risks and
responsibilities when you
share online in a
relationship?

How Should It End? (student
handout)
Ally’s Story – Second Thoughts on
Sexting (video)
Over the Line? (student handout)
Assessment (student & teacher
version)

10 Risky Online
Relationships

How can you tell when an
online relationship is risky?

Communicating Safely Online
Teacher Backgrounder
Sheyna’s Situation Handout
(student & teacher version)
Assessment (teacher & student
version)

(Continued on the following page)
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Table 23 (continued)

Lesson Title

Essential Question

11 Rights, Remixes, and What should you consider
Respect
when you use other
people’s creative work?

Accompanying Materials
Music Industry Debate (student
handout)
Everything is a Remix: Part 1: The
Song Remains the Same (video)
Assessment (teacher & student
version)

12 Taking Perspectives
on Cyberbullying

How does online cruelty
affect the people involved?

Taking Perspectives Handout
(student & teacher versions)
Friday Night Lights Video Clips
(video)
Assessment (teacher & student
version)

13 What’s the Big Deal
about Internet
Privacy?

How do websites collect
your personal information,
and what can you do about
it?

What’s Private? Student Handout

14 Becoming a Web
Celeb

What does it mean to
become an Internet
celebrity?

Dude Perfect Website

Assessment (teacher & student
version)

Dude Perfect – Our First Video!
(video)
Rebecca Black Video Case Study
(video)
Don’t Be a Hater Handout (student
& teacher version)
Assessment (teacher & student
version)
(Continued on following page)
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Table 23 (continued)
Lesson Title
15 College Bound

Essential Question

Accompanying Materials

How can information you
post on the Internet affect
your future opportunities?

Abbas’s Story – Pride in Your
Digital Footprint (video)
Admissions Packet Handout
(teacher & student versions)
Assessment (teacher & student
versions)

16 Private Today,
Public Tomorrow

How can you respect the
privacy of others online?

The Unintended Consequences of
Sharing Student Handout
Assessment (student & teacher
version)

17 Does it Matter Who
Has Your Data?

What are the upsides and
downsides of companies
collecting your data online?

Same Search Handout (teacher &
student versions)
Online Targeting and Tracking
Animation (video)
Husband Sees Wife on Facebook
Dating Ad (video)
Assessment (teacher & student
versions)

18 Breaking Down Hate How can you create a
Hate Speech Corrodes Online
Speech
community culture in which Games (article)
hate speech is unacceptable,
both online and offline?
MTV’s “A Thin Little Line”
(video)
Assessment (teacher & student
versions)

(Continued on the following page)
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Table 23 (continued)

Lesson Title
19 Retouching Reality

Essential Question

Accompanying Materials

What are the creative and
ethical aspects of digitalphoto manipulation?

Photo Fuss Part I Student Handout
Photo Fuss Part II Student Handout
Assessment (teacher & student
versions)

20 Collective
Intelligence

What are the benefits and
drawbacks of people
working together to create
information online?

MySchool Student Handout
Assessment (teacher & student
versions)

Conceptualizing Digital Citizenship

The Common Sense Media lessons for high school students define digital citizenship as
“navigating the digital world safely, responsibly and ethically” (Common Sense Media, 2016,
“Digital Life 102”). Additionally, each lesson in the curriculum is tagged with one or more of
eight topics that Common Sense has identified and organized learning around. Considering that
the Common Sense materials are marketed as a digital citizenship curriculum, the eight topics of
study also help shed some light on their interpretation. These eight topics of study are: SelfImage & Identity, Relationships & Communication, Digital Footprint & Reputation,
Cyberbullying & Digital Drama, Information Literacy, Internet Safety, Privacy & Security, and
Creative Credit & Copyright. I worked through the curriculum to interpret how the concepts of
safety, responsibility, and ethics in digital spaces were developed and forwarded as important
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aspects of the digital citizenship definition, and how each of the eight overarching lesson topics
related to the stated definition. Each of the three aspects of digital citizenship: safety,
responsibility and ethics, is explored in the sections that follow.

Safety as an Aspect of Digital Citizenship

Every lesson in the Common Sense curriculum is tagged with one or more of the eight
learning topics (Common Sense Media, 2016). Only one lesson out of 20 for high school
students is labeled as an “Internet Safety” lesson. Two out of 20 lessons are labeled by the
curriculum developers as “Privacy & Security” lessons. While safety is mentioned as one of
three important aspects of digital citizenship, it only makes up 15% of the curriculum.
In any lessons about safety, one must wonder who or what the recipient of said lessons
needs to be safe from. Of the three lessons focusing on safety, one is about risky online
relationships (Common Sense Media, 2016). This lesson explicitly works to debunk the dialogue
of fear that continues to make people conjure up images of older, male sexual predators using the
internet to hurt children when they hear the words ‘internet safety’. In the lesson, students learn
that the online predator is actually a stereotype that is rarely, if ever, encountered by teens.
Instead, students are asked to consider different types of relationships and interactions that could
be considered risky, which are more likely to come in the form of requests for personal
information in spam emails, being propositioned by someone they know offline, or through
conversations that lead them to feel upset or uncomfortable.
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The other two lessons about safety engage students in critically thinking about data and
privacy as they use the internet (Common Sense Media, 2016). In “Does It Matter Who Has
Your Data?” and “What’s the Big Deal About Internet Privacy?” students are led through a
series of activities that help them consider the ways websites and companies may gather and use
their information. Rather than encouraging students to give false information or stay away from
websites altogether, the learner is asked to consider both the positives and negatives of
companies collecting their information. Students are expected to read, dissect, and understand
privacy policies before deciding for themselves which sites and companies they feel comfortable
giving information to. Students learn vocabulary like “third party,” “cookies,” “target,” “track,”
and “demographics” as well as tips for limiting data collection should they choose to do so.
While the topic of safety is mentioned as part of digital citizenship, it does not take the
forefront of the conversation. When safety concerns are brought up in the curriculum, they are
not done through fear-mongering and censorship, but through honest dialogue with students and
an assumption that teens can make intelligent choices if equipped with the right information.
This curricular approach carries over into the ways that the curriculum handles the concept of
student responsibility.

Responsibility as an Aspect of Digital Citizenship

Responsibility in this curriculum was not as overtly portrayed as were the lessons on
safety. None of the eight organizing topics specifically mentions responsibility, nor are there any
lessons specifically structured around a singular focus on responsibility. Instead, the concept is
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peppered throughout all of the lessons (Common Sense Media, 2016), especially in those related
to Self-Image & Identity, Relationships & Communication, Cyberbullying & Digital Drama, and
Digital Footprint & Reputation.
The curriculum both directly and indirectly references responsibility as a multi-tiered
concept, highlighting that digital citizens have a responsibility to three different entities: to
themselves, to their friends and family, and to their community (Common Sense Media, 2016,
My Online Code). Students are expected to reflect upon these tiers of responsibility through
questions in discussions, assignments, and assessments.
Table 24 demonstrates how three of the lessons prompt students to think about the three
different levels of responsibility while exploring a singular topic. While these three are not the
only lessons to cover responsibility, they are a clear example of the curriculum engaging students
in this multi-tiered conceptualization of responsibility.
As stated in the curriculum’s given definition (Common Sense Media, 2016),
responsibility is an important aspect of digital citizenship. According to the discourse in the
lessons, a digital citizen not only has a responsibility to themselves as technology users, but they
also have a responsibility to their friends and family as well as the community as a whole. These
responsibilities play out in the lessons as examples of reflective internet users, people who stand
up against bullying, and individuals that help create, rather than break down, online
communities.
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Table 24
Reflection Questions about the Three Levels of Responsibility
Lesson

Reflection Question

Responsibility
to….

Digital Life 102

What do you think the upsides and downsides of
social media are in your own life?

Self

Digital Life 102

What are some of the upsides and downsides of
digital media for relationships?

Friends &
Family

Digital Life 102

What are some of the benefits of digital media for
our country as a whole? What are some of the
problems it might cause?

Community

My Online Code

What are some ways to behave ethically when you
are online?

Self

My Online Code

What are some ways that people behave
unethically in their dealings with others?

My Online Code

What are examples of ways that people behave
unethically in the community?

Community

Overexposed: Sexting
and Relationships

Why is self-disclosing using digital technology
risky?

Self

Overexposed: Sexting
and Relationships

How do people in relationships communicate
differently online than they might face to face?

Friends &
Family

Overexposed: Sexting
and Relationships

Do you think that sexting should be against the
law?

Community

Friends &
Family
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While the three tiered concept of responsibility is clear in the curriculum, it is difficult to
pull many specific examples of responsibility without questioning whether or not they are
actually examples of ethics. Even though the definition of digital citizenship lists responsibility
and ethics as separate aspects, one could argue that they go hand in hand.

Ethics as an Aspect of Digital Citizenship

The definition of a digital citizen in the curriculum (Common Sense Media, 2016)
includes a nod to ethics. While none of the eight lesson strands specifically mentions ethics, one
lesson in particular, “My Online Code,” is especially devoted to ethics and online ethics. The
lesson defines ethics as “a set of principles and morals governing people’s behavior, including
honesty and respect toward others” and defines online ethics as “a set of principles and morals
governing people’s behavior as it relates to the Internet and digital devices” (Common Sense
Media, 2016, My Online Code).
Naturally, I wanted to understand how Common Sense Media (2016) conceptualized and
forwarded their interpretation of online ethics, not only in the “My Online Code” lesson, but in
all of the lessons. The teaching materials state that online ethics is a topic best considered
through four key lenses: privacy, self-expression and identity, connected culture, and respecting
creative work. Each of these four areas will be explored in the sections that follow.

Privacy as an ethical consideration. The “My Online Code” lesson says that respecting
the privacy of others online is part of being an ethical online user, but privacy is actually
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explored more thoroughly than that in the curriculum (Common Sense Media, 2016). Students
are not only asked to consider ways to respect the privacy of others, but must also reflect on
scenarios where privacy was assumed when it should not have been or when a privacy agreement
was broken by someone they trust.
Rather than pass judgement on the people within the scenarios, the curriculum asks
students to consider multiple viewpoints and arrive at their own conclusions, much in the way
that the topics of safety and responsibility are handled. Teacher documents do not list “right” and
“wrong” answers in regards to ethical discussions, either. Instead, teachers are encouraged to
hear students out and help them consider multiple viewpoints. For example, when Tommy’s
parents read his online blog, which he assumed was private, students are asked whether or not
this was fair (Common Sense Media, 2016, “Oops! I Broadcast It On the Internet”). The teacher
versions of the discussion guide lists these answers as sample responses, not indicating that one
is more right than another:
•
•
•

“It’s unfair. Everyone know that parents reading your journal is an absolute no-no.”
“It’s fair if they had asked. Tommy would no doubt have preferred if his parents had
asked him about the blog before reading it.”
“It’s fair. Tommy’s parents were not snooping any more than anyone else who may have
stumbled upon the journal.”
The ethical considerations around privacy are not limited to interactions among

individual internet users in these lessons. Students are engaged in several lessons on ways that
companies may or may not respect their privacy. In “Does It Matter Who Has Your Data?”
students explore “the benefits and risks of online tracking and targeting, and learn strategies for
managing what happens with their own online data” (Common Sense Media, 2016).
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As with the lessons on personal privacy, the curriculum does not forward a definite
“right” or “wrong” way of doing things, but rather teaches students how to read privacy policies
and understand the key vocabulary within them. The lessons also engage students in discussions
while providing facts and examples that can help them make informed decisions about how
much information they are willing to give online. Teacher documents do not forward one correct
answer, either. Instead, teachers are encouraged to hear multiple viewpoints from students, as
shown in the examples below:
•

What do you think of tracking and targeting? Some students may believe that this is an
invasion of their privacy; others might find that personalized information is useful to
them or makes them feel special (Common Sense Media, 2016, “Does It Matter Who Has
Your Data?”).

•

Do you think it is okay for companies to collect information about you? Opinions will
vary. Explain that you will debate this issue later in the lesson (Common Sense Media,
2016, “Does It Matter Who Has Your Data?”).

•

Do you mind that the site collects information about you? Why or why not? Students may
say that they don’t mind, that they want to know that the site is doing it, or that they don’t
like strangers having personal information about them (Common Sense Media, 2016,
“What is the Big Deal About Internet Privacy?”).
While the “My Online Code” lesson refers to keeping other people’s information private

as an aspect of online ethics, the lessons in the curriculum as a whole give a more expansive
notion of privacy as it relates to ethics. Students are asked to think about their own expectations
of privacy from others including individual internet users both known and unknown in the offline
world as well as from companies who may be using their data and information for their own
purposes. Privacy is only one aspect of online ethics, however. A second aspect of online ethics,
self-expression and identity, is presented next.
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Self-Expression and identity as ethical considerations. The “My Online Code” lesson
says that part of being an ethical internet user is “presenting yourself in an honest and genuine
way in the online world” (Common Sense Media, 2016). This message is both reinforced and
contradicted in the curriculum as a whole. On one hand, students are encouraged to represent
themselves online in the same way that they would represent themselves offline. One lesson in
particular, “Who Are You Online?” explores the benefits of acting as one’s true self online,
rather than interacting with others through anonymous accounts or by creating a persona that
exaggerates the true self. Students are asked to consider, “what responsibilities do you have to
yourself and others to ‘stay real’ online?”
In other lessons, students are frequently encouraged to carefully craft their online persona
so as not to damage their reputation or their future, which goes against the notion of presenting a
true self. The examples below come from multiple lessons in the curriculum and encourage
students to shape their words, thoughts, and posts carefully (Common Sense Media, 2016).
•

“What kinds of things might be good for your reputation in the future if they are posted
online now? What kinds of things might be harmful?” (“Private Today, Public
Tomorrow”).

•

“Remind students that they can help build each others’ online reputations in a positive
way, creating reputations that they like and are proud of” (“Private Today, Public
Tomorrow”).

•

“Only post things that contribute to building a positive online reputation” (“Private
Today, Public Tomorrow).

•

“What types of online information would help present the most positive image of you?”
(“College Bound”) .

•

“Students should realize that their reputation may be enhanced by information on
interests and activities, opinions and material giving them a consistent picture of oneself”
(“College Bound”).

•

“What things can you do to minimize oversharing in your life?” (“Digital Life 102).
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“How can you create a positive digital footprint?” (“Digital Life 102).
Although the lesson in online ethics tells students that it is best if online users behave as

their true and authentic selves, the messages sprinkled throughout other lessons in the curriculum
actually encourage users to craft a positive online persona that can help them avoid drama, legal
repercussions, or damage to their reputation (Common Sense Media, 2016). In essence, students
are told to be their true self, but only the parts of their true self that are worth showcasing.
Even the lessons on privacy opened up dialogue in order to allow students to make their
own informed decisions, the lessons on self-expression and authenticity give contradictory
advice to students and are not crafted in open ended ways that would allow students to come to
their own conclusions. The third aspect of online ethics, connected culture, is deconstructed
next.
Connected culture and ethical considerations. The “My Online Code” lesson says that
being an ethical online user means “treating others in a kind and respectful manner, and avoiding
cyberbullying” (Common Sense Media, 2016). The notion of kindness and respect in this
curriculum goes beyond the golden rule messages of treating others the way one expects to be
treated. The lessons expects students to consider ways in which hate speech, gender bias, and
internet celebrity impact them, their peers, and their communities.
In “Breaking down Hate Speech,” (Common Sense Media, 2016) students are taught to
recognize hate speech when they see it, both online and off. They also analyze situations,
determining if hate speech is present. Students consider the impact of hate speech on individuals,
groups, and communities. The lesson goes beyond other cyberbullying lessons reviewed by the
researcher (National Center for Missing & Exploited Children, 2016; Ribble, 2015) that present
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blanket statements about being nice online, and help teens explore more subtle ways that internet
exchanges can be hurtful to frequently marginalized races, religious groups, or people with
certain sexual orientations. Students learn that hate speech does not always come from a place of
hatred, but it may come from fear, ignorance, or poor adult role models. The lesson examines
how hate speech, regardless of the motive behind it, can break down online communities,
reinforce stereotypes, and further marginalize individuals or whole groups of people.
In “Feeling on Display” students explore the social messages about gender that are often
perpetuated through photo sharing, editing, posting, and commenting on social networking sites.
In this lesson, a definition of respect goes beyond being nice and analyzes the “broader gender
norms and media messages that may frame the way people use and interpret photos on social
network sites” (Common Sense Media, 2016). In the lesson, students are introduced to the
vocabulary word ‘double standard’ and examine this notion in light of the types of images and
comments both guys and girls post and comment on. While the lesson stops short of asking
students ways that they can correct the double standard, they are engaged in a discussion about
how gender stereotypes might influence girls to get comments about how “cute, sexy, or hot”
they look while boys are encouraged to be masculine, athletic, and macho in their online images.
Gender roles and respect are further explored in “Becoming a Web Celeb.” In this lesson,
students analyze the benefits and drawbacks of becoming an online celebrity, and deconstruct the
different types of criticism men and women receive as they rise to fame. Students also “discuss
the impact that negative comments can have on both the (web celeb) and their viewers”
(Common Sense Media, 2016). After investigating several case studies of both young men and
young women who have risen to fame, students engage in discussions about the ways people
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commonly criticized the women for their appearance, weight, or sexual appeal. Young men, on
the other hand, were defamed through challenges to their masculinity and sexual orientation.
Students are asked to consider “what kinds of expectations do we place on girls, especially those
in the spotlight? Are there double standards for things like appearance, body image and talent?”
(Common Sense Media, 2016, “Becoming a Web Celeb”). And while the curriculum once again
stops short of asking students for solutions to these inequalities, the lesson may bring about more
awareness.
Respect is a cornerstone of almost every digital citizenship curricula, but the messages
are usually limited to the golden rule of treating others the way one wishes to be treated. The
Common Sense Media lessons ask high school students to consider the more systematic and
covert messages of disrespect and inequality that pervade media today. The fourth and final
aspect of online ethics, respecting creative work, is analyzed in the following section.

Ethical considerations around creative works. “Giving credit to others and/or asking
their permission when you use their work as part of your own” is an indication of an ethical
online user (Common Sense Media, 2016, My Online Code). Four out of the 20 lessons for high
school students cover creative work and copyright. Creative work and copyright is also one of
the eight overarching lesson themes identified by the curriculum producers. These lessons cover
everything from the rights of a content creator, to the obligations of a content user. One lesson,
“Retouching Reality” asks students to think critically about digital photo manipulation, the
ethical drawbacks of such manipulation, and both the benefits and drawbacks of “our copy-pastechange culture” (Common Sense Media, 2016).
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This heavy emphasis on respecting creative work is reinforced through modeling in the
curriculum. The Common Sense lesson documents have all been licensed through a Creative
Commons Attribution-Noncommercial license, and these usage stipulations are printed on the
bottom of every downloadable page (Common Sense Media, 2016). Users are encouraged to
access the content for free, but to give credit when they use it. They are also prohibited from
using any of the materials for their own commercial gain. One lesson in particular, “Copyrights
and Wrongs” takes students through Creative Commons licensing in order to help them
understand not only ways to copyright their own work, but to comprehend the limitations and
privileges other creative minds have put onto their work.
When the curriculum borrows or refers to documents from an outside source, that source
is given credit through proper attribution (Common Sense Media, 2016). Proper attribution is
printed on lesson documents when websites or online videos are referenced. Attribution can also
be seen in video content like the “Friday Night Lights” montage and the abridged version of
MTV’s “Sexting in America: When Privates Go Public”. In both of these cases, clips from larger
works are pulled together to illustrate points in the lesson. Citations are provided on both the
Common Sense Media website and again at the end of the video clips. It is very clear to users
that Common Sense Media had no part in creating the content themselves.
While the ethics around privacy and online personas are presented as gray areas in these
lessons that can be debated or even contradicted, Common Sense Media takes a clear stand on
the ethics of accessing, reusing, remixing, and attributing creative works and models the
expectation they have set for both teachers and students who access their curriculum.
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Summarizing Digital Citizenship

Throughout the coding process, I asked how different curricula interpret the term digital
citizenship and how that interpretation is furthered through the lessons within it. According to
Common Sense Media (2016), a digital citizen is one who can navigate the digital world safely,
responsibly, and ethically. The focus on safety is less about meeting strangers online and more
about personal privacy. Being a responsible online citizen means making and reflecting upon
choices that affect not only the technology user as an individual. In an online community,
responsibility must also extend to other internet users, both known and unknown. The final
component of digital citizenship is ethics. The curriculum defines both ethics and online ethics,
indicating there is a difference between the two. Lessons on privacy, respect, and digital law are
intended to equip students with enough knowledge to make ethical decisions online.
Once I deconstructed the way Common Sense Media (2016) perceives digital citizenship,
I began investigating how the curriculum portrayed both teens and adults. These inspections
were an effort to understand the assumptions made about teens who would be entering into the
lessons and about their relationship to the adult or adults who would presumably be presenting
the lessons. My findings are presented in the following sections.

Portrayal of Teens and Adults as Social Actors

Critical discourse analysts often investigate the linguistic choices used to represent
individuals and groups of people that appear in a discourse. These people are known as social
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actors. The choices about how to represent such social actors are known as representational
strategies, and allow a discourse to highlight, background, or omit certain aspects of identity and
relationship among the actors (Fowler, 1991; Van Dijk, 1993; Fairclough, 2003; Machin &
Mayr, 2015). In the other curricula under review in this study, there was a distinct dichotomy
between adult internet users and underage users (National Center for Missing & Exploited
Children, 2016; Ribble 2016). This distinction helped reinforce traditional power relationships
and figured worlds, a tool of disciplinary power that continued to give adults the authority in
online spaces. Would this dichotomy exist in the Common Sense Media (2016) curriculum as
well?
In order to find out, I first coded the Common Sense Media (2016) curriculum to
determine how teens were represented in the lessons. Then, I did the same for the adults in the
curriculum. Finally, I deconstructed the relationships between the social actors that appeared in
the lesson documents. The findings of each investigation are outlined in the sections that follow.

Teens as Capable Thinkers and Learners

Throughout the curriculum, teenagers are portrayed as capable thinkers and learners
(Common Sense Media, 2016). Their voices and opinions are valued, and there is an expectation
that teens’ experiences are worth bringing into the learning environment. These presumptions
have clearly influenced the design of the curriculum, which is done through the constructivist
perspective. In a constructivist classroom, “learners are recognized as capable agents of
knowledge production, rather than passive consumers of information” (Windschitl, 2011, p. 83).
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Both the constructivist design and the portrayal of teenagers and capable learns in is evidenced
through student centered learning objectives, classroom activities, and teacher documents, each
of which are broken down in the sections that follow.

Student-centered learning objectives. The NetSmartz curriculum (National Center for
Missing & Exploited Children, 2016) does not include learning objectives as part of individual
lessons. Ribble’s Digital Citizenship in Schools (2016) lists lesson objectives, but they are
worded as goals of the lesson, not as goals of student learning. The Common Sense Media
(2016) lessons objectives are written in such a way that students are assigned a myriad of action
verbs that indicate their possession of the learning process. Information is not being passively
absorbed from outside sources like the curricula or the teacher. Knowledge, understanding, and
application belong to the student. Note the actions assigned to students in the following sampling
of lesson objectives (emphasis added for the reader).
Students will be able to:
•

Explore the role that media plays in their lives (“Digital Image 102”).

•

Reflect on the risks of sharing inappropriate information online (Oops! I Broadcast It on
the Internet”)

•

Brainstorm ways to help teens avoid risky online behavior (“Risky Online
Relationships”)

•

Understand what choices they need to make to protect the privacy of others online
(“Private Today, Public Tomorrow”)

•

Analyze situations to determine if they constitute hate speech (“Breaking Down Hate
Speech”)
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When students are expected to own learning processes like analysis, reflection, and
investigation, there is a presumption that they are capable of doing so. In order for students to
reach such levels of information processing and synthesis, though, they must have opportunities
to engage in, rather than just listen to, content. The lessons in the Common Sense Media (2016)
curriculum also acknowledge the capabilities of teenagers by putting them into student-centered
learning situations.

Students and learning activities. In the constructivist classroom, students engage in
learning by “experiencing the content they are studying, rather than having abstract explanations
provided” (Windschitl, 2011, p. 83). This practice is a direct reflection of a belief in students’
abilities to navigate new concepts, make meaning of them, and apply them to other situations.
The learning activities included with the Common Sense Media curriculum put students in the
driver’s seat in many of the lessons:
•

Students are told they are advertising executives who must consider copyright, fair use,
customer satisfaction, and cost as they analyze and select images for their campaign
(“Copyrights and Wrongs”)

•

Students create “dial it down maps” that show how a series of decisions can escalate or
de-escalate intense situations (“Turn Down the Dial on Cyberbullying”)

•

Students are asked to analyze a fake social media profiles and determine if the person
behind the profile is a good choice for a college scholarship or a job (“My Online Code”;
“College Bound”)

•

Students are asked to develop a website with aspects that help build community for its
users (“Building Online Community”)

By having students engage in role playing and problem-based learning activities, the
Common Sense curriculum is acknowledging teens as capable learners whose perspectives,
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ideas, and voice matter. But a constructivist design is still only part of the written curriculum.
Unless properly executed in the classroom, even the most well designed student-centered lessons
and activities can fall apart if the teacher is not prepared to embrace it. This is why evidence of a
constructivist design and emphasis on the student as a capable learner is also present in
documents written specifically for the teacher.
Documents for teachers. In a constructivist classroom, there are expectations for the role
of teacher as well as for the role of the student. The teacher is not the purveyor of facts, but a
facilitator of learning experiences. Because of the student-centered nature of a constructivist
classroom, “the teacher must not only be familiar with the topic of study, but must also be
prepared for the variety of ways in which the topic may be addressed by students” (Windschitl,
2011, p. 91). The expectation that teachers are open to a variety of viewpoints and answers is
reinforced in the teacher versions of discussion guides.
In the teacher versions, discussion questions are listed, but the documents reiterate to
teachers that there is no single right or wrong answer for many of the questions. In some cases,
teachers are reminded that “answers will vary” (Common Sense Media, 2016) or they are
instructed to “invite a variety of student responses.” In other lessons, sample responses are given
in balanced triplicates. When asking students if something is fair, the teacher is told to consider
yes, no, and maybe as answers as long as students can provide reasoning and support for their
assertions.
The curriculum also provides documents for the teacher that are intended to support their
own background knowledge and equip them with skills and strategies to foster these studentcentered learning experiences. Teacher Backgrounder documents included with several, but not
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all, of the lessons (Common Sense Media, 2016) provide teachers with background information,
statistics, and talking points on issues like gender, sexuality, online relationships and bullying.
Also included is a primer on strategies for teaching sensitive topics. There is an expectation that
students are engaged in dialogue, so teachers are taught about creating classroom trust, active
listening, and an awareness of their own participation. Teachers are encouraged to “step up, step
back” by making sure “that everyone has an opportunity to share his or her opinion” (Common
Sense Media, 2016).
Through student-centered learning objectives, lesson activities, and teacher support to
ensure a constructivist classroom, the Common Sense Media (2016) curriculum is written around
an assumption that teens approaching these lessons are both capable learners and capable
thinkers; one of the topics teens are asked to think about in this curriculum is gender bias in the
media. Therefore, I continued analyzing teen identity as portrayed and furthered in the Common
Sense Media (2016) curricula by deconstructing the way gender was represented in the
documents. The following section is an analysis and discussion of teens and gender.

Teens and Gender Bias

When reviewing this curriculum, I was pleased to see not one, but two lessons designed
to help students understand how typical gender biases are not only perpetuated by the media, but
often permeate social media both intentionally and unintentionally (Common Sense Media,
2016). As a result, I began noticing ways that both males and females were portrayed in the
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Common Sense lessons, and was disappointed to see that the curriculum reinforced many of the
stereotypes it was attempting to break in the “Becoming a Web Celeb” and “Feeling on Display”
lessons.
In lessons where boys and girls are specifically mentioned by gender or name, females
are overwhelmingly portrayed as victims of gossip, rumors, and “digital drama.” These problems
are almost always caused by romantic relationships with, breakups from, or crushes on boys, as
one can see from the list below (Common Sense Media, 2016).
•

Emma’s secret crush goes viral, causing her shock and embarrassment (“Oops! I
Broadcast It On the Internet”)

•

Stacey is harassed online after another girl mistakenly thinks Stacey is trying to flirt with
her boyfriend, who is actually Stacey’s cousin (“Turn Down the Dial on Cyberbullying”)

•

Ally’s ex-boyfriend shares a nude photo of her with the entire school (“Overexposed:
Sexting and Relationships”)

•

Lynn receives harassing text messages from a girl at school and all of the girls friends
because she thinks Lynn likes her boyfriend (“Overexposed: Sexting and Relationships”)

•

A popular girl gets a bunch of anonymous text messages telling her she’s ugly after
posting “skanky pics on Facebook” (“Overexposed: Sexting and Relationships”)

•

Ariel’s boyfriend wants her to send him a naked photo (“Overexposed: Sexting and
Relationships”)

•

Sheyna is propositioned by an older male coworker through instant messenger (“Risky
Online Relationships”)

•

Girls at Lyla’s school set up a slam website about her after discovering she had cheated
on her boyfriend (“Taking Perspectives on Cyberbullying”)

This notion of girls frequently engaging in digital drama with and about boys is supported
by research studies conducted through the Harvard Good Play project (Pascoe, 2010). These
same studies were used to develop the Common Sense Media (2016) Digital Citizenship
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Curriculum. It is very possible that the authors were attempting to develop scenarios that teen
girls could relate to, but using examples like these over and over again in the curriculum only
reinforces the stereotypes that girls are catty, gossipy, and only care about boys.
Boys in this curriculum, on the other hand, are more frequently portrayed as bullies and
aggressors. In fact, the term cyberbully is only ever used to describe boys in the entire
curriculum. When girls are aggressive, the terms digital drama and online cruelty are used.
Below are examples of the ways boys are portrayed as bullies or aggressors in the curriculum.
•

Ted uses text messages to tease Emma (“Oops! I Broadcast it On the Internet!”)

•

Zeke forwards a private text about Emma to lots of other people at school (“Oops! I
Broadcast it On the Internet!”)

•

Ricardo likes to harass people on the internet because he cannot be physically assaulted
as a result (“Turn Down the Dial on Cyberbullying”)

•

Jeff allows his Facebook friends to post demeaning things about others to his public wall
(“My Online Code”)

•

Pat (known as a male despite the androgynous name because of the picture included with
the scenario) creates a website for people who hate a teacher, Mr. Garrett (“My Online
Code”)

•

Caleb posts nude pictures of his girlfriend all over the internet after she breaks up with
him (“Overexposed: Sexting and Relationships”)

•

Adam asks his girlfriend to engage in sexually explicit instant messages (Overexposed:
Sexting and Relationships”)

•

Nick uses text messages to flirt with an underage coworker, and manipulates her by
hinting he could get her fired (“Risky Online Relationships”)

•

Raul gets back at a teammate by uploading photos of the teammate engaging in illegal
activity (“Taking Perspectives on Cyberbullying and Online Cruelty”)

•

Vinny calls Katie a dumb blonde and says girls suck at science on his social media page
(“Breaking Down Hate Speech”)
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Again, the curriculum makes an effort to help students see gender biases in the media
through two specific lessons on the topic, but then reinforces such biases in the repeated
portrayal of teen males as the bullies who disrespect females within the lesson scenarios.
Additionally, the curriculum omits teenagers, both male and female, who belong to the LBGTQ
community from the discourse altogether. This omission, whether intentional or unintentional,
reinforces the traditional figured worlds regarding gender as both a personal identity and in
relationships between the genders.
After coding for the roles of teenagers in the Common Sense Media curriculum, it was
time to deconstruct the portrayal of adults. An overview and analysis of my findings related to
the portrayal of adults is in the section that follows.

Roles of Adults in the Common Sense Curriculum

Mentions of adults are not overtly apparent in the Common Sense Media curriculum
(2016). In other curricula under review in this study, adults like teachers, parents, and law
enforcement played prominent roles and had clear relationships to the minors in the lesson
scenarios (National Center for Missing & Exploited Children, 2016; Ribble, 2015). The
dynamics between adults and minors in these other curricula were easily coded, explored and
discussed.
In this Common Sense curriculum, however, there are only two specific mentions of
teachers and three specific mentions of parents in the 20 lessons (Common Sense Media, 2016).
Both of the teachers are made fun of online by their students. The parents have all discovered
online content that their children have created. Interestingly, these adults do not come into the
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scenarios to lecture or punish the teens. Instead, the adult presence is used to open up a dialogue
that is anything but black and white. Students are asked to consider whether it is fair for parents
to read the things their children put online. The teacher document (Common Sense Media, 2016,
“Oops! I Broadcast it On the Internet”) lists several possible answers to the question of fairness
including yes, no, and maybe.
Students are encouraged to think about parental motivation for interacting with their
child’s online content including curiosity and concern. In two lessons that mention cruelty to a
teacher online, the teacher themselves is never put into a position of confrontation with the
student. Instead, the lesson has students consider the morality of their own actions and how they
would respond to seeing the defamation of teacher’s character by another student. In all of the
instances involving teachers and parents, the adults are such minor characters used only to create
situations that can open up debate and dialogue amongst members of the class.
Upon initial coding, the role of the adult seemed so minimal in the Common Sense Media
curriculum (2016) compared to other curricula I analyzed (National Center for Missing &
Exploited Children, 2016; Ribble, 2015). So minimal, in fact, that I had to consider the intent of
this absence, especially because what is missing from a text is just as important as what is in a
text (Fairclough, 2003). It was upon a second round of coding that I discovered the less obvious
ways that adults appear in the curriculum - as internet users and as organizations. Each of these
codes is discussed in the sections that follow.

Adults as internet users. In other curricula under review in this study, adults and minors
were clearly separated in the lessons. Minors were referred to as students or teens and adults
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were often given a name for the sake of a scenario (National Center for Missing & Exploited
Children, 2016; Ribble, 2015). In the Common Sense Media lessons (2016), however, minors
and adults are frequently lumped together in the curriculum as internet users. This is done
through the use of pronouns that do not exclude individuals based on their age, race, or gender.
These inclusive pronouns appear throughout the 20 lessons in both scenarios and discussion
questions. The most commonly used inclusive pronoun is the word “people,” but adults are also
included through pronouns like “we” and “community members” as shown in these examples
(emphasis added for the reader);
•

“People can connect with lots of others quickly” (“Digital Life 102”).

•

“People are connected to a larger community than the people they know offline”
(“Digital Life 102”).

•

“People can say nasty things when they are anonymous” (“Digital Life 102”).

•

“People have access to more information and can learn about almost anything online”
(“Digital Life 102”).

•

“People can get addicted to technology” (“Digital Life 102”).

•

“What is copyright and what does it require people to do?” (“Copyrights and Wrongs”)

•

“Do people create online images of themselves? Do they try to look, act, or be viewed in
certain ways?” (“Feeling on Display”)

•

“Do we have different expectations for how girls and guys should look or act online? If
so, where do we learn these attitudes?” (“Feeling on Display”)

•

“What are some roles different people play in cyberbullying situations?” (“Turn Down
the Dial on Cyberbullying”)

•

“What are some examples of ways that people behave unethically in the community?”
(“My Online Code”)

•

“Community members help everyone feel welcome; Community members have lots
of options for getting involved” (“Building Community Online”).
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•

“How do people in romantic relationships communicate using digital technologies?”
(“Overexposed: Sexting and Relationships”)

So the question is why some curricula would choose to clearly delineate between adult and
minor internet users while another would lump them together through inclusive pronouns. I
believe that such choices are intentionally made in both cases to highlight and background
certain power relationships. In the offline world, adults typically have power over minors,
especially in schools. The other curricula I reviewed attempt to maintain these power
relationships in their lessons (National Center for Missing and Exploited Children, 2016; Ribble,
2015).
However, research from the Harvard Good Play Project (Harvard Graduate School of
Education, 2015), indicates that power relationships become blurred in online communities as
the norms and expectations of said communities are increasingly developed by a mass-created
authority rather than by a typical authority figure (Gardner & Davis, 2013). As a result,
conversations around online morals and ethics are tied to the idea that what is “right” is in the
eye of the beholder, and there is a lesser degree of respect for rules derived from perceived
authority figures (James, 2014). These insights from the Harvard Good Play Project (Harvard
Graduate School of Education, 2015) were used to inform the writing of the Common Sense
Media curriculum, which may account for the backgrounding of traditional adult and minor
power structures. Adults are not completely absent from power structures, however. Instead, they
appear less frequently as individual authorities and more often as authoritative organizations.
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Adults as Organizations. In other curricula I reviewed, the adults were given names like
Principal Jones, Mrs. Smith, or Officer Thompson (National Center for Missing & Exploited
Children, 2016; Ribble, 2015). In the Common Sense Media lessons (2016), adults are not
personalized in this way. Instead, adults are impersonalized by appearing as organizations in
many of the lessons (emphasis added for the reader):
•

College admissions office may view social media profiles (“College Bound”)

•

Music industry has varied opinions about sampling and remixing (“Rights, Remixes
and Respect”)

•

Websites and third parties may collect data from internet users (“What’s The Big Deal
about Internet Privacy?”)

•

Millersville University refused a pre-service teacher her license “(Private Today, Public
Tomorrow”)

•

Companies may track internet users online movements, collect personal information
from users, sell the data to others (“Does It Matter Who Has Your Data?”)

•

Reuters News Agency was criticized for retouching news photos (“Retouching Reality”)

•

Microsoft was criticized for modifying stock images for its website (“Retouching
Reality”)

In most cases, impersonalization is used to give extra weight to statements (Machin & Mayr,
2015). In these scenarios, is not just a particular adult, but rather whole institutions of adults that
are making decisions, being criticized, and gathering private data. The decision to represent
adults as institutions, organizations, and anonymous ‘websites’ or ‘third parties’ forces an
exploration of completely different power dynamics than lessons in which a boy gets suspended
from school or a girl loses technology privileges after a cyberbullying incident. These power
relationships go above and beyond adults controlling minors, and including them in the
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curriculum forces students to consider levels of more systematized, wide-spread
governmentality.

Relationships between teens and adults. The Common Sense Curriculum (2016) does
not present the same dichotomous relationship between adult and teen internet users as some
curricula do. Instead, inclusive pronouns like people, we, and community members are used to
talk about the internet as a space for users of all ages. In the Common Sense curriculum (2016),
however, these users, regardless of age, are portrayed in power struggles with businesses and
organizations over their rights, their privacy, and ethical considerations. Instead of using these
power struggles as a technology of fear to control minors, the curricula equips teens with
information about privacy policies, copyright laws, and business ethics so that they can more
readily understand their place within and navigate intelligently through established systems. This
empowerment through education is a technology of repsonsibilisation whereby the curriculum
takes the ownership for these societal concerns off of the unnamed entities that have created
them and puts the responsibility of being an informed consumer of all things digital onto the
individual users.
In summary, the Common Sense (2016) curriculum acknowledges that teens are capable
learners and have valuable insights to offer in classroom discussions and activities. Although the
scenarios present males and females through typical gender biases, the curriculum also engages
students in discussion around these same biases as they exist in the media. Adults are recognized
as internet users who have an equal stake in building online communities. Collectively, all
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internet users are portrayed in a dichotomous relationship with businesses and organizations who
have put structures in place that must be learned and navigated.
The final lens that I coded through was to examine any similarities between the Common
Sense Media’s (2016) approach to teaching digital citizenship and the Westheimer and Kahne
(2004a, 2004b) framework for traditional citizenship education. My findings and a discussion of
those findings are in the section that follows.

Alignment to Traditional Citizenship Education

In order to determine an alignment between the goals of traditional citizenship education
and the goals of digital citizenship education according to the Common Sense Media curriculum
(2016), I coded the learning objectives from each of the 20 lessons written for 9th-12th graders. I
used the framework by Westheimer and Kahne (2004a, 2004b) to determine if the lesson
objectives referred to personal responsibility, participatory citizenship, justice oriented
citizenship or did not fit any of those categories.
Figure 15 shows a breakdown of citizenship types alluded to in the 61 lesson objectives.
Of these 61 objectives:
•

31 are about personal responsibility

•

14 encouraged participatory citizenship

•

4 touched on aspects of justice oriented citizenship, and

•

12 lesson objectives were coded as non-applicable.
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Each of the citizenship types forwarded in the 61 lesson objectives are detailed in the
sections that follow. I will also comment on lesson objectives marked as non-applicable.

Figure 15. Types of citizens in Common Sense lesson objectives

Personally Responsible Citizenship

According to Westheimer and Kahne (2004a), the core assumption of personally
responsible citizenship is that, “citizens must have good character; they must be honest,
responsible, and law-abiding members of the community” (p. 242). I coded learning objectives
from the Common Sense Media curriculum (2016) as personally responsible when they
referenced students understanding, adopting, or discussing respect, responsibilities, laws and
ethics. A few of these objectives include:
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•

“Identify legal and ethical considerations involved in using the creative work of others”
(“Copyrights and Wrongs”)

•

“Define digital citizenship and identify their online responsibilities” (“My Online Code”)

•

“Understand what choices they need to make to protect the privacy of others online”
(“Private Today, Public Tomorrow”)

Personal responsibility in the lesson objectives focus on helping students understand legal
issues that may impact them as they navigate the internet. Students are also guided through
reflective discussions and activities meant to help them explore their own ethical beliefs and how
those beliefs may impact others.

Participatory Citizenship

According to Westheimer and Kahne (2004a), the core assumption of participatory
citizenship is that in order “to solve social problems and improve society, citizens must actively
participate and take leadership positions within established systems and community structures”
(p. 242). I coded learning objectives as participatory citizenship when they demonstrated
students interacting with others in established online communities. A few examples of these
objectives include:
•

“Identify what targets and Upstanders can do when online cruelty occurs” (“Turn Down
the Dial on Cyberbullying”)

•

“Observe and analyze the factors that foster positive community, both offline and online”
(“Building Community Online”)
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•

“Consider the motivations and feelings of all the parties involved in an incident of online
cruelty” (“Taking Perspective on Cyberbullying”)

Participatory citizenship in these lesson objectives encourages students to not only
participate in online communities, but to demonstrate leadership through positive behaviors
known as community builders and avoiding actions that are considered community breakers
(“Building Community Online”). By teaching students to stand up against behaviors that do not
fit the established norms of community, the curriculum is essentially making the teens partners in
a form of disciplinary power whereby surveillance of the community works not only through
traditional power relationships, but also from peer to peer.

Justice Oriented Citizenship

According to Westheimer and Kahne (2004a), a core assumption of justice oriented
citizenship is that in order to “solve social problems and improve society, citizens must question
and change established systems and structures when they reproduce patterns of injustice over
time.” I coded learning objectives as justice oriented when they asked students to question social
norms and established structures. A few examples of these learning objectives are:
•

“Analyze broader gender norms and media messages that may frame the way people use
and interpret photos on social network sites” (“Feeling on Display”)

•

“Reflect on the positive and negative impact digital media has on them and on society”
(“Digital Life 102”)

•

“Identify the different kinds of criticism that men and women receive as they gain public
attention, and how this reflects broader gender roles” (“Becoming a Web Celeb”)
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The justice oriented learning objectives focused heavily on conversations about gender
roles and the ways media perpetuates stereotypes. Unfortunately, the lessons fall a bit short of
true justice oriented citizenship as described by Westheimer and Kahne (2004a), by failing to
engage students in discussions about how they can challenge or break these stereotypes as they
navigate digital worlds. Instead, students are expected to be aware of the biases, and think
critically about them, but are not pushed to correct and challenge them.

Not Applicable

As with other curricula reviewed by this research (National Center for Missing &
Exploited Children, 2016; Ribble, 2015), the Common Sense Media (2016) lessons include
activities and learning objectives that would be a stretch to label as citizenship education. A few
examples from the Common Sense learning objectives are:
•

“Learn basic statistics about the current digital landscape” (“Digital Life 102”)

•

“Define the key concepts of inspiration, appropriation, copyright, and fair use” (“Rights,
Remixes, and Respect”)

•

“Learn that websites are required to post privacy policies” (“What’s the Big Deal About
Internet Privacy?”)

I suspect that although these learning objectives, and others like them, are not truly
related to citizenship education, they are included in digital citizenship lessons because there is
not a nationally mandated curriculum related to digital literacies, media literacies, or
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technological literacies. There is no guarantee that students are getting the background
knowledge needed to have the digital citizenship discussions elsewhere in their content studies.
So although some learning objectives had to be labeled as not applicable to any of Westheimer
and Kahne’s (2004a; 2004b) citizenship education framework, their presence in the discourse is
understandable when looking at the big picture.

Summary Discussion

In considering the entirety of the Common Sense Media (2016) high school curriculum, it
is worth noting that the individual lessons forward very different goals of digital citizenship in
much the same way that the individual lessons explore the all three frameworks of citizenship
education – personal responsibility, participatory, and justice oriented. Very few of the lessons
have learning objectives that fall into just one of the three citizenship types, and the learning
objectives as a whole are diverse in aim. While some may see this diversity as a model of a wellrounded curricula, Westheimer and Kahne (2004a) warn of the dangers of pursuing multiple
citizenship goals in a single curriculum, as each framework is bound to yield very different
results. Instead, curricular designers must make decisions about the desired outcomes of
citizenship education, and build lessons with that outcome in mind.
The Common Sense documents (2016) rely less on the disciplinary power techniques that
position adults over teenagers and then use the adults and their power to reinforce expected and
agreed upon norms. Instead, this curriculum positions teens and adults as equals while placing all
internet users into a hierarchical relationship with online companies and service providers. The
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Common Sense curriculum asks students to consider the types of Government that are
widespread, regulated, and control the behaviors and decisions of all internet users. Through
these forms of governmentality, internet users are resigned to give up some privacy and power if
they want to engage in the benefits of the technology. This curriculum relies heavily on
educating for repsonsibilisation so that teens can be informed decision makers, taking personal
ownership over the ways they choose to engage in the power structures that exist online.
In general, the Common Sense Media lessons appear to cover a wide range of topics,
some of which may not fit into a traditional concept of citizenship. Lessons on media biases,
gender roles, and copyright, for example, tend to be considered under umbrellas of digital
literacy or media literacy. The need to include these topics in a digital citizenship curricula
speaks volumes, in my opinion, about the systematized blind eye on many of these skills as a
priority in public education today.
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CHAPTER 7
INTERDISCURSIVE REVIEW AND ANALYSIS

After completing a critical discourse analysis of the NetSmartz curriculum (National
Center for Missing & Exploited Children, 2016), the lessons in Digital Citizenship in Schools
(Ribble, 2015), and the curricular documents from Common Sense Media (2016), I completed an
interdiscursive, summative analysis by viewing the findings from all three curricula together in
light of each research question. By looking at all three curricula together, I was more equipped to
speak of the current discourse on digital citizenship education as a whole. Three key findings
emerged from this summative analysis:
1. Being a digital citizen means being safe, ethical, and respectful online;
2. Lessons on digital citizenship have many parallels to traditional frameworks for
citizenship education;
3. Digital citizenship lessons reinforce traditional relationships of power between teenagers
and adults through recognized aspects of governmentality.
Each of these three key findings is discussed in more detail in the sections that follow.
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Digital Citizenship as a Concept

One of the reasons I was drawn to this topic was my frustration at the way the terms
digital citizen and digital citizenship are loosely tossed about in schools. When most people are
asked what it means to be a good citizen, they do not automatically come up with a list of rules
to follow. Yet rules seemed to permeate the informal discourse on digital citizens. So, I set out to
uncover how the term digital citizenship was conceptualized and furthered through frequently
used digital citizenship curricula.
Looking across the three curricula under review in this study, the concept of a digital
citizen is fairly consistent. Ribble, the original user of this terminology, stresses that a digital
citizen can use technology appropriately, can protect themselves online, and is considerate of
others (2015). The NetSmartz curriculum (National Center for Missing & Exploited Children,
2016) reinforces two of Ribble’s (2015) key concepts through lessons that stress being nice and
being cautious. And while the Common Sense Media (2016) curriculum may use different
vocabulary, their focus on safety, responsibility, and ethics echo the definitions set forth by
Ribble (2015) and the National Center for Missing & Exploited Children (2016).
In viewing these very similar definitions of digital citizenship, there are truths being
forwarded about both people and technology. All three curricula focus on safety, albeit to a
different extent, which forwards the notion that technological devices and the internet are
inherently dangerous tools. The curricula, then, are intended to prepare users with knowledge
and skills to help them avoid dangers that may be unique to online environments. The curricula
also forward the theory that internet users must be taught respect, responsibility, manners and
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ethics in the online world, presuming that teens cannot transfer offline lessons about respect,
responsibility, and ethics into digital communities.
The aspects of a good digital citizen are not conceptually different from the moral and
ethical codes many live by in their offline worlds. There is a clear desire on the part of the
curricula developers to replicate a traditionally figured offline world into digitally mediated
communities. Unfortunately, this results in a very ego-centric dialogue about how individuals
should behave online rather than exploring the possibilities of new types of citizenship. The
desire to replicate traditional citizenship goals is further evidenced by my ability to align the
lessons in these curricula with the Westheimer and Kahne (2004a, 2004b) frameworks for
traditional citizenship education.

Alignment to Traditional Citizenship Education

Through extensive research on citizenship education, Westheimer and Kahne (2004a,
2004b) were able to identify three frameworks through which citizenship is typically addressed
in schools. These three types of citizens, the personally responsible, the participatory, and the
justice oriented, are all developed through curricula that embrace different core assumptions
about what it means to be a good citizen. Overwhelmingly, the three curricula I analyzed were
designed to develop digital citizens in much the same way. Figure 16 is breakdown of the types
of citizens being cultivated in each of the three curricula. An analysis of each type is also
outlined in the paragraphs that follow.
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Figure 16: Percentage of citizenship types found in each curricula.

Personally responsible citizenship. By coding lesson objectives, student activities,
discussion questions and assessments, I found that just over 75% of the entire data set was
written through a core assumption of personally responsible citizenship. Personally responsible
citizenship, as defined by Westheimer and Kahne (2004a), is fostered through a conviction that
in order to “solve social problems and improve society, citizens must have good character; they
must be honest, responsible, and law-abiding members of the community” (p. 242). The focus on
character is most evidenced in the many lessons on “thinking before posting” (National Center
for Missing & Exploited Children, 2016; Ribble, 2015), “turning down the dial on
cyberbullying” (Common Sense Media, 2016), and on obeying copyright laws. There is also a
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heavy focus on a citizen’s personal responsibility to recognize and understand online dangers,
and make efforts to keep themselves safe. Throughout the three curricula, these dangers range
from identity theft and cybersecurity issues (Ribble, 2015) to online predators (National Center
for Missing & Exploited Children, 2016) and big businesses tracking and collecting user data
(Common Sense Media, 2016). Although the specific examples of respect, safety, and legality
online may be different from the examples used to promote traditional citizenship, the core
assumption that a good citizen follows the rules is replicated and forwarded in these three digital
citizenship curricula.

Participatory citizenship. By coding lesson objectives, student activities, discussion
questions and assessments, I found that participatory citizenship was only addressed through
10.9% of the entire data set. Participatory citizenship, as identified by Westheimer and Kahne is
fostered through a core assumption that “citizens must actively participate and take leadership
positions within established systems and community structures” (2004b, p. 242). Common Sense
Media (2016) took this approach more frequently than the other two curricula, through lessons
that exposed students to online structures developed by for-profit companies and websites. The
curriculum also encouraged students to take active roles in online communities by being
“community builders” rather than “community breakers” and standing up to help create the types
of digital communities in which they, and other users, can thrive (Common Sense Media, 2016).
Participatory citizenship is essentially rejected in the NetSmartz curriculum (National
Center for Missing & Exploited Children, 2016) as users are encouraged to approach the internet
with caution, concealing their identities and avoiding interaction with users they do not know in
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their offline lives. The lessons include cautionary tales of teens getting involved in online
communities only to be victimized by adult predators. Ribble’s (2016) curriculum touches on
aspects of participatory citizenship, but usually through examples of teens participating in online
communities inappropriately, which allows him to then reinforce the rules and ethics being
forwarded through the personally responsible citizenship lessons.
Across all three curricula, when teens are shown participatory roles, they are used as
examples of how to appropriately act out the rules and ethics set forth in the personally
responsible citizenship lessons that appear in other lessons within the curricula.

Justice-oriented citizenship. Westheimer and Kahne (2004b) found that the core
assumption of programs that foster justice-oriented citizenship is that “to solve social problems
and improve society, citizens must question and change established systems and structures when
they reproduce patterns of injustice over time” (p. 242). The notion that internet users could
come together across physical, socio-economic, language, cultural, and racial barriers to
influence change is not lost on me, but this powerful possibility is hardly touched on in the three
curricula reviewed in this study. In fact, only 5.5% of the entire data set even hints at these
options.
Ribble’s (2015) lessons ask students to consider that not all people have the same access
to information and technology because of their location or socio-economic status. The Common
Sense Media curricula (2016) expects students to deconstruct and analyze the gender biases
present in the media today. Even though both of these curricula ask students to think about
injustices within established systems, they both stop short of encouraging social action and
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improvement. Instead, students are expected to recognize, understand, and critically think about
such injustices. Across these curricula, it is expected that students navigate the systems already
in place rather than attempt to create something new or different.

Not applicable. I felt it was important to address the 8.4% of the data set coded as not
applicable. Throughout the three curricula, there are lessons that did not fit into the frameworks
established by Westheimer and Kahne (2004a, 2004b). These lessons did not suggest new types
of citizenship that may be possible because of technology. Instead, the lessons that did not apply
to citizenship mostly fit into the categories of digital and media literacy. Ribble’s (2015) lessons
on using audio files for teaching, for example, were written to bolster digital literacy around file
types, but did not talk about how audio files promote, enhance, challenge, or reinforce
citizenship. The Common Sense Media (2016) lesson on “Retouching Reality” is another
example. The focus of the lesson is ways in which media can be digitally manipulated to help
forward a point of view or incite certain feelings in the viewer. Said lessons, and others like
them, build media literacy in students, but do not necessarily speak to their roles as citizens in
digitally mediated environments.
The appearance of digital and media literacy lessons in digital citizenship curriculum is
interesting in several ways. First, it further blurs the lines between these different areas of study.
Whether this ends up being a positive or negative for curricular design and students learning is
yet to be determined. The second thing that these non-applicable lessons do, though, is reinforce
the need for digital and media literacy as a more prominent part of traditional curriculum. I
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believe that these topics get lumped in with digital citizenship because there is no guarantee that
students are getting such lessons anywhere else in their school day.
I have concluded that the majority of digital citizenship lessons currently used in high
schools today are written from a core assumption that a good citizen is one who follows the law
and acts responsibly, respectfully, and ethically in online environments. This core assumption
guides curriculum writers to develop lessons that promote cautionary use, obedience to authority,
civility and tolerance with other internet users, and that promote a replication of traditional
power structures found offline into the digital spaces. These attempts are most evident in the way
digital citizenship curricula portray teenagers, adults, and the relationships amongst them.

Teens and Adults in Digital Citizenship Curriculum

The heavy use of scenario based lessons in all three curricula made it easy for me to code
for the representation of people and their identities. In each of the curricula, teens and adults are
portrayed a bit differently, but the common denominator across all three is the reinforcement of
adults having power over minors. This notion of power is essential to understanding digital
citizenship curriculum as a whole, and will be covered in more depth in Chapter 8. For the
purposes of this section, though, I intend for readers to see how power between adults and
minors is forwarded through the foregrounding and backgrounding of certain aspects of identity.
In the NetSmartz curriculum (National Center for Missing & Exploited Children, 2016),
teenagers are portrayed as either victims, aggressors, or ‘stupid’ decision makers that are
complemented by adults that are predators, protectors and punishers. You see, an adult predator
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has power over a teenage victim, and that same victim must rely on an adult protector, who also
has the power to shelter and save them. A teenager who aggressively starts fights online must be
punished by an adult, and one who makes stupid decisions will also need either an adult punisher
or an adult protector to deliver them from the consequences of such actions. In every situation,
teenagers are portrayed as powerless beings that must rely on the actions of the adults in their
lives to keep them safe and correct them when they are wrong.
Teenagers are equally powerless in the Digital Citizenship in Schools lessons (Ribble,
2015). Throughout the curriculum, teachers are given the power through grammatical choices
that pose them as the active social actors. Teenagers are backgrounded and portrayed as passive
consumers of information through their grammatical positioning as direct and indirect object of
the teacher’s actions. When teenagers do take active roles in lesson scenarios, they are portrayed
as either cruel or unethical through their actions. The teacher, though, has the power to help the
class recognize and right these wrongs.
And while teens are portrayed as more capable learners in the constructivist design of the
Common Sense Media lessons (2016), their power is diminished through very stereotypical
portrayals of high school females as catty and boy obsessed and high school males as sexually
charged and aggressive. Adults, on the other hand, are mostly backgrounded as individuals
through the use of pronouns that include them along with teenagers as internet users. The power
struggle in the Common Sense curriculum (2016) is actually between corporations, comprised of
adults, and teens who must figure out how to navigate the systems put in place by big businesses.
By replicating the traditional hierarchical relationships of the offline world into the digital
one, these curricula have set the stage for the strategic games of disciplinary power to be
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employed. Disciplinary power does not come from outside entities, systematized laws, or
governments. Instead, disciplinary power seeks to shape the behaviors of individuals, in this case
teenagers, through the help of higher ranking community members, such as the adults.
Disciplinary power also works laterally, whereby members of communities are expected to hold
one another accountable for the actions regardless of their place in the power structure. This type
of lateral culpability is most obviously suggested in lessons that implore students to stand up to
cyberbullying by calling it out when they see it.
None of the curricular materials reviewed in this study are written through the
assumption that teenagers have a valuable voice and, in many cases, are already constructing and
co-constructing the norms of citizenship in an online world. Through the consistent
reinforcement of adults in power positions over the young adults in these curricula, the notion
that power should look the same in online and offline worlds is forwarded as a truth.

Conclusions

By conducting an interdiscursive analysis of three curricular packages, I was able to see
that even though the words, phrases, and instructional approaches may differ between them,
there are key pieces that each have in common. This summative analysis helped me arrive at key
three findings. First, the term digital citizenship has become associated with safe, ethical, and
respectful use of technology. Second, many of the lessons on digital citizenship align with the
beliefs and approaches found in traditional citizenship curricula, and finally, these lessons
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reinforce the traditional relationships of power between adults and teenagers. In the following
chapter, I will discuss implications of these findings as well as suggestions for further research.
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CHAPTER 8
DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The critical discourse analysis applied to three readily available digital citizenship
curricula, coupled with an extensive literature review on the digital lives of teens, traditional
citizenship education, and governmentality allowed me to draw several important conclusions.
This chapter discusses such realizations in light of the research, allowing me to make future
recommendations for both curricular developers and fellow researchers.
First, it appears that the inclusion of digital citizenship curriculum in schools stemmed
from social change, legislation, and public opinion regarding technology that came from a place
of fear. Not only did lawmakers and schools act upon a fear of change, but they also acted upon a
fear of the unknown, and a fear of losing control. Oftentimes, technologies of power that seek to
shape behavior and increase “democratic participation and self-government are regarded as
solutions to the lack of something, for example, a lack of power” (Cruikshank, 1999, p. 3). This
would appear to be the case with educational programming around cyberbullying, digital
citizenship, and internet safety as well as government legislation like the Children’s Internet
Protection Act (Federal Communication Commissions, 2015). These large, systematized,
regulated modes of power, known as biopower (Taylor, 2014), work primarily through the state
to target the knowledge and behaviors of large populations of citizens - in this case, children.
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Digital citizenship, in its current state of discourse, is about maintaining a traditional
balance of power. This conclusion was drawn after a thorough examination of the history behind
the concept. The digital citizenship dialogue began in 2004 with publications by Ribble, Bailey
and Ross. Several years earlier, however, an article entitled “Digital Natives, Digital
Immigrants” was published by Marc Prensky in 2001. This article forwarded the notion that kids
born in a digital generation “are all ‘native speakers’ of the digital language of computers, video
games and the Internet” (p. 1). Prensky asserts that while many adults often become fascinated
by and adopt new technologies, they “always will be, compared to (digital natives), digital
immigrants” (p. 2). While the intent of Prensky’s article was to engage teachers in thinking
differently about their curriculum and pedagogy, these two opposing terms - digital native and
digital immigrant - have been repeated over and over again in academic literature, blog posts,
and even in online publications like Huffington Post (DeGraff, 2014) and Wikipedia, that are
widely read by the general public. While many studies and opinion pieces have challenged the
dichotomy of the native vs. the immigrant, these classifications persist. Two terms, two labels,
one widely cited article put a younger generation in a position of power over adults – something
that rarely, if ever, happens in the offline world.
Perhaps digital citizenship curriculum, then, came about as an attempt to restore the
traditional relationship of power between these digital natives and digital immigrants. After all,
in offline communities, it is adults that have the power. They set and reinforce rules, they design
learning experiences; adults control many of the messages minors receive through intentional
and sometimes unintentional censorship. Adults are responsible for passing on the expectations,
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traditions, morals, and history of their cultures and communities to children, but according to
social researcher danah boyd,
the term digital native (became) a lightning rod for the endless hopes and fears that many
adults attach to this new generation. Media narratives often suggest that kids today—
those who have grown up with digital technology—are equipped with marvelous new
superpowers….Meanwhile, the same breathless media reports also warn the public that
these kids are vulnerable to unprecedented new dangers: sexual predators, cyberbullying,
and myriad forms of intellectual and moral decline, including internet addiction,
shrinking attentions spans, decreased literacy, reckless oversharing, and so on. (2014, p.
22)

As I considered the possibility of digital citizenship curricula coming into schools as a
response to the digital native’s overthrowing the power of the digital immigrants, the concept of
governmentality and the technologies of power used to reset the balance through such curricula
became abundantly clear. The knee-jerk reactions by government agencies, including schools, to
restrict, shelter and protect minors in digital environments have resulted in a discourse intent on
maintaining traditional figured worlds of schooling, marginalizing young people from
conversations about digital spaces, and playing into the fears upon which such curricula were
built. The sections that follow are written to challenge teachers, curriculum writers,
administrators and other stakeholders to think beyond traditional figured worlds, to move past
the need for strict adult control, and to support meaningful curriculum that go beyond fear. It is
time to expand the digital citizenship discourse into something more.
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Thinking Beyond a Figured World

The educational system is in a slow, ongoing struggle to adapt and change to a world in
which the schoolhouse is no longer the sole source of knowledge and information. As technology
permeates the school setting, teachers have lost their sense of authority on Google-able facts,
figures, and how-to’s. They find themselves fighting for their students’ attention and trying to
convince teenagers why their curriculum is so relevant in an age when students and non-students
alike are increasingly turning to one another and to digital sources like Khan Academy or even
YouTube when they have a need for information or support. The problem is, when digital
citizenship curricula overwhelmingly portray technology as a portal for risk, a source of
unreliable information, a space for cruelty or folly, while also maintaining a traditional figured
world of school where the teacher is the center and collaboration and student centered inquiry are
frowned upon, the wheels of change are given permission to slow even more.
Digital citizenship curricula may even do more harm than good for schools who want to
push the boundaries of traditional teaching and learning. As more districts move to 1:1 learning
environments and put devices in the hands of every teacher and student, the messages that are
sent about such devices must be carefully crafted. If a parent or a teacher is already leery of
technology in the hands of their children, handing out a curriculum that only focuses on the
negative aspects of technology like cheating, cyberbullying, internet addiction, and security risk
will do very little to assuage such fear. Instead, digital citizenship curriculum must help teacher,
parent, and student alike see the opportunities afforded to digital citizens that can extend learning
beyond the four walls of the classroom. In order to embrace such opportunity, adults must be
willing to move beyond a curriculum of control.
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Moving Beyond Control

Through this critical discourse analysis, I found that a majority of digital citizenship
lessons are written through a lens of adult control. Power and control came out in many ways
from a teacher delivering information to a passive student audience, to big business controlling
the way data is collected, disseminated and used for profit. In the curricula, it is the adults who
tell the students how to behave online and what punishments they will receive if they do not. Not
surprisingly, research from a three year ethnography on student learning with digital media saw
this same need for adult control arise in their study.

When students were given access to technology in the classroom or library,
teachers and schools attempt(ed) to determine appropriate use of those resources. The
desire to restrict hanging out practices at school in favor of keeping students “on task”
while using media and technology for production or research...prompt(ed) teachers and
principals to develop rules about the appropriate use of media structures. (Horst, HerrStephenson, and Robinson, 2009, p. 47)

In addition, schools often expect students to follow very specific sets of step-by-step
processes for learning and producing with technology. When the researchers observed students
outside of school, however, they found that teens approach both learning how to use technology
and using technology for learning in a very different way than teachers expected them to in the
classroom. Outside of school, “students move(d) beyond a set processes in approaching media
and beg(a)n to experiment through trial and error, fortuitous searching, consultation with techmentors and observations of other users” (p. 65). Although this approach can be seen as a less
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than traditional way of learning, it was also observed as a highly productive method for the
young people embarking on self-generated learning tasks. Digital citizenship curricula that only
perpetuate a discourse of rules, restrictions, and adult- monitored technology use fail to
acknowledge an adolescent’s capacity to learn from and support the learning of other digital
citizens.
Furthermore, the efforts of schools, via digital citizenship curricula, to mediate online
spaces and social interactions through adult generated, one-size fits all norms, may actually be
happening in vain. Even though the dichotomy of the digital native and the digital immigrant
may have been challenged, there is no denying that “youth are taking the lead in developing
social norms and literacies that are likely to persist as structures of media participation and
practice that transcend age boundaries” (Ito, 2009, p. 12). While youth may not have the
“superpowers” (boyd, 2014) alluded to by the digital native discourse, they are willing to take
risks, try new things, explore new media, and help usher in digital change. “For example, we
have seen text messaging expand from a youth demographic to encompass a broader age range,
and the demographics of media such as gaming and animation gradually shift upstream” (p. 12).
Additionally, research shows that youth are able to craft multiple media identities, move
fluidly between digital spaces with different group norms, and learn such norms through careful
observation of and participation in those digital communities (Ito et al., 2009). What this means
is that digital citizenship cannot be all encompassing. The rules and norms will change
depending upon the spaces an adolescent is in. So while schools may not feel comfortable giving
up complete control, there must be some recognition that students, teenagers especially, are
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already engaging in digital communities with their own sets of norms that are citizen-created, not
generated from an outside entity like a school or law making agency.
The implication for curriculum writers, classroom teachers, and administrators then is
that student voice must not only be recognized in digital citizenship lessons, but it should be
called upon to help develop and shape the discourse moving forward. As Mizuko Ito so
eloquently advances,
Both the generational divide and the divide between in-school and out-of-school learning
are part of a resilient set of questions about adult authority in the education and
socialization of youth. The discourse of digital generations and digital youth posits that
new media empower youth to challenge the social norms and educational agendas of their
elders in unique ways. (2009, p. 2)

Schools must embrace, rather than attempt to control through digital citizenship
curriculum, the empowerment new media can give to youth. This empowerment can both help
schools move beyond traditional approaches to teaching and learning, and also help shape the
future discourse on what it means to be a citizen of a globally connected world. Allowing youth
to have a voice in not only their own education, but also in their position as a digital citizen,
means that adults must be willing to develop a curriculum that goes beyond fear.

Developing Curriculum beyond Fear

Most of the issues present in personally responsible digital citizenship curricula have
been found, through other research, not to be extensive social issues at all, but rather a reflection
of moral panic that often accompanies new media (boyd, 2010). A very small fraction of students
actually encounter cyberbullying or report experiences online that leave them feeling fearful,
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vulnerable, or emotionally damaged (Lenhart et al., 2011). Teens that were interviewed about
their online experiences talked a lot about drama, gossip, and rumors among friend groups, but
“few used the language of ‘bullying’ or ‘harassment’ unless (the researchers) introduced these
terms” (boyd, 2010, p.108). And yet, in spite of such research, a large portion of digital
citizenship curricula are comprised of lessons around the topic of cyberbullying. Equal weight is
given to lessons on internet predators and the dangers of oversharing. A curriculum based on
sensationalized fear, however, is doing nothing more than scaring adults and marginalizing
adolescents from participation in online communities.
So what is there beyond a curriculum of fear? Let’s look back to look forward. John
Dewey (1909) argued that a school could not simply give students a course in citizenship and
expect them to become good citizens. He argued that the school must become a society in and of
itself which would allow students to live and breathe citizenship as a community. I would argue
that the same immersive experience must be fostered in order to help usher in a generation of
globally connected people who can engage in participatory and justice-oriented modes of
citizenship, which is less likely to happen without the support of educators. I make this
assumption because research shows that most youth digital practices are limited to the same
types of friendship based and interest based socialization they engage in offline (Ito et al., 2009).
In fact, Gardner and Davis (2013) found that even though students have access to tools like
devices and the internet which can help them expand their horizons, it is an opportunity they do
not frequently take advantage of. Moving beyond a curriculum of fear would allow students to
see opportunity in the tools they currently use for socialization and entertainment. These
opportunities could be anything from giving voice to commonly silenced or marginalized groups
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of people to collaborating with other digital citizens in order to bring about awareness, positive
change, and social justice. This vision cannot be a reality, though, until educators agree to move
beyond the curriculum of fear and into one of possibility while simultaneously reconsidering the
approach to teaching and fostering digital citizens.

Reconsidering the Approaches to Teaching Digital Citizenship

Although there are not many empirical studies that examine the effectiveness of digital
citizenship curriculum in schools, there is research in the similar fields of citizenship and
character education that can lend itself to analysis of this newer field. Prestwich (2004)
discusses the obstacles in citizenship and ethics education, noting that both place an enormous
amount of responsibility on the teacher, who has been identified in numerous studies as the
crucial factor in the success of such curricula. It is for this reason that Bulach (2002) cautions
against putting the responsibility for the implementation of a character education program on a
single person in the school, like the guidance counselor. In order for any program to be effective,
there must be buy in from all members of the school community. Unfortunately, survey data
from the American Library Association shows that 70% of digital citizenship instruction is
happening in the school library program, and 52% of the instruction is being delivered by the
school librarian in isolation from other adults in the school (American Association of School
Librarians, 2010).
The other unfortunate aspect of many digital citizenship curricula is the way lessons are
designed as a separate entity, and taught apart from core academic subjects. Forty two percent of
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school librarians cite a lack of an integrated curriculum as the number one barrier to teaching
digital citizenship (American Association of School Librarians, 2010). Hoge (2002) echoes the
importance of an integrated curriculum, citing multiple examples of ineffective “Word of the
Month” approaches to character education, and Revell (2002), found that students’ attitudes
toward “Word of the Month” character programs were apathetic at best, but in many cases the
students ridiculed the program and its message. The content of many digital citizenship curricula
lend themselves to “lesson of the month” type approaches. Even the more robust Common Sense
Media curriculum (2016) is limited to five lessons per grade level per year, but is considered
sufficient enough for meeting the requirements of the Children’s Internet Protection Act
(Common Sense Media, 2012).

Regardless of the chosen curriculum for digital citizenship education, McKay (2002)
asserts that the success of any character molding program is dependent upon community
participation, policy, clearly identified and defined outcomes, an integrated curriculum,
experiential learning, adult role models, and student leadership. A natural place for this
integration would be in the social studies classroom, through an alignment of the College,
Career, and Civic Life (C3) Framework for Social Studies (NCSS, 2013) and the ISTE National
Education Technology Standards for Students (2016) whereby students’ conceptual
understanding of civic life can be expanded to include the skillsets, responsibilities, and
opportunities afforded to digital citizens in a global community.
Another approach that needs reconsidering is the way in which digital citizenship is
taught in isolation from technology use. Of the curricula reviewed in this study, not a single
lesson required the teacher and students to use a device other than for viewing a video clip. All
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of the learning activities, discussions, and assessments were able to be completed without more
than a single teacher computer in the classroom. In order to be a participatory citizen of digital
spaces, there are skills related to technological literacy, digital and media literacies that schools
must consider prioritizing in their curricula. These few ideas, along with several others became
the basis for recommendations for further study.

Opportunities for Further Research

Throughout this research and writing process, many key ideas arose as opportunities for
further research. One of the biggest assumptions being forwarded through digital citizenship
curricula is that students are fundamentally unable to transfer the lessons in ethics, responsibility
and expectations of citizenship that are being taught to them in offline spaces like home, school,
and church into digital communities even though there has been no research to prove this need
for duality. The assumption, with these curricula, is that we must give students lessons in
kindness in the classroom, and then move into the computer lab to repeat those lessons in front of
a screen. Studies that help determine how much of a students’ offline lessons naturally transfer to
online environments without additional, direct instruction could have serious implications for the
focus of digital citizenship curricula and discourse moving forward.
When conducting this analysis, I noticed how freely terminology like cyberbullying,
digital drama, and online harassment were tossed about in the texts. The term digital drama
seemed more frequently tied to girls than boys, but the other terms were used haphazardly
throughout all three. Further discourse analysis, not only of adult mediated texts like curricular
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documents, but of actual texts created and produced by adolescents themselves could help clarify
and refine the labels being put to online behaviors. Understanding how and why teens act in
different digital communities or with various groups of online peers can help guide the discourse
out of a space of fear, rules, and punishments helping lawmakers, educators, and parents be
collaborative supporters rather than fearful censors.
Another important area of need is research on the intersection of digital citizenship with
traditional citizenship education, traditional and digital literacy, technological literacy, media
literacy and critical media studies. Perhaps digital citizenship, like Dewey (1909) suggested of
citizenship education, should not even be a topic of study or a curriculum to be delivered.
Perhaps schools must cultivate digital citizens through rich learning opportunities in other areas
of study and practice with digital skills. Because these areas of study tend to be addressed in silos
in education today, further work to refine the goals of each, map out the gaps, overlaps, and
commonalities among them could result in a framework that would allow for better curricular
planning in K-12 education.

Conclusion

An educational system intent on developing digital citizens should acknowledge the role
individuals, including minors, play in helping shape and develop their digital
communities. Research shows that adolescents are able to learn the norms, standards, and
guidelines of digital cultures on their own or through the support of the digital community, which
means the efforts of the education system should not be limited to conveying a list of
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standardized rules developed outside of the digital community itself. Instead, teachers and the
curricular materials used to support digital citizens should foster skills that will allow for active
participation as a citizen of digital spaces. This goal can likely be accomplished through a
curriculum rich in digital, media, and critical media literacy.
Digital citizenship cannot be taught in isolation. It should not be a pre-packaged
curriculum or an item that can be checked off of a curricular “to-cover” list. Digital citizenship
as an overarching goal of the educational system should focus on the ethical, social, and
reflective practices of individuals in networked cultures. Additionally, curricula should help
students develop cultural understanding and empathy, all of which can be fostered by engaging
students in authentic problem solving, access to digital communities and networked spaces, and
opportunities to grow as well-rounded citizens of not only local, but global societies.
In summary, the current digital citizenship discourse needs to be reexamined and
expanded to help educators, parents, and students see possibility over problems, opportunities
over risks, and community success over personal gain.
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